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Tuesday, 3 November 1992

THE DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Garry Kelly) took the Chair at 3.30 pm, and mead
prayers.

STANDING COMMITTEE ON LEGISLATION - REPORT ON PORT
KENNEDY DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT BILL

Tabling

THE DEPUTY PRESIDENT: I table the report of the Legislation Committee on the Port
Kennedy Development Agreement Bill and draw the attention of the House to the attached
schedule. The report was released last Wednesday pursuant to a resolution adopted by the
Council on 22 October that in lieu of presenting the report on that day the chairman be
authorised to present it to the President on or before 28 October and on receipt of that report
the President be authorised to publish it and the report be deemed to be tabled and ordered to
be printed. The chairman of the committee handed the report to the Deputy President on
Wednesday, 28 October 1992 at 3.37 pm at which time the report was released.
[See paper No 480.]

MOTION - STANDING ORDERS SUSPENSION
Attorney General's Resignation - Royal Commission into Commercial Activities of

Government and Other Matters Report Recommendations
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [3.39 pm]: I
move without notice -

That so much of Standing Orders be suspended as would enable a motion to be
moved and debated to its conclusion at today's sitting.

The motion I wish to move relates to a number of matters of public importance. If the House
grants the suspension of Standing Orders the Legislative Council will be given the
opportunity to discuss aspects of the Royal Commission's findings which were tabled in this
House approximately two weeks ago. The House must be given the opportunity to raise the
matters contained in the motion, not just because the Opposition sees it as an opportunity to
debate matters connected with the Royal Commission but because the matters in the
proposed motion touch on issues of high public importance. Debate will not only afford the
Opposition the opportunity to put its view but will also allow the Leader of the House to
respond.
The motion calls on the Leader of the House to resign his ministerial portfolios. Members
will be aware that as Attorney General he is the first officer of the State and that this is not
the type of motion that can be left hanging around on the Notice Paper. It must be debated
today. It is a matter of considerable public interest and should be debated with the utmost
urgency. For those reasons, and for such other reasons as members think appropriate, I ask
them to support the suspension of Standing Orders.
HON J.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [3.48 pm]: I support
the motion to suspend Standing Orders. More than that, I am happy to acknowledge that the
motion is a welcome change from the quite disgraceful manipulation of Standing Orders in
which Hon George Cash has engaged himself on earlier similar occasions. I have in mind in
particular his conduct on a motion of censure against me which he moved on 8 May 1990.
He started speaking at 9.59 pm and spoke for almost an hour. That brought him right up to
our normal adjournment time, and when I moved an extension of time so that I could speak
and have my rebuttal reported in the media at the same time as his unfounded allegations, he
ensured that the extension of time was rejected. flat was not really clever-, it was merely
tricky, in the distinctive way that has been all too typical of Mr Cash's approach on many
occasions.
Hon George Cash: You have been a very good teacher!
Hon J.M. BERINSON: To the extent at least that the Leader of the Opposition in this



procedural respect has withstood the temptation to be himself, it is only fair to acknowledge
the improvement. If he can only bring himself also to present the facts rather than
misrepresent them when we come to the substantive motion, he really wili show himself to
be a very changed man, though his speech in that case will also be very short.
I support the motion.
Question put and passed with an absolute majority.

MOTION - ATTORNEY GENERAL'S RESIGNATION
Royal Commission into Commercial Activities of

Government and Other Matters Report Recommendations
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of die Opposition) [3.50 pm]: I
move -

That this House -

A. Having considered the report of the Royal Commission into Commercial
Activities of Government and Other Matters and mindful that -
(i) The Royal Commission was prohibited by the Bill of Rights article 9

from examining the conduct of Ministers in Parliament and
accordingly, given that special privilege Parliament has an absolute
obligation to make that examination itself; and

(ii) the accountability of Ministers is to the Parliament, and in particular to
the House of which the Minister is a member, and that the findings of
the commission in themselves give rise to questions as to the
sufficiency or probity of the actions of Ministers, or taken with matters
that occurred in the House give rise to those questions;

B. condemns the Leader of the House in his conduct as a Minister, as Attorney
General and former Minister for Budget Management in that he has -

(1) methodically misled the House as to the extent of his involvement in
the acquisition by the State Government Insurance Commission
(SGIC) of the Bell Group shares and convertible notes;

(2) participated in a course of deception of the public and the undermining
of public confidence in appointments to senior Public Service
positions in the appointment of Len Brush as Chairman of the State
Superannuation Board;

(3) was grossly negligent in -
(i) introducing and recommending to Cabinet the Bell convertible

note purchase without making or causing to be made any
inquiry as to the value of the notes;

(ii) putting forward the Bell deal knowing that it was concerned
with a rescue of Rothwells Limited and having learnt of the
substantial deposits that had been made in Rothwells by the
State Government Insurance Commission, the State
Superannuation Board, the Bell Group and die Bond
Corporation;

(iii) failing to read the legal advice obtained regarding the SGIC's
obligation to comply with the takeovers code with regard to the
Bell share acquisition and in having dissuaded other members
of Cabinet from doing so, where had he read the opinion he
would have ascertained that the legality of the transaction
depended upon Crown privilege and that he and the
Government had participated in a breach of the spirit of die
takeovers code;

(iv) failing to ensure that Laurence Robert Connell executed an
appropriate enforceable guarantee in accordance with the oral
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undertaking by Mr Connell to put the whole of his assets at the
disposal of Rothwells especially in view of the fact that Hon
J.M. Berinson with Brian Burke and David Parker were the
three Ministers who agreed with Connell the terms of the
Rothweils rescue;

(v) failing to take an active interest in the legal and financial
implications of the Western Australian Government Holdings
and Petrochemical Industries Co Ltd transaction and especially
those matters raised by the letter of advice to him dated
16 August 1988 from the Solicitor General;

(4) participated in the deception of the public regarding the giving of the
Government guarantees in connection with the Petrochemical
Industries Co Ltd;

(5) was deceptive and involved himself in a conflict of interest on the
Ministerial Council by failing to give evidence to the National
Companies and Securities Commission inquiry into the acquisition of
Bell shares as to his involvement in the meeting with Bond
Corporation over the acquisition;

and that this House concludes that the whole WA Inc saga demonstrated -

(i) a total disregard of the law and failure to enforce the law, and a
participation in improper practices by Government; and

(ii) a massive waste and loss of public funds through deals designed to
hide the truth of the Government's involvement in Rothwells and to
secure the Australian Labor Party's re-election;

and that in his role as Attorney General he must bear direct responsibility for
the former, and in his previous capacity as Minister for Budget Management
he must accept responsibility for the latter, and has shown himself completely
lacking in integrity and competence to act as a Minister of the Crown by
elevating the party's advantage over his constitutional obligation to act in the
community's interests;

C. Requires him to resign forthwith as a Minister of the Crown.
The opening paragraph of the motion refers to article 9 of the Bill of Rights. The preamble
in the motion touches on mailers that could be considered by the Royal Commission and that
have been the subject of debate in this House. Members will be aware that sonic time ago
the Royal Commissioners made application to both the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly
and the President of the Legislative Council for permission to waive the parliamentary
privilege as it applied to article 9 of the Bill of Rights to enable the Royal Commissioners to
give consideration to those matters which had been raised in the Parliament. Given the very
special privilege that exists with respect to what members of Parliament say in a House of
Parliament, the Presiding Officers of both Houses denied the Royal Commission the waiver
of that privilege. Members will be aware that only two weeks ago the President of this
Legislative Council, after reading various media reports which distorted the situation with
respect to article 9 of the Bill of Rights and the special privilege that attaches to what is said
in this Parliament, made a statement to this House which clearly outlined the reasons that
both Mr President and Mr Speaker had declined to grant the waiver. The Royal Commission
was entitled to seek evidence an various matters that were within its terms of reference, to
take evidence from witnesses and to consider the responses of witnesses. The Royal
Commission was also able to consider certain evidence that had been tendered to the Royal
Commission by way of the production of documents and statements. The Royal Commission
was not able to question the matters that had been raised in this House or the other House and
that disability, in so much as the Royal Commission was not granted any waiver of article 9
of the Bill of Rights, prevented the Royal Commissioners from questioning what was said in
this House and in the Legislative Assembly. It is important for this House to now examine a
number of matters that were raised in this House and in the Legislative Assembly, and to do
those things that the Royal Commission was not able to do. I re-emphasise that as members
of Parliament we have a special privilege attaching to us as members of the corporate body
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of the Parliament: Only members of Parliament can challenge the words of another member
of Parliament uttered in this place.
I do not propose today to rerun the matters that were necessarily raised in the Royal
Commission; I do not believe that is the job of the Parliament. In fact, the taxpayers have
paid something like $30 million for the Royal Commission to come up with the reports that it
has and at this point the Opposition warmly supports the conclusions that have been arrived
at. More than that the Opposition is grateful and extends its appreciation to the
commissioners and their staff for the enormous amount of work they have done to reach
those findings.
Hon J.M. Berinson: That is what you say, but it is not what you do.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I put on record the Liberal and National Parties' position: We
proudly support the findings of the Royal Commission. It is not my intention today to
question those findings; however, I do intend to raise matters that affect the ministerial role
of Hon J.M. Berinson, be it in his capacity as Leader of the House, Attorney General, the
former Minister for Budget Management or any other portfolio he may have held from time
to time. The motion clearly states that the House condemns the Leader of the House for
methodically misleading the House about the extent of his involvement in the State
Government Insurance Commission's acquisition of the Bell Group shares and convertible
notes. That is matter that has been raised in this House before, but to my recollection the
evidence given by Mr Berinson to the Royal Commission has not as yet been closely
compared with matters raised in this House.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Who do you think you are fooling with that, Mr Cash?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Is Hon Joe Berinsoa saying that it has?
Hon J.M. Berinson: I am saying that your own members have indicated you have had daily
transcripts from the Royal Commission and have examined them microscopically on a daily
basis.
Hon GEORGE CASH: In due course I would like that pointed out to me in the Hansard.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Mr Foss indicated that, and I have already drawn it to your attention.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Is the Leader of the House able to point to that in the Hansard, or is
that another general statement he is making in his very vague and general way hoping that -

Hon Tom Stephens: The Attorney is never vague.
Hon GEORGE CASH: - what he says will be taken as gospel and never questioned? I do
not intend to rerun the SGIC acquisition of the Bell Group shares and convertible notes, but
it is critical that this House understands the real role that Mr Berinson played in their
acquisition. I do not believe he has truly or forthrightly advised the House about his actual
involvement in the acquisition of those shares. I will step back a few paces so we can get an
understanding of the chronological sequence of events in Mr Berinson's involvement.
Members should cast their minds back to 24 April 1988 when Mr Berinson advised this
House that he attended the home of the then Premier Mr Peter Dowding and was instructed
by Mr Dowding to give consideration to the acquisition of certain shares and con vertible
notes by the SGIC in the Bell Group. Mr Berm son was told that he was required to check the
valuations of the shares to ensure that they represented value. A number of meetings
occurred on 24, 25 and 26 April 1988 which are critical to understanding Mr Berinson's
involvement in the acquisition of those shares and notes. The reason we must go through
these things step by step relates to Mr Berinson's answer to question 257 which was lodged
on 19 June 1990 in the Legislative Assembly. The Attorney General was asked -

Without referring to the particulars of the transaction, or transgressing any sub judice
rule, would the Attorney General describe what his role was in the Bell/SGIC
transaction?

Mr Berinson replied-
I had very little to do with that transaction other than what was part of the general
Cabinet role involved. I was informed a couple of days before the presentation to
Cabinet of the proposal that the SGIC was interested in that transaction. I was given
an indication of the price of the shares in question. When I queried that, I was asked
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by the Premier to make some inquiries between then and the time of the Cabinet
meeting. As it happened, those inquiries were of no assistance to me at all, no doubt
due to my own lack of knowledge of the particular area and an inability by me to
make any independent judgement about the value of assets held by Bell Group on
which an assessment of the price was based. For the rest, I was one of the members
of the Cabinet present at the meeting when the issue was discussed with SOIC
representatives.

The House was invited to believe that that was the extent of Hon Joe Berinson's role in that
matter. On the same day -

Hon J.M. Berinson: Would you clarify to what matter you are referring? I think I am right
by saying that from memory the question related to the SGIlO Bell Group transactions; is
that correct?
Hon GEORGE CASH: I am talking about the acquisition of the shares and notes by the
SGIC in the Bell Group.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I am wanting to be reminded of the actual terms of the question.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I just read out the question word for word. I repeat that it is
question 257, for those people the Attorney General has in the back room taking notes of
which questions we are referring to. If the Attorney General wishes, I will provide him with
a copy and save them an awful lot of time.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Don't be ridiculous, Mr Cash. Do you think I have not got that question
here? You are not even being half clever. Why are you running away from the terms of it?
All I asked was for you to clarify it.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Hon Joe Berinson should tell the House what Mr John Lightowlers
has been doing in his office for the last few weeks.
Hon J.M. Berinson: He is my secretary and he does whatever is appropriate work for a
secretary. Have you a complaint about that?
Hon GEORGE CASH: It is important that Hon Joe Berinson let the House at least know
what his private secretary is doing.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Tricky old George! He thinks he has really struck oil with this. My
secretary works for me.
Hon GEORGE CASH: The Attorney is reluctant to tell the House, so I will tell the House.
Hon J.M. Berinson: It is none of your business.
Hon GEORGE CASH: One of the duties that has been assigned to Mr John Uglnowlers in
the past two weeks, since the tabling of the Royal Commission's report, is to go through
every page of that report and cross-reference it where references are made to Hon Joe
Berinson with matters that have been raised in Parliament by Hon Joe Berinson, and no
doubt others, to ensure that he is able to cover his tracks on matters he has raised.
Hon J.M. Berinson: What a false and stupid thing to say.
Hon GEORGE CASH: That is why Hon Joe Berinson did not want to tell the House what
Mr John Lightowlers has been doing. Is the Attorney General denying that?
Hon J.M. Berinson: You are pitiful.
Hon GEORGE CASH: We have established that. Now can we get on with the question?
Hon T.M. Berinson: You still have not given me the terms of the question.
Hon GEORGE CASH: The Attorney told me last time when I asked him about his
association with a number of people from the Eastern States when we were discussing this
very matter -

Hon J.M. Berinson: I am very happy you referred to that because that will give me a lead to
come bank and get you between the eyes.
Hon GEORGE CASH: So am I. The answers to the questions I asked then again indicate
the methodical pattern that Hon Joe Berinson has developed to try to avoid allowing this
House to understand his real involvement in the WA Inc saga. He knows that.
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Hon J.M. Berinson: There is a difference between being mad and stupid; it is a shame that
you are the second.
Hon GEORGE CASH: There is no need for me to tell the Attorney General that, because he
is a classic example, and I see that every day in this Parliament. Let us not get down to
personal slanging, because there is no cop in it.
Hon WM. Berinson: Let us just hear the terms of question 257. That is all I asked you.
Hon GEORGE CASH: The honourable member should settle in and listen to what I have to
say. The good thing about this House is that he will have an opportunity at some stage
between now and when this debate concludes to make his comments about what I have said.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Why are you running away from such a simple question? I am just
asking about the terms of question 257.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I have referred to question 257 asked in the Legislative Council on
19 June 1990. Hon Joe Berinson says he has a copy next to him and I invite him to read it.
I turn now to question 261, which was asked on the same day. The question was -

When the Attorney General first learned of the proposal to purchase Bell convertible
notes, what was his role thereafter?

Hon Joe Berinson replied -

I think I first learned of that proposal at the same time as I learned of the interest of
the SOIC in making the purchase of the Bell Group's shares. I must confess -

This is a very important factor because later it will demonstrate Hon Joe Berinson's
incompetence about the management of some of his portfolios.

- that I took no interest in the notes question as opposed to the shares.
Hon Joe Berinson was talking about convertible notes that were worth $150 million.
However, Hon Joe Berinson, as the Minister for Budget Management at the time, admitted in
Parliament that he took no interest in the notes.
Hon P.G. Pendal: He should have resigned over that alone.
Hon GEORGE CASH: There is clearly an indication of incompetence. In due course, the
Attorney General can tell the House why he is not incompetent. He knew how much money
the State looked like losing on those notes.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I do not need an invitation from you to do that, Mr Cash, but you can be
sure that I will.
Hon GEORGE CASH: In question 262 the Attorney General was asked if he ever, directly
or indirectly, gave directions to tihe SOIC, to which Hon Joe Berinson answered, no. The
fact that Hon Joe Berinson did not take any interest in the convertible notes has cost this
State dearly. That is a matter with which I am sure members can deal later in this debate.
Another interesting matter appears about Hon Joe Bernson's role as the Minister for Budget
Management. Members will recall that I said Mr Dowding on 24 April 1988 asked Hon Joe
Berinson to make inquiries into the value of the SGIC shares and convertible notes. In reply
to a question from Mr Templeman at the Royal Commission -

Did you have any expertise at the time, Mr Berinson, in the valuation of shares?
Hon Joe Berinson's short, but I suggest very accurate, reply was -

None at all.
Hon Joe Berinson was admitting that he had no expertise at all relating to the question of the
valuation of those shares. Further questions were asked about Hon Joe Berinson's position
as Attorney General and, in conjunction with that, as the Minister for Budget Management.
He was asked by the Royal Commission whether he sought any legal or independent
financial advice on those matters. Again, Hon Joe Berinson said, no. In fact, on
3 September 1991 in discussions about the SGIC purchase of the Bell shares between Hon
Joe Berinson and counsel assisting the commission, Mr Templeman, he stated -

So far as I can recall I hardly participated in the debate in between that initial
summary and right at the end, but as the discussions seemed to be winding up I said
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again words to the effect 'Kevin, 1 want to put ta you before the Cabinet what I have
put to you privately, and that is: is the SC3IC quite sure tlhac there is nothing in this
proposal which could be in breach of any legal requirement?" He said, "Yes, in fact
it has written legal opinion to that effect."

Further in the transcript Mr Templeman asked Hon Joe Berinson -

Did he say who the opinion had been obtained from?
Hon Joe Berinson replied, no. Mr Templenian then asked -

Did you inquire about the opinion?
Hon Joe Berinson replied -

Not then.
He was then asked -

Did you inquire subsequently?
To which Mr Berinson replied -

Not really but I came to see it on a later occasion briefly. I think perhaps I should
elaborate if you do not mind.

To which Mr Templeman said -
By all means do?

Mr Berinson then said -

On the fact that there was a response to his statement about the existence of a legal
opinion along lines which I have always regretted I didn't take up in that at least one
or maybe two minister on the other side of the table said, in response to his statement
that they had written legal advice to that effect, "Should we look at it?" I
unfortunately said that I didn't think that that was our role and we really had to decide
whether this was going to be a government project, in which case of course we would
have had to consider that and other things, or whether it was going to be an SGIC
proposal as had been put to us. If it were to be the latter, which was my
understanding that everyone agreed with, then the responsibility was on the SGIC to
ensure that everything was in order.

The important words in that quotation which formed part of Hon Joe Berinson's evidence to
the Royal Commission relate to his position as Attorney General. I am referring to the words
"I unfortunately said that I didn't think that that was our role .. ". I put it to the House that
one of the reasons Hon Joe Berinson did not want it to be seen as a Government role at that
stage was that he was keen to see that no Minister who was present at the Cabinet meeting on
26 April 1988 was given the opportunity of reading that legal advice.
Hon J.M, Berinson: Rubbish!
Hon GEORGE CASH: Hon Joe Berinson can say rubbish as much as he likes.
Hon J.M. Berinson: What does the Royal Commission say about this very point? Are you
going to refer to it?
Hon GEORGE CASH: I said that the Opposition supported the findings of the Royal
Commission. I am talking about Hon Joe Berinson's competence as the Attorney General.
Hon J.M. Berinson: What did the Royal Commission say about this very issue? This is not
affected by article 9 of the Bill of Rights, you know.
Hon GEORGE CASH: That is something we can discuss when we come to it.

Hon J.M. Berinson: My mistake. I thought you had got to it.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Absolutely not.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Is this all preamble?
Hon GEORGE CASH: It is indeed and it will cake a long time because I have a number of
papers to refer to. I would like Hon Joe Berinson to understand that what I have said, and
will say, has been taken from his evidence to the Royal Commission, statements in this
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House, Press statements attributed to him and other statements made by Ministers which
implicate him in the Government dealings.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Are you suggesting the Royal Commission did not have the benefit of
your vast array of material when it made a finding on this very issue?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Yes, I am. Hon Joe Berinson knows that the Royal Commission was
not able to challenge the statements he made in this House.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Nothing on this issue is affected by article 9 of the Bill of Rights.
Hon GEORGE CASH: It appears that Hon Joe Berinson does not want me to get on with the
debate to point out the inconsistencies, but I intend to do it.
Hon J.M. Berinson: By all means. The sooner we hear it, the better.
Hon GEORGE CASH: That is what Hon Joe Berinson said last time.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Last time your performance was more disgraceful than it has been so far
today.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I chink Hon Joe Berinson said that last ime also. The House carried
a censure motion against him and I will outline today the methodical web of deception that
he has spun to make sure that no-one in this Parliament understands his involvement in the
WA Inc deals. Hon Joe Berinson knows what it is all about because, like me, he has heard
what is being attributed to him in legal circles; that is, that he is the prince of darkness.
Hon Kay Hallahan: What do you think people are saying about you?
Hon GEORGE CASH: I am making a point.
Hon ,.M. Berinson: Would you like to specify the legal circles or do you wish them to
remain anonymous like the last disgraceful anonymous document you tabled in this House?
You thrive on anonymity, especially under parliamentary privilege.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Hon Joe Berinson knows the legal circles to which I am referring.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I do not.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Of course he does and later on I will quietly tell him to bring him up
to date with what is going on.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You are under parliamentary privilege the same as you were when you
brought forward the last disgusting lot of untrue allegations into this House.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I will deal with that. I am very happy when Hon Joe Berinson
interjects because he gives me the opportunity to mention things which I normally would not
have raised. The reason I tabled the document during the last debate was that Hon Joe
Berinson asked me to. He was the person who was silly enough to ask me to table it.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You must be joking.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I would not have raised some of the issues contained in that
document in this House, but as Hon Joe Berinson asked me to table page 1, 1 offered to cable
page 2 so that it could not be said I was holding back anything. That is the reason he is
saying these comments are offensive to him.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You cannot understand what you are saying.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Yes, I do. I was the one who had the document.
Hon J.M. Berinsan: The anonymous document.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I asked the question and Hon Joe Berinson again methodically spun
the web of deception so that he could not be identified as a key player in the WA Inc saga.
I come back to the legal opinion which Hon Joe Berinson acknowledged to the commission
that he had not read.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You am not suggesting that the document we are talking about was not
available to the Royal Commission? You are aware it had it?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Which one?
Hon J.M. Berinson: Ile same disgusting, anonymous document you tabled at my insistence.
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Hon GEORGE CASH: Not only did the Royal Commission have a copy of it, but it asked
me questions about it. If Hon Joe Berinson had not asked me to table the document I guess
the Royal Commission would never have been able to ask me who the soure was.
Hon J.M. Berinson: It was very important that it should ask that question.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I am pleased I was able to afford Hon Joe Berinson an opportunity to
explain his role in these matters.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You are getting off the beaten track. You do not understand what you
are saying.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I refer to the legal advice which was available to Hon Joe Berinson
on 26 April 1988 - which he refused to read. Five weeks later members will recall that the
National Companies and Securities Commission decided it needed to investigate the
acquisition of the Bell Group shares by both the State Government Insurance Commission
and the Bond group. If it could be proved that the Bond group and the SGIC had acted in
collusion - that is, with the 19.9 per cent interest which bath were to acquire in the Bell
Group - there was every chance that the NCSC would order the forfeiture of those shares. I
am talking about $150 million-worth of shares. I can assure members that there was some
panic running through the Government at that stage of the game. On 3 September 1991
Mr Templeman, when referring to the NCSC investigation, asked Hon Joe Berinson -

You mentioned earlier the existence of the legal opinion about the takeovers code
matter. Had you, by the time of this meeting -

He was referring to 2 June 1988 -

- looked at that opinion?
Again. Hon Joe Berinson's answer is a single word, no. He bad not bothered, even at that
stage, five weeks' later, to acquaint himself with the content of that opinion. The next day.
4 September 1991, at page 10103 of the Royal Commission transcripts, Mr Martin, who was
acting for Mr Connell, asked the following question when dealing with issues relating to the
SGIC share acquisition -

Did you seek any alternative advice on that legal aspect?
Hon Joe Berinsan's reply was again a single word, no. I am talking about the frst law
officer in this State; the person who has the legal resources of the Cmown Law Department
available to him; the person who has the Solicitor General available, on call, to give him
legal advice; the person who has the resources of the private sector available to him if he
requires specialised advice; and the person who has all manner of advice available to him in
his capacity as Attorney General. Yet again. Hon Joe Berinson admits he did not read the
advice or seek alternative legal advice in respect of this matter. Later on in the Royal
Commission inquiry Mr Judd, who I understand was acting for the State Government
Insurance Commission, when cross-examining Hon Joe Berinson put the following
question -

Now, I'm suggesting to you, Mr Berinson, that at that point you must have had some
real concern about the legality of the transaction that you were recommending to
Cabinet?

Hon Joe Berinson replied -

No, I didn't and your suggestion is wrong.
At least in this case Hon Joe Berinson was prepared to qualify his answer slightly.
Hon J.M. Berinsan: It was not qualified at all, it was unequivocal.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Who is reading this transcript, me or the Attorney General?
Hon J.M. Berinsan: You are not reading it very well and you do not appear to understand it.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Why does the Attorney General interject at this stage? He does not
want me to read the next part of the transcript in which he offers a feeble excuse for his
incompetence as Attorney General.
Hon J.M. Berinsan: You can read what you like, it is a public record.
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Hon GEORGE CASH: Hon Joe Berinson also said -

I'm not pleased about that and I've had many occasions to wish that I had been more
alert to the potential difficulties in that area. The fact is I wasn't.

What sort of statement is that?
Hon J.M. Berinson: An honest one.
Hon GEORGE CASH: An honest statement all right and it does nothing more than indicate
the incompetence with which the Attorney General has managed his portfolios over a long
period. He admits that he has failed in that area.
Hon Kay Hallahan: He is a very competent Attorney General.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Hon Joe Berinson by his admission to the Royal Commission of his
acts of omission, has clearly revealed himself to be an incompetent person who is not suited
to be the Attorney General in this State. At page 10122 of the transcript of evidence, dated
4 September 1991 Mr Judd, still acting for the SGIC, said -

You also knew, Mr Berinson, that there was some advice that was in existence about
that matter?

Mr Judd is referring to the SOIC acquisition of certain shares and notes. Hon J.M. Berinson
said -

I did not know that in advance of the meeting.
Later Hon Joe Berinson will be able to tell us whether he stands by his assertion that he did
not know the legal advice pertaining to that SGIC matter - the advice Kevin Edwards raised
at the Cabinet meeting on 26 April 1988 - was in existence prior to that meeting. Mr Judd
also said -

You've said you declined to obtain a copy of that advice?
Hon Joe Berinson replied -

Yes. If it heips you, that's also a decision which I've since had every opportunity to
regret.

He was then asked -

No advice was sought by you from the Crown Solicitor or Solicitor General about the
matter?

Hon Joe Berinson replied, no.
Is that the manner in which one would expect a competent person to act? We are talking
about $150 million-worth of shares and convertible notes. The Attorney General, as the first
law officer of Western Australia, who was given the responsibility of assessing the value of
the shares, admits that he had no expertise in valuation matters and matters pertaining to the
legal advice, admits he did not read that advice, and further acknowledges that he did not
seek independent advice in respect of the value of the shares.
Hon J.M. Berinson: What did the Royal Commission say about that?
Hon GEORGE CASH: The Attorney General can tell us in due course. Let me tell the
Attorney General what happened to the $150 million-worth of shares. It cost Western
Australia $150 million. Hon Joe Berinson seeks to revert to the findings of the Royal
Commission; it did not say he was corrupt and, therefore, everything must have been okay.
Does the Attorney General understand what I am getting at? He cannot have it both ways.
He cannot on the one hand say he was not corrupt - to put his mind at rest I am not
suggesting he was corrupt - or incompetent, and on the other hand stand around with his
hands in his pocket watching taxpayers' money go down the drain as Minister for Budget
Management and Attorney General.
Hon J.M. Berinson: What did the Royal Commissioners say?
Hon GEORGE CASH: They found that the Attorney General was not corrupt.
Hon J.M. Berinson: What else did they find?
Hon GEORGE CASH: The Attorney General can tell us in due course. I am trying to show
this Parliament -
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Hon J.M. Berinson: I would have thought a fair chap like yourself would do the right thing -

Hon GEORGE CASH: The Attorney General cannot influence me by flattery. I have
unlimited time and if it takes me until 10 o'clock tonight to finish my comments because of
his interjections, so be it. I have put all the work into this debate and he must listen to it.
Hon 3.M. Berinson: You did not do the work of reading what the Royal Commission said on
this point.

Hon GEORGE CASH: I refer to the transcript of evidence of the Royal Commission, page
10202 dated 5 September 1991, and a comment by Sir Ronald Wilson, one of the
commissioners. After some questioning by Mr Burbidge, Commissioner Wilson said -

Mr Berinson, just before Mr Templeman makes any re-examination, could you just
tell me over this year there were a number of situations that involved the government
and you and the then Premier in particular. Did you have legal advice, your own
legal advisers, in to help on any of those occasions? For example, the rescue - were
there any thoughts of having your legal advisers help out?

Hon Joe Berinson asked -

On the initial rescue?
Commissioner Wilson replied -

Yes. I just thought -

The transcript then contains the notation "(voices superimposed)". Hon Joe Herinson's reply
was no.
I will not misrepresent the Attorney General because it is all in this document, which he may
obtain a copy of. I will read as accurately as I can what was said because these documents
condemn the Attorney General as an incompetent person who does not have the ability to be
a Minister of the Crown and to represent the State with regard to the matters he has been
required to over a long period.
Hon Tom Stephens: You know that is not true.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Commissioner Wilson goes on -

What about, I suppose, the Bell Group --was the major one towards the middle of
1988 - Did you have the benefit of legal advice?

Hon 3.M. Berinson replied -

I did not and I think that that is the omission which I regret most. It was - I think that
whenever I've looked back on that situation I have felt that I should not have taken as
much of a view as I did about the separation of the government's own role in my own
role within that from the fact that this was going to be an SGIC commitment and one
on which we would look to them to take all necessary legal and other precautions. I
am very conscious of that and I've certainly always felt that that was -

That is a verbatim transcript which has not been corrected for grammatical mistakes. Hon
Joe Berinson is admitting to Commissioner Wilson that the failure to take additional legal
advice in respect of the SGIC share deal and the convertible notes was the omission he
regretted most. Hon Joe Berinson is the first law officer of this State, yet he has admitted -
rightly so - that not only did he not accept independent advice and did not turn to the Crown
Law Department, the Solicitor General or to any independent solicitor, but also that even
though he knew nothing about valuations, he would not seek independent advice. As a
result, this State lost in this deal alone $300 million.
Hon P.G. Pendal: He had a bit of trouble with a few other valuations of the old Swan
Brewery site.
Hon GEORGE CASH: That is another matter which will came up in due course. We axe
talking about the State Government Insurance Commission acquisition of the Hell Group
shares, where $300 million went down the drain.
Hon Peter Foss: That is when the Westminster convention that the Minister resign comes
into effect.
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Hon GEORGE CASH: Hon Joe Berinson seems to chink that it is an infinite sum, never able
to be assessed.
Hon Peter Foss: Nothing can be too much for Mr Berinson.
H-on GEORGE CASH: The paint this House must consider is that given Hon Joe Berinson's
admission that he failed to take independent advice and financial counselling on the
valuation of shares, he did this State a disservice. It is not good enough for Hon Joe
Berinson to think that he can get away with saying that the Royal Commission did not seem
to think he was corrupt; therefore, it cannot be all bad. I will not challenge the findings of
the Royal Commission. I have said that I support them. However, I will not acknowledge
that Hon Joe Berinson did his job properly.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You do not appear to know what the findings were. That is what
disturbs me. Do you mean to say that you moved this motion without knowing what the
commission's findings were?
Hon GEORGE CASH: I will not acknowledge that Hon Joe Berinson ever did his job
properly. He was incompetent, and he has admitted the omissions that occurred as a result of
that incompetence, and if he thinks that he can tough it out because only 12 sitting days are
left before Christmas, and slide out, then I hope the House will take a different view. Hon
Joe Berinson cost this State hundreds of millions of dollars during his term as a Minister of
the Crown.
Hon D.J. Wordsworth: Had it been his money, would he have been more interested?
Hon GEORGE CASH: I appreciate that inteijection because I put it to members that while it
is not proper to talk in this place about a member's personal wealth, I want to make some
reference to that matter to give members an indication of Hon Joe Berinson's actual ability.
It is fair to say that Hon Joe Berinson is probably the wealthiest person in this House. That is
his business, and goad luck to him.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You would not know.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I chink I have a rough idea.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You probably have as mistaken an idea about this question as you have
about the other matters that you have discussed.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Hon Joe Berinson can talk about family trusts and all the rest of it;
he knows what I am talking about. Hon Joe Berinson is the wealthiest person in this House.
He is also recognised in the community as a cunning business person and as a person of
considerable ability.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Can you tell me in what business I have been engaged for the last 15
years?
Hon GEORGE CASH: I am talking about matters private to Hon Joe Berinson, so there is
no need for me to go into all of that. I want to distinguish between Hon Joe Berinson's
ability as a private business person and his ability as a public person.
Hon P.O. Pendal: There is a big difference.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Yes. The fact is that Hon Joe Berinson goes ftom wealth to wealth.
Hon P.G. Pendal: He has not wasted a zack.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Yes; he still has his first dollar. However, every time he has
anything to do with the public purse, the taxpayers lose money. Why should there be that
inconsistency? Is it because Hon Joe Berinsan's cunningness as a private businessman
always seems to disappear when he becomes involved with the public purse? I would doubt
that.
Hon J.M. Berinson: What if we pass this week a declaration of members' financial interests
Bill in time for me to table my interests and for you to table your interests before the
Parliament rises? What would you say to that?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Hon Joe Berinson will not have any problem with my tabling my
financial interests. I will need only a small bit of paper, so we will not have a problem in that
regard.
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Hon Tom Stephens: You used the public purse in pursuit of your business. What you were
up to in China with the imprest account has already been established.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Have I ever said in this House that every time Hon Tom Stephens
opens his mouth, I am able to walk straight in and kick him in the back of the head? No
public funds were used in the matter that he raised because I refused to accept them. I am
delighted that Hon Tom Stephens raised this matter because the real story is that Mr Burke
set out to cause some disruption to me while I was overseas because he had established that
he was a person who could not be trusted in the lower House, so he decided to cause me as
much trouble as he could. That is fair enough if that is politics, but he fell flat on his face
because I did not accept any money from the imprest account in that matter. I am glad that I
have set the member straight because it is an important point.
Hon J.M. Berinson: What about your agreeing to put to the Parliament this week the Hill for
the declaration of members' financial interests?
Hon E.J. Charlton inteijected.
Hon GEORGE CASH: That is right, and I am happy to look at imprest accounts because I
have put mine in to the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet. It seems to me that every time I
go away, it is so well documented that it appears on every page of the newspaper. I do not
have too many worries about it, but that is a matter we can discuss in due course.
I return now to Hon Joe Berinson's incompetence. Mr Judd questioned Hon Joe Berinson in
the Royal Commission on 4 September 1991 and asked at page 10114 -

Mr Berinson, you are legally qualified, is that correct? --- Yes.
And you're also a Queen's Counsel, is that right? --- Yes.
Could you tell me when you were appointed a Queen's Counsel? --- I think in 1987.

1 am surprised Hon Joe Berinson could not recall the exact date.
Hon N.F. Moore: I am surprised he waited that long!
Hon GEORGE CASH: flat is right. Mr Judd continued -

I would like to ask you if I may about your office, that is the office of Attorney
General in the state. Do you have as part of your staff qualified lawyers? --- At that
time I had one. I have two now.
When you say "at that time" are you referring to the latter part of 1987, early 1988?---
No, I'm sorry, I correct that. I did have two lawyers at that time on my staff but not
acting in a legal capacity. One was.
And of course you were responsible for the Corporate Affairs Commission? ---.Thz,
Corporate Affairs Department, yes.
The Depairtment. And the Corporate Affairs Department would have qualiR: d
lawyers on staffi--- Of course. Of course, yes.
Yes. And of course you have access to or had access to the Crown Solicitcr's
office? --- Yes.
And of course the Solicitor General? --- Yes.
Mr Berinson, do you recall the circumstances in which the State Government
Insurance Commission Act came to be enacted in 1986? --- No. I remember it being
enacted.

The point I am making is that Hon Joe Berinson acknowledged that staff were av .zto
him and that the resources of his various departments were available to him.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Has anyone ever doubted that?
Hon GEORGE CASH: It seems to me that Hon Joe Berinson must have doubted it because
he claims that at no time did he seek advice from them. I find that extraordinary.
Hon J.M. Berinson: That is entirely inconsistent with the earlier quotes that you gave the
House.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Mr Judd was attempting to show that Hon Joe Berinson is i.-..
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unintelligent person. He is, in fact, a very intelligent person, and, as I indicated earlier, he is
considered in business circles to be a cunning businessman and as someone who is able to
stitch together a deal.
Hon J.M. Berinson: What does that mean?
Hon E.J. Charlton interjected.
Hon GEORGE CASH: If Hon Joe Herinson looks in the dictionary, he will find out, but Hon
Eric Charlton has given a hint - it means sharp, alert, on the bail, able to detect flaws.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Would you like to suggest the largest number of employees I have ever
had in my life?
Hon GEORGE CASH: I am referring to the member as the Attorney General.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Anyway, we agree that I had professional legal staff available to me.
Has there been any doubt about that?
Hon E.I. Charlton: No.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Why are we talking about this at such length?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Again, what a methodical web Mr Berinson wants to weave! He will
not acknowledge the matter which is really being examined; that is, the fact that with all
those people at his disposal, he did not go to them. However, as a private businessman,
Mr Berinsan is regarded as a cunning person. Why should he change his style when it comes
to negotiating on behalf of the public?
Hon E.J. Charlton: Could it be that they may have told him something he did not want to
hear?
Hon GEORGE CASH: I do not know. However. I believe that if one can get behind the web
fabricated by Mr Berinson, one can establish Mr Berinson's real role in these decisions. In
that case one would find not only a cunning businessman in the private sector, but also a very
cunning business person on behalf of the Government - so cunning, in fact, he was able to
say that it was a hands-off deal, and that he was not even present.
Hon D.J. Wordsworth: Most Ministers are so busy looking after the affairs of the country
that they do not have time look after their own affairs.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Quite so. I now raise a matter which has been dealt with in the
House before, and has been confirmed by the Royal Commission. This matter is relevant
and indicates how forgetful Mr Berinson can be on occasions. Members will recall that in a
previous question to Mr Berinson, I asked him whether a meeting took place at his residence
in Mt Lawley on 24 April attended by Mr Lloyd and Mr Edwards involving discussions
regarding the SGIC share acquisition.
Hon J.M. Berinson: That was not your question. Don't misrepresent your own question,
Mr Cash!
Hon GEORGE CASH: Who asked the question?
Hon J.M. Berinson: You asked a question on that general subject matter, but not restricted to
those two people. Have a look at your Hansard.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I am glad that Mr Berinson has raised that point; it indicates that he
is a person acutely aware of every wont spoken in this place.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You are not suggesting that I should not be acutely aware of everything
said about or concerning me at the Royal Commission, are you? Do you think I should let
the Royal Commission go without giving any attention to what has been said?
Hon GEORGE CASH: The very important point is that on occasions in this House, the
Attorney General acts in a vague manner.
Hon Kay Hallahan: You act vaguely most of the time.
Hon GEORGE CASH: He suggests that he has not heard a question, especially when it is a
tricky one from the back of the Chamber. I can always tell when the Attorney General
dislikes a question from Mr Foss as he cranes his head and says, "I did not hear that."
Hon Kay Hallahan: You are a very ugly man!
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Hon GEORGE CASH: The Attorney General knows every word spoken in this House.
Hon i.M. Berinson: Are you saying that I am cunning but definitely not deaf?
Hon GEORGE CASH: The Attorney General is undoubtedly cunning and acutely await of
what is going on.
Hon J.M. Berinsan: Are you saying my hearing is impeccable?
Hon GEORGE CASH: I do not know; it seems pretty acute. The mere fact that the Attorney
General picked me up on the small paint regarding a question indicates that he knows an
awful lot about what is going on.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You are an old fraud, and you're not improving with age!
Hon GEORGE CASH: The Attorney General will not be able to get away with it for much
longer.
I return to the meeting at the Attorney General's home. Does he remember the meeting at his
house?
Hon J.M. Berinson: You have already asked me that question this session.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Can the Attorney General tell me?
Hon .J.M. Berinson: I have given the same answer to you that I gave to the Royal
Commission.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Let us see what the Royal Commission said rather than what
Mr Berinson says. In evidence Mr Lloyd claimed that he attended a meeting at
Mr Berinson's Mt Lawley house; Mr Edwards also said he attended that meeting and said
that he was able to describe some furniture in Mr Berinson's house. When Mr Berinson was
asked the same question he said, "I was not there; I don't know what you are talking about."
Hon J.M. Berinson: What did the Royal Commission say about that meeting?
Hon GEORGE CASH: The Royal Commission said that it took place at the Attorney
General's house.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Come in sucker! In other words, you know what the Royal Commission
said about that, but not about the important issue of the legal opinion. You're a fraud!
Hon GEORGE CASH: The Royal Commission said it believed the evidence of Messrs
Lloyd and Edwards that a meeting took place at the Attorney General's house. If the
Attorney suggests that the report does not say that, he should read the transcript and the
report.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I do not deny that for a moment. Why do you deny that you know what
the Royal Commission said about the legal opinion?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Read the report. The Attorney General forgets that he and I sat at a
function on that very day.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Did he say he was going home at the end of the function?
Hon J.M. Berinson: In other words, you are confirming other aspects of my evidence to the
Royal Commission.
Hon GEORGE CASH: No. I said I attended the same function at which we sat within a
couple of seats of each other, we may have even sat together.
Hon J.M. Berinson: That would have been memorable!
Hon GEORGE CASH: We have done so before at the same function in previous years. so I
see no big deal in that. It is interesting that Mr Berinson remembers some things which
occurred on that day, but does not remember a meeting which the Royal Commission found
that he attended at his residence.
I turn now to the National Companies and Securities Commission inquiry into the acquisition
of Bell Group shares by the State Government Insurance Commission and the Bond
Corporation. Members will be aware that the NCSC is responsible to a Ministerial Council,
and as the Attorney General, Mr Berinson is a member of that council.
I reiterate that if it could have been shown by the NCSC that collusion took place between
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the Bond Corporation and the SOIC in the shares and debentures acquired, those shares and
debentures would likely have been forfeited. This would have cast the State approximately
$300 million. Clearly, panic occurred in the Government at this time. It would probably
interest members to know that Mr Berinson conducted the general management of the
Government position regarding the NCSC inquiry. Is that not right, Mr Berinson?
Hon J.M. Berinson: I do not know what it means. Elaborate.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I will help the member. Is the Attorney General not the person who
rang Mr Bosch and Mr Ray Schoer of the NCSC on a regular basis as the Attorney General?
Were the Attorney's inquiries generally related to matters affecting his position as a member
of the Ministerial Council? When it was discovered that Mr Edwards had told lies to the
NCSC, a meeting took place at Parliament House in which Mr Eric Heenan was appointed by
former Premier Dowding to act on behalf of the Government. What role did the Attorney
play?
Hon J.M. Berinson: I think you are playing fast and loose with Mr Edwards' position.
Hon GEORGE CASH: What role did the Attorney play?
Hon J.M. Berinson: That is set out fully in the transcript in the Royal Commission report.
Refer to it. I stand by everything I said.
Hon GEORGE CASH: In addition to what is set out in the Royal Commission transcript.
Mr Berinson played an additional role: He had previously held a meeting with an employee
of the Bond Corporation to discuss certain matters.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Who?
Hon GEORGE CASH: But to my knowledge, at no time did Mr Berinson tell Mr Schoer or
Mr Henry Bosch that he was dealing on both sides of the fence.
Hon 3.M. Berinson: Absolute rubbish; it is a total misrepresentation of the whole situation! I
will refer to that in detail! Ilam glad you have raised it.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I can tell he is gla by the look on his face. The fact is, had the
National Companies and Securities Commission understood that Hon Joe Berinson, as a
member of the Ministerial Council, was intimately involved in the acquisition of those shames
and debentures by the State Government Insurance Commission, it may have taken a
different view of the matter.
Hon .M. Berinson: You obviously don't understand how limited were my discussions.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Hon Joe Berinson does not understand it, although it is in writing,
chapter and verse in the transcript. I said that it is no good people believing that Hon Joe
Berinson's role was restricted to the evidence given to the Royal Commission, or, indeed, to
the statements he has made in this House. I say that he had a far greater role and those issues
have not been reported.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I don't know what you are tallding about. Are you saying the Royal
Commission could not do its job of examining me?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Not at all; the Royal Commission could not examine him on certain
matters, that is one of the problems.
Hon JM. Berinson: There is no possible connection between that question and article 9 of
the Bill of Rights, if that is what you are hanging your hat on.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I am saying that Hon Joe Berinson was engaged in negotiations with
Messrs Bosch and Schoer from the NCSC regarding the State Government Insurance
Commission shares and debentures. Had Hon Joe Berinson told them of his actual role in
that acquisition they would have refused to deal with him.
Hon J.M. Berinson: It would have been irrelevant then, as it always was.
Hon GEORGE CASH: At one stage of the game Kevin Edwards was said to have lied to the
commission and that is why Mr Heenan became involved. Why does the Attorney General
not tell members that when he walked into a meeting in Parliament House attended by, as I
recall, Dowding, Parker. some advisers and Heenan and probably some other Ministers
whose names I do not have, he saw Ministers reading from the transcript of the NCSC
evidence?
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Hon J.M. Berinsori: That is all right.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Is that all right? That happens to be illegal.
Hon J.M. Berinson: That is very interesting. Nonetheless, material was theme and I referred
to it.

Hon GEORGE CASH: They were confidential trnscripts and the Attorney General knew
them to be confidential. What action did he take regarding the other Ministers' reading those
transcripts? Did someone read a passage of an NCSC transcript to him?
Hon J.M. Berinsori: Have a look at the transcript and you will find out.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Is it a yes, no, or maybe?
Han .J.M. Berinson: You won't answer a simple question; I will not deal in an ad hoc way
with setups like that.
Hon GEORGE CASH: This is a clear example of the way Hon Joe Berinson deals with
questions; if he does not like the answer, he runs off at a tangent. The fact is that Hon Joe
Berinson knew that Ministers were reading confidential NCSC transcripts. He knows that be
read a passage from one of those transcripts. What action did he take? He knew it was
illegal for those people to have those transcript at the time.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I was questioned by the Royal Commission for three and a half days.
Are you suggesting that they could not follow up matters which you are more capable of
doing? This had nothing to do with Parliament or article 9 of the Bill of Rights. Are you
suggesting you can do better on your feet than the Royal Commission could in three and a
half days?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Is Hon Joe Berinson suggesting to this House that he told the Royal
Commission about the whole of his involvement in the SGIC acquisition of shares and notes?
Hon J.M. Berinson: I dealt with every question honestly and as fully as I could.
Hon GEORGE CASH: That is not the question I asked. I asked the Attorney General if he
explained the whole of his involvement.
Hon J.M. Berinson: As far as I know, certainly.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Hon Joe Berinson's answers are always qualified.
Hon J.M. Berinson: How about your making a suggestion about any aspect to which I did
not refer.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I refer to page 10013 of the Royal Commission evidence where
Mr Templeman is questioning Hon Joe Berinson about certain matters regarding the NCSC.
as follows -

Now, of course, subsequently the NCSC intervened in this matter, Mr Berinson.
Were you involved in any way in this transaction prior to the NCSC intervening or
prior to your becoming aware of the NCSC intervention?---l'm nor sum. Could you
just explain what you mean?

This is the man who had been involved in putting together the deal and who was asked by
Peter Dowding to check the valuations. Yet he was not sure whether he had any involvement
in the transaction prior to the NCSC becoming involved.

Yes. The Cabinet decision about which you have just been speaking was decision of
Tuesday, 26th April, 1 think, is your evidence? --- Yes.
Subsequent to that, the NCSC intervened and conducted an inquiry? --- Yes.
That led to a settlement which we know was reached on 3rd June, I think. You, I
think, became involved peripherally in the NCSC inquiry or thet matters leading up to
the settlement. Prior to your involvement in that matter, did you have any subsequent
involved in the acquisition by the SGIC or Bond of the Bell shares? --- No.

Again, it is a verbatim transcript; the grammar, clearly, has not been corrected. Hon Joe
Berinson should come back to his seat and answer that one. Mr Tenipleman continues -

Mr Templeman: Are you aware of any dealings - and I use that expression in the
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widest sense - between the government or any government representative and Bond
interests relating to that acquisition by Bond of it---

Han E.M. Berinson interjected.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Hon Joe Berinson can go back to the corner if he is going to
interrupt. He said -

--- I'm sorry. Would you say that again? I was just a bit distracted.
That is similar to the answers we get in this place when they are a bit difficult. He usually
says, "Can you repeat that, I was a bit distracted." MrTempleman continued -

Yes. Are you aware of any assistance given by the government or anybody
representing the government to band Corporation of Bond interests in Bond's
acquisition of the 19.9 per cent of Bell? --- No
When did you become aware that the NCSC was interested in this transaction? --- I
think that sonic time in the second half of April probably the NCSC indicated, made a
public announcement, that it was going to conduct an inquiry in some form, into the
transaction.

It goes on and on.
Hon Tom Helm: Like you go on and on.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I was going to suggest to the House that members might like to refer
to page 10015 of the transcript so that they can acquaint themselves with it, but as Hon Tom
Helm seems to believe there is a need to read every word, I am more than happy to do that.
It continues -

Yes?---That was a public announcement and I would certainly have received a copy
of it, just in the normal course of events.
Did the NCSC, or any officer of the NCSC, approach you personally about the
matter? --- I don't believe so.
Did you become involved in the matters which led up to the settlement with the
NCSC? --- Yes, on the - - That was on the evening - - For the first time?
Yes? --- It would have been the evening of the 2nd of June.
That's the Thursday - - ? --- That was also a Thursday, yes.
Yes. What happened on that occasion?---After parliament that evening, which would
be about 6 o'clock, I was asked to go to the premier's office in Parliament House,
where the matter was under discussion.
Yes. And did you go to his office? --- Yes, I did.
And who was present? ---Thle people I recall were the Premier, ministers Parker, Grill
and myself, Mir Eric Heenan QC and I think two or more members of the Premier's
office staff. Those arc the only ones I can recall at the moment.
I see. And what was said at the meeting? --- The general discussion was based on the
fact that the NCSC inquiry had been proceeding and the Premier had developed some
concerns that it was not going well - -

Mir Templeman then asked -

Is this what the Premier said at the meeting?
To which Mr Berinson replied yes. The transcript then states -

Yes?---that it was not going well - -

Did he say what he meant by that? ---!I think it amounted either to an impression or to
some report that he had from Melbourne, that the commission seemed to be
developing an unfavourable view of the SGIC position ...

[Questions without notice taken.]
Hon GEORGE CASH: I will continue a quote from page 10013 of the transcript of evidence
Hon Joe Berinson provided to the Royal Commission on 3 September 1991. Members will
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be aware that I had intended to quote only the page number rather than read the whole
document into Hansard. but Hon Tom Helm by way of interjection appeared to want the
transcript read; so I will continue the quotation. The transcript of Mr Templernan's
examination of Mr Berinson reads -

TEMPLEMAN MR:
Now, of course, subsequently the NCSC intervened in this matter, Mr Berinson.
Were you involved in any way in this transaction prior to the NCSC intervening or
prior to your becoming aware of the NCSC intervention? ---lI'm not sure. Could you
just explain what you mean?
Yes. The Cabinet decision, about which you have just been speaking, was a decision
of Tuesday, 26th April, I think, is your evidence? --- Yes.
Subsequent to that, the NCSC intervened and conducted an inquiry?---Yes.
That led to a settlement which we know was meacbed on 3rd June, 1 think. You, I
think, became involved peripherally in the NCSC inquiry or the matters leading up to
the settlement. Prior to your involvement in that matter, did you have any subsequent
involved in the acquisition by the SGIC or Bond of the Bell shares? --- No.
Are you aware of any dealings - and I use that expression in the widest sense -
between the government or any government representative and Bond interests
relating to that acquisition by Bond of its-----m sorry. Would you say that again?
I was just a bit distracted.
Yes. Are you aware of any assistance given by the government or anybody
representing the government to Bond Corporation or Bond interests in Bond's
acquisition of the 19.9 per cent of Bell? --- No.
When did you become aware that the NCSC was interested in this transaction?---!
think that some time in the second half of April probably the NCSC indicated, made a
public announcement, that a public announcement, that it was going to conduct an
inquiry in some form, into the transaction.

Mr Templeman's examination continues on page 10015 -

Did he say what he meant by that? --- I think it amounted either to an impression or to
same report that he had from Melbourne, that the commission seemed to be
developing an unfavourable view of the SOIC position; that there was some concern
about the Sole's representation before the commission by Kevin Edwards and also,
although I'm less definite about this, there was some concern at the adequacy of the
legal representation of the SOIC there. I think it was a combination of those.
Yes, I see. You mentioned earlier the existence of the legal opinion about the
takeovers code matter. Had you, by the time of this meeting, looked at that
opinion?---No.
Was anything else said at the meeting in the Premier's office? --- Yes. He asked
Mr Heenan to go to Melbourne that night and to take over the carriage of the legal
representation of the SCIC. He also said that, as from the following day. Mr Reece,
the chairman of the SOIC board, should represent the SGIC in the hearings and that
Kevin Edwards should not play any further role in that respect. He also indicated that
the - - that while Mr Heenan was to have the general legal representation on the
day -- -

It is critical for this House to understand Mr Berinsan's involvement in the National
Companies and Securities Commission inquiry. I refer to the questions without notice that
Mir Foss asked Mr Berinson only a few minutes ago about his role and whether he had met
with Mr Mitchell of Bond Corporation on this matter. Members will remember that
Mr Berinson refused to answer the question, saying that it should be placed on notice; that
has been a convenient manner in which Mr Berinson in the past has avoided answering
questions in this House. For instance, l am still waiting for answers to a number of questions
that Mr Berinson asked be placed on notice during past sessions of this Parliament.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Name more than one that has been on the Notice Paper for more than 10
days?
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Hon GEORGE CASH: I have told Mr Berinson before; I am not going to do his job for him.
He should work out how many questions.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I am asking you to tell the truth.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Mr Berinson's officers should spend a bit more time following up
some of the questions that are asked in this House rather than cross-referencing all of
Mr Berm son's transcripts with his comments in Parliament.
Hon Kay Hallahan: That is all your team is doing. What a funny thing to lay what you are
doing on other people.
Hon GEORGE CASH: The motion refers to the appointment of Mr Brush. In particular,
paragraph 5.14 of the Royal Commission's findings is headed "T'he appointment of Mr
Brush". I ask members to cast their minds back to die role that Len Brush has played in
certain investmnents involving taxpayers' funds, or indeed, the funds of the State
Superannuation Board. Members who have mead the report of the Royal Commission will
know that Mr Brush was found by the commission to have breached the standards of
propriety to which it refers in the early part of its report. It is interesting that Mr Berinson
played an important role in ensuring that Mr Brush was appointed as the chairman of the
State Superannuation Board. Members will recall that in early 1984 Mr Richard Yorg and
Mr Brush were members of the Stare Superannuation Board. A fair amount of friction
existed between Mr Brush and Mr Yorg. Mr Burke was the Premier and was doing his best
to see that Mr Yorg was sidelined to enable Mr Brush to take on the position as chairman of
that board. At one stage, Mr Brush had a meeting with Mr Yorg and basically said to him
that he could write his own ticket for any other job within the Public Service so long as he
transferred away from the job in the State Superannuation Board. He was told that he would
receive the same benefits and entitlements in that other job. Paragraph 5.14.2 of the report
states -

On 16 May 1984, Mr Yorg had a meeting with Mr Burke. At the meeting, there was
discussion concerning the possibility of Mr Yorg moving to another senior position
within the public service. Shortly after that meeting, Mr Yorg was approached by
Mr Brush who said that he had been asked by Mr Burke to "follow up a transfer for
[Mr Yorg] to another senior position in the public service'. Mr Yorg gave evidence
as follows:

"Mr Brush said that he had been asked by Mr Burke to follow this through. I
think that he said it was a very good opportunity for me; that I could name my
own position, what I wanted to do, name my own salary. His words were that
I could make the job as cushy as I wanted to and that this would be a
wonderful opportunity for me."

It is interesting that the next player referred to in the Royal Commission's findings about the
appointment of Mr Brush was none other than Mr Berinson, because Mr Berinson had a hand
in appointing Mr Brush.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Carty on with the facts in place of your supposition.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Not only will I carry on, but also I will read to the Attorney General
the findings of the report so that Hansard has an accurate record.
Hon J.M. Berm son: Mr Helm will appreciate that, and so will 1.
Hon GEORGE CASH: If I could get a copy of the report with pictures Mr Helm could
probably understand it better.
Hon Tom Helm: You are trying to hide that with the point that you are trying to put; you are
making it a bit more difficult.
Hon GEORGE CASH: No; my point is to add weight to the fact that Mr Berinson has been
reluctant to teil this House about his full involvement in a number of dealings in which
taxpayers lost considerable sums of money. It is important that members see Mr Berinson's
role in total and not just in sections as Mr Berinson would like.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You know that I always want to be helpful to you, Mr Cash. I assure
you that you are down a complete dead end. How about getting on to the next point? There
is absolutely nothing in this one. I really do not know what you are talking about.
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Hon GEORGE CASH: Mr Berinson says there is nothing in it. I do not know whether he is
implying that he had nothing to do with recommending Mr Brush's appointment to the State
Superannuation Board.
Hon J.M. Berinson: What does the Royal Commission say?
Hon GEORGE CASH: It is not a case of what the Royal Commission states in its findings.
The Opposition supports those findings.
Hon J.M. Berinson: That has nothing to do with it in respect of the Royal Commission.
Hon GEORGE CASH: It is a case of the manner in which the Attorney General conducted
himself in this House and his refusal to answer questions.
Hon J.M. Berinson: It is not a refusal to answer, and you know it.
Hon GEORGE CASH: That is one of the Attorney General's ways of avoiding a question so
that there is no opportunity to follow it up.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Rubbish! I claim that there is no Minister who responds as promptly
and as regularly as I do to questions. If Hon George Cash goes through the records he will
confirm that.
Hon GEORGE CASH: It is not a question of the regularity of answering questions, it is the
accuracy that the Opposition is worried about.
Hon N.F. Moore: The art form.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Yes, the art form; the methodology he has developed. I go on -
Hon Kay Hallahan: You sure do.
Hon GEORGE CASH: The report refers to Mr Berinson. Paragraph 5.14.3 states -

On 21 May 1984, Mr Berinson, in his capacity as Minister for Budget Management,
sent a memorandum to Mr Burke which read in pant:

"Following your discussion with him, Mr Len Brush has provided me with a
copy of the [Price Waterhouse] report, and with draft press releases as
follows:
(1) Receipt from Price Waterhouse on their review of [the Board].
(2) Announcement of Mr Jarman's resignation as pant-time Chairman.
(3) Announcement of Mr Brush's appointment as full-time Chairman.
These drafts, with my suggested amendments, are enclosed. I agree that the
replacement of the Chairman on the above basis should take place. The first
step in this process is Cabinet approval for the new appointment and I assume
that you have this in hand.

So much for the fact that Mr Berinson said a few minutes ago that the Opposition was
chasing a rabbit down a hole. The facts are clearly stated in this report that Mr Berinson was
intricately involved in ensuring that Mr Brush was appointed as Chairman of the State
Superannuation Board. Further on, paragraph 5.14.7 of the report states -

Several applications were received and the Chairman of the Public Service Board,
Mr Ken McKenna, appointed a selection panel to consider the applications. The
panel comprised Mr Reggs, Mr Ross Rowe, the Deputy Under Treasurer and Mr
Francis Campbell, a member of the Public Service Board. The panel decided to
interview three applicants for the position, namely, Mr Brush, Mr Yorg and Mr
Markey. The interviews took place on 11 July 1984. At all material times, the panel
knew that Mr Brush was the candidate favoured by Mr Burke. It prepared a report
and decided, by a majority, to recommend the appointment of Mr Brush. The
Commission was not able to examine the panel's report, it having been destroyed.

Hon P.G. Pendal: Destroyed?
Hon GEORGE CASH: The commission was not able to examine the panel's report because
it had been destroyed, which clearly means that as a result of the destruction of material the
commission was not able to investigate matters relating to the appointment of Mr Brush.
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Hon Fred McKenzie: Destroyed by whom?
Hon GEORGE CASH: I do not know. I am not suggesting that M~r Berinson destroyed it.
Hon J.M. Berinson: That is an extraordinarily generous concession before the dinner
suspension.
Hon GEORGE CASH: If Hon Joe Berinson thinks it is too generous, is he trying to tell us
something else?
Hon I.M. Berinson: Not at all. It is a pleasing experience to hear you say something that is
accurate.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Paragraph 5.14.9 of the Royal Commission's report states in part -

Hon J.M. Berinson: What was that number again?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Does Hon Joe Berinson want me to yell it out to Mr Lightowler or is
someone else taking down what I am saying?
Hon J.M. Berinson: I will wait for the greens, but I cannot respond if I cannot look up the
number.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Is Hon Joe Berinson going to respond or is he going to send this to
Perth and have someone else respond?
Hon J.M. Berinson: Absolutely none of your business! I have been waiting for eight years
to say that.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I take that to mean that Hon Joe Berinson will despatch this to Perth
and have someone analyse, microscopically, the comments I have made.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Will you check the handwriting on the answer I already have to this? It
happens to be my handwriting - absolute original; copyright. What do you have to say about
that?
Hon GEORGE CASH: I am about to tell Hon Joe Berinson what is in paragraph 5.14.9 of
the Royal Commission's report. It states in part -

Mr Brush was appointed full time Chairman of the Board far ive years with effect
from 24 July 1984. Mrx Yorg -

He was the person who was promised a cushy job - to write his own ticket and do what he
liked, but just step sideways. To continue -

- was appointed to the newly created position of Director of Special Projects and
Principal Government Actuary with effect from 30 July 1984. Both were entitled to
the same salary and benefits.

The Royal Commission's report states in paragraph 5.14. 10 that -

There is no doubt that Mr Yorg's application for the office of full time Chairman of
the Board was prejudiced by the manner in which he had been treated by the Premier
in connection with the section 36A(2) election. The whole circumstances attending
Mr Brush's appointment as full-time Chairman, and the creation of the new Public
Service position for Mr Yorg, give rise to considerable disquiet, and have a tendency
to undermine public confidence in the method of making appointments to the senior
Public Service positions.

Hon Peter Foss: The opening words point to the circumstances relating to Mr Brush's
appointment. They started with Hon Joe Berinson.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Yes.
Hon Kay Hiallahan: Is Mr Foss tutoring you now? We all know he has this mental energy
which destroys everything you do.
Hon GEORGE CASH: It is important to note that a number of Opposition members in this
House are reading the same document I am quoting from. I am very pleased that members
on this side of the House work as a team.
Hon Kay Hallahan: What a joke!
Hon GEORGE CASH: In addition, in the past week I have spent a considerable amount of
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time with Hon Peter Foss, Hon Max Evans and a number of other Opposition members on
this side of the House trying to analyse Hon Joe Berinson's involvement in the WA Inc saga.
Hon Kay Hallahan: Now we understand.
Several members interjected.
Hon GEORGE CASH: As Hon Peter Foss said, we regret that we do not have Mr John
Lightowler to do our research for us. I am very pleased to be able to say that Hon Peter Foss,
Hon Max Evans and other Liberal Party members have worked very hard to identify -

Hon Kay Hallahan: To besmirch Mr Berinson.
Hon GEORGE CASH: - the inconsistencies to determine the tangled web which has been
spun by Hon Joe Berinson. so that the community of Western Australia and members in this
House can understand the full role he has played in certain WA Inc dealings.
Hon ROG. Pendal: The prince of darkness.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Yes, as Hon Phil Pendal confirms, the prince of darkness. Hon Joe
Berinson acknowledged that he is aware this terminology has been used to describe him.
Hon Fred McKenzie: If this debate indicates the work your senior members have done, you
must be terribly disappointed.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Not at all. We have uncovered factual information which clearly
shows that it is not a case of what Hon Joe Berinson says or does, but what he has not said or
written down. It is about the real role he plays and the things that are identified when one
looks at his modus operandi in a collective way.
I refer again to the appointment of Mr Brush to the State Superannuation Board, because it
was Hon Joe Berinson who made the recommendation.
Hon P.G- Pendal: And what a costly recommendation it wurned out to be!
Hon GEORGE CASH: That is not all the bad news. Who was Mr Brush's predecessor?
None other than Tony Lloyd.
Another matter which should be addressed in this motion is Hon Joe Berinson's role in the
lack of a guarantee provided by Mr Connell.
We have acknowledged that Hon Joe Berinson is the first law officer of this State, that he has
the resources of the Crown Law Department, that the Solicitor General is on hand at most
times to advise him and that he has access to the private sector for specialised legal advice.
However, he was one of three Ministers who sat down and discussed the need for Mr Connell
to provide a guarantee.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Sat down where?
Hon P.G. Pendal: Not at your home. You would not remember that.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Are you talking about the meeting in the Premier's office? That was the
only meeting I attended.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Hon Joe Berinson was one of the three Ministers who was aware that
Mr Connell had agreed to pledge all his assets to assist in the Rothwells rescue.
Hon J.M. Berm son: Even that is wrong, because there were four Ministers.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Who was the other one?
Hon J.M. Berinson: You have been looking through all the papers. Work it out for yourself.
It is very simple.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Hon Joe Berinson has almost been caught out by being too smart.
As the first law officer of this State Hon Joe Berinson, by an act of omission, ensured that
Mr Connell never entered into a binding and enforceable contract to pledge his assets to help
in the Rothwells rescue. How many millions of dollars will the State lose because of the
incompetence of Hon Joe Berinson as Attorney General?
Hon E.J. Chariton: About $18 million.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Or more. It is an indeterminate figure because no-one knows the
exact amount.
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Hon Derrick Tomlinson, We will all know on 9 February.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I should re-emphasise that Hon Joe Berinson is regarded as a man
with great business acumen. Do members believe that Hon Joe Berinson would invest his or
his family's money if he knew that someone would be allowed to get away with not signing
an enforceable guarantee to pledge his assets? He certainly would not do that and that is the
very point I raised earlier. Why was Hon Joe Berinson compliant or was he simply
negligent?
I said earlier that Hon Joe Berinson is referred to as the prince of darkness in some legal
circles.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You have not told us which legal or business circles. All we are faced
with is anonymous attributions and they are not very helpful.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Hon Joe Berinson has denied any corruption and the Royal
Commission found no corruption. I go further to say that I do not assert any corruption.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Or illegality?
Hon GEORGE CASH: I am speaking about corruption; I do not know about illegality.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You do not know what the commission said about illegality or
impropriety, yet you accuse me of having a selective memory.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Hon Joe Berinson can have it one way or the other. I am saying for
the record - and it is important that I do so - that [ do not accuse him of corruption.

Sitting suspended frm 6.00 to 7.30 pm
Hon GEORGE CASH: Before the House suspended for the dinner break I referred to the
tern used to describe Hon Joe Berinson and said that he was known as the prince of
darkness. I will not rerun that because I have made my point in that regard, but I make it
clear to the House that the purpose of my raising these very important issues tonight is to
show that Hon Joe Berinson has been responsible by his own actions for building a shield or
safety net to try to prevent this House and the community from understanding fully his
involvement in various matters which are now known as WA Inc.
I raise another point which is important to the House and which relates directly to the motion
before us; that is, evidence by Hon Joe Berinson on 5 September to the commission recorded
on pages 10222 and 10223 of the transcript. I refer in particular to Hon Joe Berinson's
comments about his involvement in the petrochemical deal. Mr Templeman, who was
asking questions of Hon Joe Berinson at the time, said -

And then, finally, Mr Berinson, I ask you to look at a memorandum from the Solicitor
General addressed to you and dated the 16th of August 1988. Do you recall receiving
that document?

Hon Joe Berinson replied-
Again I don't want to be splitting straws. I don't remember receiving it but I
remember the document itself quite well.

Mr Templeman asked -

Your recollection was that you hadn't become aware of the PICL matter until a
September Cabinet meeting, I think?

Hon Joe Berinson replied yes. Mr Templenian then said -
It appears that the solicitor general is writing to you at the Treasurer's request on the
16th of August in the context of a proposal to guarantee certain obligations to be
undertaken by WAGH to PICL. Seeing that document does that refresh your memory
in any way about an earlier involvement or knowledge of the PICL proposal than the
September Cabinet meeting?

Hon Joe Berinson replied -

No, it doesn't but if I could say so, I don't think the sort of document, even coming to
my attention, would mean any more than those earlier public statements about the
position in July. The point about September is so far as I can see - and even raking
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into account these press reports in July and this document from the Solicitor General
in August - is that that was the frst time that I'm aware of that there was any
indication in detail of the nature of the proposal and of this government's
participation in it.

Mr Templeman then said, "I see".

The document was tendered and became exhibit 1356. 1 raise this issue because I believe it
needs to be further canvassed by this House. In closing my remarks I again make the point
that Hon Joe Berinson is not accused of corruption by the commission, and he is certainly not
accused of corruption by me. In my opinion be quite rightly denies any such assertion.
However, he cannot have it both ways. He cannot on the one hand say that these things
happened but he certainly did not act in a corrupt way - I am not asserting that Hon Joe
Berinson would or did act in such a way - and on the other hand say now that all these things
have happened and he knowingly stood by and let them happen, that he will not take
responsibility for his actions. The statements by Hon Joe Berinson to the Royal
Comm ission, many of the statements he has made in this House, and in particular his failure
to address some matters by way of building that shield so that the community and this House
did not fully understand his involvement in various WA Inc matters, highlight the fact that he
was much more deeply involved in these matters than he has informed the House of in the
past. More than that, on his own admission to the Royal Commission in respect of not taking
independent legal advice, not reading various legal opinions available to him, and not having
any understanding at all or expertise in the valuation of shares but failing to seek independent
financial advice - particularly in regard to the SGIC purchase of certain shares and
convertible notes in the Bell Group - he has acted in a grossly incompetent way. If he were
to take the honourable course of action, he would resign his position as a Minister of the
Crown. His actions while a Minister of the Crown have cost this State hundreds of millions
of dollars and Hon Joe Berinson should be big enough to accept his incompetence and resign
as a Minister.
HON J.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Attorney General) [7.40 pm]:. Tuesday, it
must be Belgium; November, it must be a censure motion. It is at least six months since Hon
Gworge Cash moved one of his periodic censures so here we are again. I want to make it
clear that I will of course deal with the particular issues in his motion in detail, but in a very
general way there are two preliminary comments to be made. In the first place this motion is
not only predictable, but also shabby and contemptible. Secondly, if this motion passed, it
would be for one reason only; that is, the willingness of Opposition members to be led like
sheep to a vote which they could not possibly support or believe in if considered on its
merits.
I would have thought that had the Leader of the Opposition any decency, he would by now,
far from moving another censure motion, have offered a public apology for his earlier
censures, and for one in particular. I refer to the occasion to which, strangely, he himself
referred today with some apparent pride; namely, the occasion on 4 September 1990, when
he peddled not one but two full pages of anonymous lies, all directed at me. It is important
to recall the detail of that occasion because it provides some useful background against
which to test the credibility of what he is peddling now. On Thursday, 30 August 1990, the
Leader of the Opposition gave notice of a long and detailed motion alleging all manner of
wrongdoing by me. The substance and credibility of his allegations at that time may best be
measured by the fact that when he came to speak to the motion, he effectively ignored
completely his own allegations. Instead, he talked, and at great length, about entirely
different matters. Those matters, to his shame, were based on an anonymous sheet of
comments and, so far as they related to me, on an anonymous sheet of lies. I said by
interjection, as well as by my substantive response to that debate, that they were lies; yet Hon
George Cash continued to peddle them. We now know for a fact that they were lies because
that emerges clearly from the Royal Commission. Does the Leader of the Opposition even
now dissociate himself from those lies? Does he even now dissociate himself from the
disgraceful defamation to which he lent himself as a willing party and prime publicist? On
the contrary; he says how proud he is of that occasion, and peddles more of the same. Not
only that, but there is also every indication that his Liberal sheep are still faithfully and
mindlessly ready to follow him.
Hon George Cash: Some of your members appear to support the motion.
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Hon J.M. BERINSON: Another preliminary point that must be made is in respect of the rate
of the Royal Commission. I ask members to note in the first place that the Royal
Commission was not limited to inquiring into corrupt or illegal conduct, as the Opposition
thought at one stage that it might be. Its terms of reference extended also to improper
conduct, and that matter was given a wide interpretation by the three Royal Commissioners.
Secondly, all three Royal Commissioners have always been accepted by the Opposition as
outstanding and universally respected appointees. These same Royal Commissioners looked
exhaustively at every aspect of my connection with every term of reference.
Hon George Cash: They were not able to examine what you said in the House.
Hon L.M. BERINSON: I will come to that.
Hon George Cash: You always say that you will come to it, but you never do.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: I will tell the Leader of the Opposition how far he has been prepared
to misrepresent the position, but for the moment please be patient. I assure the Leader of the
Opposition that we will get to it.
I was about to make the point that the same Royal Commissioners who looked at every
aspect of my connection with every term of reference did not make a single finding of
improper conduct, let alone of anything worse. My position in respect of the Royal
Commission was always clear, and, to give one example, was summarised to the House in
unequivocal terms on 26 September 1991, when I said at page 5163 of Hanisard that I
supported the Royal Commission by being prepared to stand and accept its judgment on all
the issues before it. The Leader of the Opposition cannot bring himself to do the same, and
his attempt to in effect disparage the commission's findings by reference to its limited
capacity -

Hon George Cash: Not at all. I said we support its findings. Mr Grill was the one who
would not accept its findings.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: The Leader of the Opposition is a remarkable man. He spent the
first 10 minutes of his address saying how much he respected the Royal Commission and the
Royal Commissioners. The only thing he will not respect is what they say. He will not
respect their findings, nor their report. However, he will respect them! In fact, he will
respect any part of the report of the Royal Commission which has anything critical to say
about my position, but he will not accept the other pants. I must be fair and say that when I
asked him whether he had even read the report, he did not say he had not read it; he simply
declined to answer. The Leader of the Opposition asks us to believe that he has read all of
the other parts of the report. He is like the person who reads the Bible to find all the dirty
bits. The Leader of the Opposition was prepared to say chat he read all of those bits, but
when I asked him to indicate what he read about my position on the very matters that he was
dealing with at the time in the course of his speech, no answer was the firn reply.
I am sorry to have been distracted slightly by the Leader of the Opposition's comment, and it
is important that I revert to the more basic point that I was making. The point is that in sharp
contrast with my consistent position, the Leader of the Opposition cannot bring himself to
respect the Royal Commission to the extent of accepting its findings and report. His attempt
to disparage the commission's findings by reference to its limited capacity to make use of
parliamentary proceedings is shallow and hypocritical. In that respect, and I refer now to the
detailed list of his proposed condemnations at part B of the motion, the following is the
position in respect of any possible application of article 9 of the Bill of Rights. Mr Foss will
be interested in this matter. I presume he will be interested in what is being said about article
9 of the Bill of Rights and what I have to say about its relevance to a whole rang' of issues -

Hon Tom Stephens: Pay attention, Mr Foss.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: - included in Mr Cash's definition, which I will go through one at a
time.
Hon Tom Helm: Mr Foss, will you pay attention!
Hon Peter Foss: You are all laughing! You are all so pleased with the Royal Commission
report! Are you proud of it? Are you proud of your performance?
Hon Tom Stephens: You are attacking it, not us.
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Hon Peter Foss: I support it. When I speak, I hope you will not be proud.
Several members interjected.
Hon Peter Foss: You should be ashamed!
Hon J.M. BERINSON: While Mr Foss is conducting himself as he now is, he cannot tell
anybody else to be ashamed.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hart Garry Kelly): Order! I have let interjections flow freely
in this debate, and until now it has worked well. If we are to descend into a shouting match
across the Chamber, we will revert to Queensbury rules again. Interjections should be kept
to a minimum and must be relevant.
Hon George Cash: Eight out of 10 for acting on that one, Mr Berinson.
Hon John Halden: We got Foss! He went off his nut.
Hon Peter Foss: Wait until I have finished with you.
Hon John Halden: It is a little nut.
Hon J-M. BERINS ON: A great deal has been made about the significance of article 9 of the
Bill of Rights and its effect of limiting the capacity of the Royal Commission to pursue all its
terms of reference as it might. I mention this not because of my emphasis to it, but because
of die emphasis given to it by the Leader of the Opposition. Therefore, I ask members to
apply their minds to the detailed list of condemnations in the Leader of the Opposition's
motion, and to consider how, in fact, the effect on these proposed condemnations of article 9
of the Bill of Rights is very limited indeed. [ shall refer to them one at a time.
Allegation B(l) does involve the question of parliamentary procedures, and I will deal with
that on a different basis because that allegation is simply and deliberately untrue. However,
allegation B(2) does not involve parliamentary proceedings at all, and neither do allegations
B(3)(i), B(3)(ii), B(3)(iii), B(3)(iv), and B(3)(v). Allegation B(4) probably does involve
parliamentary proceedings, but that is on the assumption that it refers to familiar and totally
false allegations to which we have become accustomed. Finally, allegation B(5) does not
involve parliamentary proceedings, apart from which it is untrue and stupid.
[Hon George Cash: If you maintain that argument you'obviously have not read Hansard over
a period of years.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: I will come to each one of these references in turn.
Hon George Cash: You say that and never do.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: Firstly, that is not true. Even if it were, I would make sure that
tonight was the exception which proved the rule.
Hon Barry House: You should be called 'gunna" because you are always "gunna" do it
Hon J.M. BER[NSON: The position can be summarised as follows: In areas where no
question of parliamentary limitation applies to the Royal Commission, the Leader of the
Opposition asserts that no less than seven grounds are available to condemn me, where the
Royal Commission found none. An exercise like that has no credibility, and no decency
either.
I now turn to the itemnised allegations. Leaving out the irrelevant words, allegation B(l)
says: "That this House condemns the Leader of the House in that he has methodically misled
the House as to the extent of his involvement in the acquisition by the State Government
Insurance Commission of the Bell Group shares and convertible notes." This accusation
involves only one deliberately misleading aspect, and that is the accusation itself. The fact is
that I answered every question in the Parliament to the best of my ability.
Hon George Cash: Absolute rubbish!
Hon J.M. BERJNSON: I answered every question to the Royal Commission to the best of
my ability. My answers to the respective forums contain no inconsistencies, and no question
arises of my methodically misleading the House, or misleading it at all. However, that is not
to say that some differences in detail cannot be involved between answers in the same
general area. In fact, that almost necessarily follows from the differences in detail in the
questions to which the answers respond. Nevertheless, that cannot be regarded by any
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stretch of the imagination - even by an imagination as fertile as Mr Cash's - to amnount to
inconsistent and misleading conduct. The relevant questions at the Royal Commission and in
this House were in fact quite different.
A further significant consideration is that the processes involved were very different. The
Royal Commission proceeded in a highly methodical way, involving detailed questioning
which was pursued as far as the commission wished to go. Although I say so myself, I
responded wiliingly and as fully as [ was able in all respects; that applied not only to the
commission hearings, but also to interviews by commission investigators. On the other hand,
questions without notice in this House are far more ad hoc and fragmented than the Royal
Commission process. Therefore, it is inevitable that the responses will reflect the different
circumstances involved.
Hon George Cash: Does that mean that they do not have to be true answers?
Hon J.M. BERINSON: Of course they must be true answers, and every answer that I have
given has been true.
Hon George Cash: But not necessarily full bodied.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: The Leader of the Opposition placed great emphasis on
question 257. As it happens the circumstances of that question are very appropriate to the
point that I am now making, because the circumstances on 19 June 1990 provided a very
good example of the sort of ad hoc, fragmented situation we faced as opposed to the
methodical, thorough searching processes of examination by the Royal Commission.
Members should note that question 257 and other questions on the Bell Group transaction
were put to me without notice - which I stress - over two years after the transaction had
occurred in April 1988. As far as I was concerned, the process started with the second
question on 19 June 1990 which was question 249. 1 was then asked the following questions
in the space of approximately 30 minutes: Question 249 which related to the SGIC/Bell
Group transaction, question 251 which related to Bond Corporation in the context of the Bell
Group transaction, question 252 on a different SGICIBell question, question 253 on
defamation laws, question 255 on the Beenup mineral sands project, question 256 on a
different Beenup project, question 257 on my role in the SGICYBell transaction, question 258
on a different SQICYBeII transaction, question 259 on another aspect of the SOIC/Bell
transaction, question 260 on the Bell convertible notes, question 261 on a different question
related to the Hell convertible notes, question 262 on my general relationship with the SOIC,
question 263 on the Bunbury prison upgrade, question 264 on four escapees from Broome
prison, question 265 on offers, inducements or bribes, question 268 on another question on
Bunbury prison, question 269 on another question on Broome prison, and, finally, question
270 on general SCIC purchases from the late Mr Holmes a Court. That is a list of 18
questions which came in the space of about 30 minutes from all sides and on all sorts of
subjects. To compare that with the methodical process of a Royal Commission or trial is not
simply unrealistic but nonsensical. However, I repeat and stress that I am not trying, by this
outline, to explain some inconsistency or misleading conduct on my part. I totally reject any
notion that there was any such inconsistency or misleading conduct. More than that, the
facts reject any notion that I misled the House. That is my basic position and I am confident
that it is irrefutable.
Hon George Cash: You use that as an excuse for why you did not give full and proper
answers to the House.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: It really is a shame that the Leader of the Opposition does not listen
to what I say. He keeps asking me to listen to what he has to say. If he had half an ear open
he would have heard me explicitly reject that proposition. My recent comments have been
on general considerations and they have been directed to broadening the context of the
discussion, because the Leader of the Opposition knows as well as I do that, in those
motions, he is not only misrepresenting me but also distorting the nature of the two relevant
processes in his attempt to do so.
Having made those points in a fairly general way, I do not want to leave room for the
suggestion that I have not dealt in sufficient detail with question 257 on the one hand, and
my response to the Royal Commission on the other. The position is as follows: In response
to question 257 on 19 June 1990 1 said that I had very little to do with the Bell/SOIC
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transaction. I ask the House to note particularly chat both the question and answer related to
the "tansactions1' and not to the "Cabinet meeting". This is to be compared with my
evidence to the Royal Commission in September 1991 when I outlined the quite specific and
limited circumstances in which I introduced the subject to Cabinet
Hon George Cash: Why did you not mention in your answer to question 257 that you
introduced the transaction to Cabinet?
Hon J.M. BERINSON: The Leader of the Opposition wants to make a big deal out of this,
but he cannot do so by any objective judgment, because the clear facts do not allow it. I
make the following points: Firstly, there is nothing inconsistent between my answers in this
House and my answers before the Royal Commission. Secondly, I did have very little to do
with the Bell/SGIC transaction, which was the point of question 257. That remains the
position after taking into account that I outlined the proposal to Cabinet. Thirdly, not only
that but also the Royal Commission transcript, to which I will shortly refer, confirms that that
is also the case with the Cabinet meeting, although that was not - repeat not - the point of
question 257.
Hon George Cash: Rubbish.
Hon L.M. BERINSON: The Leader of the Opposition says, "rubbish"; yet in effect he is
trying now, in November 1992, to change a question asked in 1990. He cannot do that in
order to criticise my answer. The question and answer are on record and are there to be
considered on their merits. He will not be able to consider them on their merits, however, if
he does not accept the nature and the limitations of the questions and the need to respond
directly to them in the best possible way on the day.
Hon George Cash: In your answer to question 257 you deliberately withheld information.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: That is untrue; I do not know why Hon George Cash keeps saying
that. It is pan of his substantive motion. I deny it.
Hon George Cash: Deny it as much as you like; you introduced the deal.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: What I am saying happens to be the truth. I refer again to question
257, which reads as follows -

Hon PETER FOSS to the Attorney General:
Without referring to the particulars of the transaction, or transgressing any sub
judice rule, would the Attorney General describe what his role was in the
Bell/SGIC transaction?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:
I had very little to do with that transaction other than what was part of the
general Cabinet role involved.

I interpolate to say that I did not say my only role was at the Cabinet. It continues -

I was informed a couple of days before the presentation to Cabinet of the
proposal that the SGIC was interested in that transaction. I was given an
indication of the price of the shares in question. When I queried that, I was
asked by the Premier to make some inquiries between then and the rime of the
Cabinet meeting. As it happened, those inquiries were of no assistance to me
at all, no doubt due to my own lack of knowledge of the particular area and an
inability by mue to make any independent judgment about the value of assets
held by Bell Group on which an assessment of the price was based. For the
rest, I was one of the members of the Cabinet present at the rmting 'when the
issue was discussed with SGIC representatives.

Hon George Cash: Why did you not say you introduced the deal to Cabinet?
Hon J.M. BERINSON: The Leader of the Opposition said that my answer omitted my
introduction of the subject to Cabinet and, therefore, I misled the House. That proposition is
half right and half wrong. Ir is right that I did not refer in my answer to the introduction of
the question to Cabinet. On the other hand, it is wrong and even ludicrous to suggest that I
thereby deliberately misled the House. In a nutshell, the question related to the BeIIISGIC
transaction as such - I repeat, the BeIIJSGIC transaction - and my role in that was indeed very
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little. No-one can read t Royal Commission's findings and come to any other conclusion.
Hon George Cash interjected.
Hon J.M. BERIh4SON: Mr Cash should take care with his blood pressure. He is continuing
with his career or at least he wants to and I will soon be watching from afar. I want to see
him well sitting where he is now.
As to the Cabinet meeting to which, I again emphasise, question 257 was not directed, the
position may be summarised as follows: Firstly, yes, I introduced the general question at the
Premier's request and on the general lines which he had conveyed to me; secondly. I hardly
participated, if at all, between the introduction and the very last comment at Cabinet on the
item; and, thirdly, my position throughout was that I was unable to offer a view for or against
an SGIC purchase and I believed that could only be left, if it was to be pursued at all, to the
SGIC's judgment.
To keep the discussion within reasonable bounds, I limit myself to the following quotations
from the transcript. Questions were asked by counsel assisting, Mr Ternpleman. The short
passage to which I refer occurred during his examination of me on 3 September 1991 a: page
10005 of the transcript. I am reported in the following terms and it relates to my initial
comment at Cabinet -

I did go on to elaborate on the question of the price and said that the Premier had
indicated to me that there was a valuation at about $3; that it was known that Bond
Corp was looking to a purchase at $2.70 and that there was a third valuation as well
that I didn't have the detail of. [ referred to the fact that I had met with someone from
Bond Corporation with a view to seeing whether the information which they could
provide on the valuation question might assist but that I had found that to be a useless
exercise from my point of view and that at the end of the day I was left without any
opinion on what a proper price would be and that that really had to be left, if the
matter were to proceed, with the SGIC to have whatever assessments they considered
adequate for their own purposes. I outlined the same sort of explanation that the
Premier had given to me.

I refer next to a short passage at page 10007 of the transcript. Mr Templeman asked whether
any discussion followed from that introduction by me. I replied -

Not with me. I think I made a point at that time that there was really nothing useful
that I could add.

The third quote which I draw to the attention of the House is at page 10011 of the transcript.
Again I was responding to a question by Mr Templernan and said -

...I think virtually the last thing that happened was my putting that question to him
orally. So far as I can recall I hardly participated in the debate in between that initial
summary and right at the end, . .

In moving this motion, especially in relation to paragraph B(I), the Leader of the Opposition
was really more reprehensible than I have put it so far because, apart from all else, it was
clearly not brought in good faith. It is impossible to accept that he himself believes the
accusation. If he did believe it, he would not have waited this long to make his complaint; he
would have acted at least 12 months ago. I remind the House that the accusation that I
misled the House is based on a completely false allegation, but an allegation nonetheless, that
my reply to question 257 on 19 June 1990 misled the House and that that is shown by my
evidence to the Royal Commission in September 1991. The question which obviously
emerges is this: Why did the Leader of the Opposition not move to censure me on this point
in September 1991? My evidence to the Royal Commission was very public. It was very
widely reported and no-one doubts that the daily transcripts of all public proceedings were
available to the Opposition and constantly and minutely examined by it. Therefore, again I
ask: If my evidence in September last year showed that I had misled the House in 1990, why
did the Opposition not act then? Transparently, it did not act then because there were no
grounds on which to act; no grounds then and no grounds now. All we are faced with are
different answers to entirely different questions in an entirely different questioning context.
That is the only difference we have. To elevate that to inconsistency let alone a deliberate
misleading of this House is an utter misrepresentation of the facts.
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I turn now to condemnation B(2). Again omitting the relevant words, this reads: 'That this
House condemns the Leader of the House in that he has participated in a course of deception
of the public and the undermining of public confidence in appointments to senior Public
Service positions in the appointment of Len Brush as Chairman of the State Superannuation
Board..
Hon George Cash: Before you go on to that, will you deal with the fact that you did not take
independent legal advice on the SOIC takeover?
Hon J.M. BERINSON: I anm dealing with it in order. I will not avoid that. However, as I
read it, the question of independent legal advice comes under condemnation B(3)(iii). I do
not intend to leave out any of the Leader of the Opposition's condemnations. That is why I
am moving from condemnation (1) to condemnation (2).
In relation to paragraph B(2), I had no idea what this was about when the motion was first
read and, having heard the Leader of the Opposition and listened to him with the greatest
care, I still have no idea.
Hon George Cash: Perhaps you should read the Royal Commission report.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: I am glad the Leader of the Opposition asked me to read what the
Royal Commission said because I will invite him to consider what the Royal Commission
did not say. I appeared before the commission on many occasions. On some occasions my
contact with the matters which were under review was very limited indeed. In that context, it
is surely instructive to observe that, while the Royal Commission obviously had all the
material on Mr Brush to which Mr Cash referred and, no doubt, much more, that was not a
matter on which I was called at all. It is not just that the commission finding did not refer to
me in any way in respect of Mr Brush's appointment. The fact is that it did not refer to me in
any way at all in this respect. Going beyond that, the commission clearly believed my
contact with the issue was so limited and peripheral that I had nothing useful to offer. That
perception was absolutely right.
Hon George Cash: The Royal Commission was in fact damning in respect of the way Mr
Brush was appointed Chairman of the Superannuation Board. Paragraph 5.18.9 refers to the
appointment of Mr Brush and paragraph 5.14.3 refers to your involvement; that is, when you
agreed to the replacement of the chairman on the basis sec out above.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: What did it say about me or my agreement?
Hon George Cash: I have read it to you.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: I ask the Leader of the Opposition to tell me one word of the
commission's opinion as to that role. Where in the transcript do I appear as having been
called to answer a single question? If the Leader of the Opposition wants a debate about the
particular term of reference relating to Mr Brush's appointment, he can find a suitable
oppontunity but he cannot mesh it in with a condemnatory motion about me in the face of
clear findings on the issue in the Royal Commission which had nothing to say about my role
at al.
Hon George Cash: Let me read paragraph 5.14. 10 to you. It states in part -

The whole circumstances attending Mr Brush's appointment as full-timne Chairman,
and the creation of the new Public Service position for Mr Yorg, give rise to
considerable disquiet, and have a tendency to undermine public confidence in the
method of makcing appointments to senior Public Service positions.

I will read a further paragraph -

Hon J.M. BERINSON: The Leader of the Opposition has had his turn, and he will not now
link that paragraph with another passage two pages away which the Royal Commission itself
does not link with it.
Hon George Cash: Yes, it does link them.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: The Leader of the Opposition has condemned himself out of his
mouth because it is true he has quoted -

Hon Peter Foss: Who does it link it to?
Hon L.M. BERINSON: Does it link it to me?
086S"-
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Hon Peter Foss: Who does it link it to?
Hon J.M. BERINSON: It is not to me. Hon Peter Foss came into this House as quite a
promising young man but he has obviously been affected by the company he has kept since,
and has deteriorated. He is demonstrating that tonight. What a shame he did not get
preselection for the Federal seat of Pearce in order to give him a sharp, sudden break to
develop and try to revert to his earlier standard.
I am delighted with this interjection by the Leader of the Opposition and I am delighted with
the quote he has read into Hansard because that is the complete quote of the finding by the
Royal Commission and my name did not appear.
Hon George Cash: Yes, it does. Read paragraph 5.14.3.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: That is not the finding, that is a description of preliminary events, If
the Leader of the Opposition is trying to make a serious argument that I am to be condemned
on a matter where my name does not appear in any critical sense in the Findings of the Royal
Commission, we may as well have an argument about whether the world is flat, though that
would be particularly inappropriate in a week in which Galileo has again been vindicated. If,
in spite of what I am saying, in spite of the fact that the Royal Commission made no
comment suggesting impropriety, negligence or anything else in that respect, in spite of the
fact that the Royal Commission did not even see my role as of a nature which even called for
my appearance before the commission - whereas I appeared before it on all manner of other
matters, regardless of how peripheral the connection - and if all that is to be put aside in
favour of the Leader of the Opposition's interpretation of what the Royal Commission meant
or what it should have intended to mean, this is just another attack on the Royal Commission.
Hon George Cash: Your name is clearly linked. Paragraph 5.14.3 states -

On 21 May 1984, Mr Berinson, in his capacity as Minister for Budget Management,
sent a memorandum to Mr Burke which read in part:

Do you want me to read the whole thing?
Hon J.M. BERINSON: I do not want the Leader of the Opposition to read anything, it is
intensely boring.
Hon George Cash: It is stated in that memorandum -

I agree that the replacement of the Chairman on the above basis should take place.
You were referring to the appointment of Mr Len Brush as Chairman of the Superannuation
Board. Do not deny that you wrote the memorandum.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: I do not deny that but what emerges is different from what the
Leader of the Opposition is trying to argue. The Royal Commission obviously knew of that
but did not find anything to comment about with regard to my connection with it. It made
critical comments but not about me. Indeed, the ordinary fair operation of the Royal
Commission and its close attention to questions of natural justice would not have allowed it
to make a critical comment about me in the absence of calling on me to provide comments.
As it happens, [ would have had nothing useful to offer the commission. If the Leader of the
Opposition continues with this matter, it is no more than an indication of his lack of
confidence in all the other things he had to say.
I have concluded my comments on condemnation B(2) and I turn now to condemnation
B(3)(i) which states that: "The Leader of the House in his conduct as a Minister, as Attorney
General and former Minister for Budget Management was grossly negligent in introducing
and recommending to Cabinet the Bell convertible note purchase without making or causing
to be made any inquiry as to the value of the notes." Though it has not occurred to the
Leader of the Opposition, the fact that I made no inquiry as to the value of the notes itself
confirms the very limited nature of my role in the SOIC/Bell Group transaction. Moreover,
any assertion that I recommended the purchase of the notes is an outright lie. I did not
recommend the purchase of either the notes or the shares. That is repeated in evidence
before the Royal Commission on innumerable occasions and it is not denied, let alone
refuted, once. The only time anything to the contrary emerges is when the Leader of the
Opposition gets into one of his fanciful flights. [ turn now to condemnation B(3)(ii).
Hon George Cash: Surely you will not gloss over that in three easy sentences.
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Hon L.M. BERINSON: I have disposed of it completely.
Hon George Cash: You condemn yourself again as a person who is grossly incompetent.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: I have told the Leader of the Opposition that to the extent there is
any suggestion that [ recommended the purchase of notes or shares that is a lie! That is what
I have said. It is quite unequivocal and I think it is all embracing, especially since it is very
clear that nothing to the contrary emerges from the Royal Commission's findings and
conclusions.
Hon George Cash: Look at page 10121 of the transcript.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: I have looked at the transcript. I do not need to look at it again. The
important thing is that the Royal Commissioners have looked at the transcript. They have
looked not only at it, but also at the witnesses. They have looked at the millions of pieces of
material that could assist them. They have looked at everything with two eyes instead of
puffing the telescope to the proverbial blind eye, which is what the Leader of the Opposition
has been proceeding to do all day.
I refer now to condemnation B(3)(ii), which states: "That this House condemns the Leader of
the House in that he was grossly negligent in putting forward the Bell deal knowing that it
was concerned with the rescue of Rothwells Ltd and having learned of the substantial
deposits that had been made in Rothwells by the State Government Insurance Commission,
the State Superannuation Board, the Bell Group and the Bond Corporation."
If "putting forward" means "recommended" I refer the House to my answer to condemnation
B(3)(i). I do not believe I need to cover that ground in detail again.
Hon George Cash: The Attorney General glossed over the first one, so it would be fair, I
suppose, to gloss over the second one.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: I have never heard of anyone being accused of glossing over an
assertion which he says unequivocally is a lie. I would not say that that is glossing over it! I
would have thought that that was a fairly clear and comprehensive comment. If the Leader
of the Opposition wants me to repeat it, which I would not have thought necessary, then I say
that if "putting forward" means "recommended" then that would be a lie too! As for the rest
of this item, I refer the House to the many pages of the Royal Commissions's transcript on
related matters and the absence of any Royal Commission finding of either impropriety,
gross negligence, or any other sort of negligence on my part.
I again remind the House that this is one of the many areas covered by the motion where
there is no question of the Royal Commission's being limited by the exclusion of
parliamentary proceedings or by any other consideration. Condemnation B(3)(iii) stares:
"That this House condemns the Leader of the House in that he was grossly negligent in
failing to read the legal advice obtained regarding the SGIC's obligation to comply with the
takeovers code with regard to the Bell share acquisition and in having dissuaded other
members of Cabinet from doing so, where had he read the opinion he would have ascertained
that the legality of the transaction depended upon Crown privilege and that he and the
Government had participated in a breach of the spirit of the takeovers code."
This is the item that the Leader of the Opposition was very anxious about a few moments
ago. I agree at once that although I have taken it in turn it is an item on which I place great
emphasis too, and where the report of the Royal Commission is most conclusive on the sort
of proposition that the Leader of the Opposition has been putting.
The Leader of the Opposition has obviously been able to put his finger on all manner of
references, both in the transcript, which goes to 30 000 or 40 000 pages, and the report of the
Royal Commission, which goes to something up to 2 000 pages. As I have commented
previously, when I asked him to say something, to even provide the merest hint about what
the Royal Commission might have had to say on this issue of legal advice which he
obviously regards as so important, he went on to talk about other things.
I will quote two passages from the report of the Royal Commission. I introduce the quote by
indicating that it relates to the question of legal opinion referred to at the Cabinet meeting
and to the question as to whether that should have been examined or subject to a further
opinion. This is what the commission had to say at 17.5.14 -
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Although Mr Berinson did not wish to see the opinion to which Mr Edwards referred,
we see nothing sinister in that. We accept Mr Berinson's evidence that he worked
generally on the basis that a proposal would not be brought to Cabinet unless its legal
implications had been explored and cleared. He said:

If anything had emerged in the course of those inquiries by the initiating
department or authority I would expect that to be signalled in the submission,
together with an indication of where that question stood.

I continue with 17.5.15 -

Of course, in the present case, there was no written submission to Cabinet. It was no
doubt for that reason, and having regard to the speed at which the matter had
progressed, Mr Berinson made express inquiry of Mr Edwards about the legal
position. In our view, however, there was nothing in the circumstances as he
perceived them at that point, to put him on notice that the opinion was confined to the
issue of the SOIC's immunity. We are satisfied on the evidence of Mr Berinson and
Mr Hodge that the matter of Crown immunity was not raised, and that had it been put
forward as the justification of SGIC's position, they would not have allowed the
transaction to proceed. We are therefore satisfied that Mr Berinson did not act
improperly in advising that it was not Cabinet's role to consider the opinion.

Hon George Cash: I hope, Mr Berinson, you will read 10202 and 10203 of your transcript
where you admitted to not having taken independent legal advice and, more than that,
acknowledged that it was the omission which you regret most.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: I do not need to refer to that again as the Leader of the Opposition
referred to it.
Hon George Cash: When the Attorney General refers to it he should do so in terms of being
grossly incompetent!
Hon J.M. BERINSON: Surely the Leader of the Opposition is not suggesting that he has
referred to it but the Royal Commission did not refer to it before it arrived at the conclusion
just quoted?
Hon George Cash: We are talking about your incompetence.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: Mr Cash is heavy on abuse but light as a feather on the facts. I think
we have heard enough from him for the time being.
Hon George Cash: Read 10202 or 10203. that is where the facts are.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon George Cash: The Attorney General will not read it because he does not want the facts
to come out.
Hon I.M. BERINSON: Every time the Leader of the Opposition interrupts to insert a
passage in Mansard, even though on my recollection most of them are already in Hansard
anyway, I am happy to oblige him. The point is this: Every time he puts something from the
transcript into Hansard he fortifies the effect of the Royal Commissioners' decision. They
knew what was in the transcript; they knew, as we all understand, very much more than what
was in the transcript. They certainly knew infinitely more than the Leader of the Opposition
knows, and on the basis of that comprehensive knowledge they arrived at the conclusion
which I have quoted word for word. I now propose to quote another finding.
Hon George Cash: Why won't you quote from page 10202 and 10203 of the transcript?
Hon J.M. BERINSON: You quote it!
Hon George Cash: At those pages. Commissioner Wilson puts this proposition to Mr
Berinson -

Mr Berinson, just before Mr Templman makes any re-examination, could you just tell
me over this year there were a number of situations that involved the government and
you and the then Premier in particular. Did you have legal advice, your own legal
advisers, in to help on any of those occasions? For example, the rescue - - were there
any thoughts of having your legal advisers help out?
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Mr Berinson replied -
On the initial rescue?

The transcript then reads -
Yes. Ijust thoughL .. (voices superimposed) ... ?--- No.

I now turn to page 10203 where Commissioner Wilson asks -

What about, I suppose, the Bell Group - was the major one towards the middle of
1988 - - Did you have the benefit of legal advice?

Mr Berinson replied -
I did not and I think that thac is the omission which I regret most. It was - - I think
that whenever I've looked back on that situation I have felt that I should not have
taken as much of a view as I did about the separation of the government's own role in
my own role within that from the fact that this was going to be an SGIC commitment
and one on which we would look to them to take all necessary legal and other
precautions. I am very conscious of that and I've certainly always felt that that
was -- -

What I was getting at was not a question of impropriety. It was a question of gross
incompetence in the way the Attorney General managed his portfolio. Out of his own mouth
he has admitted that incompetence. Does the Attorney not understand?
Hon L.M. BERINSON: Does the Leader of the Opposition want an extension of time?
Hon George Cash: If I need it.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: The least that can be said is that I have accommodated the Leader of
the Opposition in every reasonable and unreasonable way. A little earlier in the day, he
thought it appropriate to say - though for the life of me I cannot see the relevance of it - that
he doubted whether I really had any hearing difficulties. What I can now say in response is
that the Leader of the Opposition very obviously has some very serious memory difficulties
indeed. He does not seem to remember -

Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! I said earlier this evening that I would let the
interjections flow freely but when they flow like that we cannot hear the interjections, let
alone the responses to them. It is a self-defeating exercise. I ask all members to constrain
themselves and to make their interjections relevant, but not as frequent.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: The Leader of the Opposition does not even appear to remember that
precisely the same passage of transcript which he has now read by way of interjection into
the Hansard was read by him into the Hansard a couple of hours ago in the course of his
original speech. Why on earth does he even bother to challenge me to read it into debate?
There is no point to my repeating it verbatim. He had already done it- I have not objected to
it. I stand by every comment I made to the Royal Commission, and I accept the significance
of it. The great difference between us is that I accept the significance of the comments as
adjudicated by the Royal Commission and not as adjudicated by the Leader of the Opposition
who just might possibly have a small element of bias attached to the judgment he brings to
this place.
Surely the Leader of the Opposition, having quoted my response to questions by
Commissioner Wilson, is not suggesting that Commissioner Wilson did not know my reply.
Surely he is not suggesting that all the commissioners who subscribed to this report were
unaware of my replies. Of course they were aware of my replies. They were aware of
everyone's comments, and of the other material, and having taken all that into account they
arrived at the conclusions which [ have already quoted at length from paragraphs 17.5.14 and
17.5.15, and which are summarised in the final sentence -

We are therefore satisfied that Mr Berinson did not act improperly in advising that it
was not Cabinet's role to consider the opinion.

For the third time I want to go on and try to refer to a second important statement on this
very point. It is worth again stressing that whatever the disagreement between the Leader of
the Opposition and myself it is certainly clear that we agree on the importance of the
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question related to references to other legal advice. I refer now to a finding by the Royal
Commission which appears in paragraph 21.1.82. This again is precisely on the issue we
have been deaing with. The findings are in the following terms -

Although the circumstances of the transaction were sufficient to alert Mr Berinson's
suspicions he did nor act improperly by not insisting on the production of the legal
opinion relied on by Mr Edwards. He made the "unfortunate assumption" about the
opinion but that was no more than an error of judgment on his part.

Hon W.N. Stretch: That is great for the Attorney General
Hon J.M. BERINSON: Mr Stretch is coming in at a lace stage to this debate. In the face of a
proposed condemnation by Mr Cash of my being grossly negligent and a finding by the
Royal Commission that "but that was no more than an error of judgment" is the member
seriously saying that faced with the contrast between the two he is still inclined to go along
the path that Mr Cash has charted for him? It is true that in these passages which I have
quoted at length the Royal Commissioners restricted themselves to questions of propriety.
However, the Leader of the Opposition will know, and I believe all members of the House
will know, that at various points of the report the Royal Commission finds certain acts to
constitute "negligence" and at other points "gross negligence". Nothing is more certain than
that the commissioners would have said so here if they believed that to be the case. They
said nothing of the sort, and here comes the Leader of the Opposition and says the opposite.
We have a clear choice of judgment between the Leader of the Opposition and the Royal
Commission. It is clear and stark, and to any observer prepared to be remotely objective it is
surely also self-evident.
Hon George Cash: What about telling us about your incompetence? Let us get on with that.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: There is no limit to the extent to which the Leader of the Opposition
is prepared to shift ground and change the subject in order to avoid the clear conclusions that
emerge from the Royal Commissioners' precise words. Condemnation B(3)(iv) of the
motion states: "That this House condemns the Leader of the House in that he was grossly
negligent in failing to ensure that Laurence Robert Connell executed an appropriate
enforceable guarantee in accordance with the oral undertaking by Mr Connell to put the
whole of his assets-at the disposal of Rothwells especially in view of the fact that Hon 3 Mv
Berinson with Brian Burke and David Parker were the three Ministers who agreed with
Connell the terms of the Rorhwells rescue."
That is an almost precise rehash of an earlier Opposition line which was discredited as long
ago as 4 September 1990. 1 refer members to Hansard page 4606 1990 where [ stated, and I
interpolate to indicate to the House my remarks are in response to a motion by Mr Cash,
that -

The motion reads as follows -

That this House having regard to the matters referred to in the McCusker
Report and the facts surrounding it -

and then goes on to say in paragraph (c) -

(c) considers that the Attorney General was neglectful in failing to direct his
department to ensure that proper legal steps were taken to bind Mr Laurie
Coneil to his pledge of his and Mrs Connell's assets to the Rothwells rescue
thereby allowing Mr Conneil to escape contributing them;

I will continue to quote my remarks of that time because they are precisely to the present
point. I continued -

That statement either misunderstands or deliberately misrepresents my role as
Attorney General in the legal representations which are required within the whole
range of Government. The position is that when a matter is dealt with by another
Minister, or at Cabinet level, it has never been my function as Attorney General to
instruct the Crown Law Department to attend to any relevant legal service. That has
always been a matter for the responsible Minister, either directly or through his or her
department. Both the Minister and the department are in a position to instruct the
Crown Law Department directly without any intermediate reference to me. As a
result the relationship between other Ministers or other departments on the one hand,
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and the Crown Law Department on the other, is effectively the equivalent of the
direct client-solicitor relaticm.ship which would be expected outside Government.
T1here is no question of separating myself from the subject matter of this motion by
applying some exceptional rule. The position, as I have described it, has applied
from the time I first took office as Attorney General, and it remains the position
today. That is a clear and incontrovertible fact.
Another clear and incontrovertible fact, which must be linked to the first for present
purposes, and which has appeared on public record, including Hansard, is that I was
not the Minister with portfolio responsibility for the issue of the State indemnity to
which the pledge of Connell assets was linked. It follows from what I have said
about the cross-Government arrangements for legal service that it was not my role to
direct Crown Law in this matter. In turn that must sureiy mean that the absence of
direction by me was not neglectful, as Mr Cash's paragraph (c) alleges. On the
contrary, his accusation in that paragraph as a matter of fact and not opinion is
entirely misconceived.

Hon D.J. Wordsworth: The mystery is, what did you do?
Hon George Cash: Nothing.
Hon Tom Stephens: Nothing wrong.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: That same position was put to the Royal Commission and attracted
no adverse comment at all. Undaunted by the Royal Commission's view -

Hon D.J. Wordsworth: They said it was a breakdown in Parliament.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: - the Leader of the Opposition has upgraded his 1990 condemnation
of my being "neglectful" to his current allegation on the very same facts and circumstances
of my being "grossly negligent". How perverse can one get, especially in view of Mr Cash's
repeated protestations of support for the Royal Commission?
Condemnation B(3)(v) states: "That this House condemns the Leader of the House in that he
was grossly negligent in failing to take ant active interest in the legal and financial
implications of the Western Australian Government Holdings and Petrochemical Industries
Co Ltd transaction and especially those matters raised by the letter of advice to him dated 16
August 1988 from the Solicitor General."
Paradoxically, this is quite difficult to answer because it consists of such generalised
garbage. Again I stress to the House that this matter was fully canvassed fronm every
conceivable angle by the Royal Commission and again on a basis which was not subject in
any way to the effects of article 9 of the Bill of Rights. How this item of the motion can be
seriously advanced by the Leader of the Opposition in the face of the Royal Commission's
exhaustive consideration and findings on the subject is hard to understand and impossible to
respect.
Condemnation B(4) states: "That this House condemns the Leader of the House in that he
has participated in the deception of the public regarding the giving of the Government
guarantees in connection with the Petrochemical Industries Co Ltd." In this respect I can
only say that the item has obviously been listed out of habit. It is impossible to believe it is
meant to be taken seriously after the innumerable occasions on which the specific detail in
this item and the general principle of a representative Minister's role in answers to questions
on notice has been dealt with by the House. One can only say that this furphy has now been
brushed up so often that it has all but been worn away and it was time it was discarded once
and for all. It is fair to say that the Leader of the Opposition him self devoted very little time,
if any, toit.

Condemnation B(5) states: "That this House condemns the Leader of the House in that he
was deceptive and involved himself in a conflict of interest on the Ministerial Council by
failing to give evidence to the National Companies and Securities Commission inquiry into
the acquisition of Bell shares as to his involvement in the meeting with Bond Corporation
over the acquisition." It is very clear that by the time he came to draft this part of the motion
the Leader of the Opposition was very tired. That is probably not being fair to him - he must
have been absolutely exhausted. That seems the only possible explanation for the sheer
stupidity of this item. The reason I did not give evidence to the NCSC is that I was not asked
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to do so. Quite clearly, it was not interested in any evidence I may have been able to give.
On the face of it, there was nothing I could have told the NCSC which was conceivably
relevant to its baskc interest in the interaction between the SGIC and the Band Corporation.
The NCSC was not conducting an inquiry into the politics of the situation, as Mr Cash is
attempting to do tonight. It was looking at the question of the interaction between the SGIC
and the Bond Corporation and how that might affect the application of the Companies Law.
I also make it clear that if the NCSC had wanted me to provide any information, I would
have willingly done so, just as I did to the McCusker inquiry, to the Royal Commission
investigators, to the Royal Commission itself, and certainly not least, to this House of
Parliament, when called on to do so.
A censure motion is supposed to be an unusual and serious parliamentary process. The
Opposition in this House has debased the currency of censure motions by an irresponsible
attack at all costs approach which lgcks all credibility and defies respect. As it has done on
other recent occasions, the Opposition has also aimed at me but has hit the Royal
Commission. At the many points I have identified this motion disparages the Royal
Commission by urging findings in this House which are not only entirely inconsistent with
the Royal Commission's findings, but also go precisely in the opposite direction.
Hon George Cash: I said earlier that the Opposition supported the findings. Don't twist and
turn the issue.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: I am not twisting and turning. The Leader of the Opposition knows
that if there has been any twisting and turning, it has been by him. He is something of a
prime exponent of the art and he has been applying his accumulated expertise with
extraordinary application today.
It is also significant and unfortunate that on the Opposition's first opportunity for a full
debate of the Royal Commission's report it has restricted itself to entirely personal attacks
and abuse. I would have thought that the Opposition could surely have found at least a few
moments to advance some constructive thoughts as well. Opposition members may have
referred, for example, to some rethinking on their part of their obstructive approach, at this
stage, to the Government's legislation requiring the declaration of political donations and the
declaration of pecuniary interests of members. Perhaps there could even have been some
sort of comment on the separate matter of the Freedom of Information Bill. I am not
suggesting that they should have spent all of their time on those matters, but just a few
moments -

Hon Peter Foss: You will be getting some comments.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: - to indicate that they have something more on their minds than an
exercise of persona] abuse and the rehashing of material that has been covered many times
before. [ know there is not half as much fun engaging in some constructive effort as abusing
me directly and the Royal Commission by implication, but surely there was some room for
both.
The moving of this motion, bereft as it has been of a feather or fact to fly with, is a travesty
and it is a disgrace that the Opposition is persisting with it. When the Opposition first argued
for a Royal Commission it was on the basis that -

Several members inteijec ted.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Garry Kelly): Order! Order! Members are doing it again;
they are all interjecting at once and no-one can hear anybody.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: - the public could never be provided with an objective, reliable and
acceptable account of relevant issues if all that was applied were the competing politics of
the situation. The Opposition has moved a complete circle from that position today. The
Royal Commission's findings are available to members opposite.
Hon Peter Foss: You are copying the Premier's lie that the Opposition has attacked the
commission; it has not.

Withdrawal of Remark
Hon B.L. JONES: The comment which has just been made that a member in the other place
is a liar is unparliamentary and should be withdrawn.
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The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: To accuse the Premier of telling lies is unparliamentary and 1
ask the honourable member to withdraw it.
Hon PETER FOSS: I withdraw that comment. The Premier has just said things about me
which art not correct.

Debate Resumned
Hon 3.M. BERINSON: I do not want to commence a second speech. I think I have made my
point.
Hon George Cash: You have made a real hash of it. You are incompetent.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: I have given every member of this House a fair crack of the
whip during this debate, and they should now return to a closer adherence of Standing
Orders.
Hon I.M. BERINSON: I was about to say that I have no ambition to commence a second
speech in reply to this debate, but the sort of interjection which occurred a moment ago,
again asserting that die Opposition is not reflecting on the Royal Commission, cannot be left
to pass unchallenged. I have given specific indications, not of one but of many instances, in
which the Opposition, by reference to particular items in this motion, is urging this House to
make a public statement that a position exists which the Royal Commission has definitively
said does not exist. How that can be said to reflect confidence in, let alone to show respect
for, the Royal Commission is very difficult for me to grasp. I do not think it can be grasped
because they are entirely inconsistent propositions. I have not relied on generalities. I have
given chapter and verse of Royal Commission's findings on the basis of all the information
that the Leader of the Opposition and anyone else could produce, but which goes entirely in
the opposite direction to that which the Opposition is asking this House to go. There is no
basis for that. The Opposition members' efforts at times to construct gallows out of single
words and out of different answers to what they conveniently ignore are significantly
different questions, is an indication of the extent to which they will go in trying to further
their abuse at any cost.
I conclude by repeating my earlier comment: The Opposition has been shown by the Leader
of the Opposition's very lengthy statement to have not a feather to fly with. Opposition
members should not have taken to the air in the first place in this line of attack and their
persisting in it does no credit to themselves or to the House.
HION PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan) [9.11 pm]: I expected that all the members of the
Government would leave because I have some serious words to say about the conclusions of
the report of the Royal Commission into Commercial Activities of Government and Other
Matters. As the Attorney Genera] said, this is the first occasion we have had to debate the
report. On reading the report members will find it consists of six volumes of shame; six
volumes of scandalous, disgraceful behaviour, and six volumes which show that for a period
of 10 years in this State successive Labor Governments abused the trust of the people, abused
the position they had as Government, misspent the money of this State, acted corruptly,
negligently and incompetently and cost this State over $1 billion in money spent preserving
their position. The Government has corrupted the Public Service; it has corrupted the
Cabinet; it has corrupted its party; and it has attempted to corrupt the Parliament
Hon Derrick Tomilinson: And bankrupted the State in the process.
Hon PETER FOSS: It has done all these things. The Royal Commission's report is very
sorry reading.
I hope all the members of the Labor Party who have walked out of this Chamber and who do
not like to hear the truth, as well as the sneering Hon Tomn Butler -
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: Who was the President of the ALP when this money was collected?
Several members interjected.
Hon T.G. Butler: Go back and get under your shell.
Hon PETER FOSS: I would hope that after reading this report every single member of the
Labor Party will feel a little shame. In fact, they should all feel complete shame. I c~annot
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believe that one of them can look people in the eye and say that he was a Labor member of
Parliament when the events referred to in this report took place. If I were a member of the
Parliamentary Labor Party when this occurred I would not be able to look people in the eye
and say, "Yes, I allowed that to happen. I was one of the people who supported the
Government and permitted it to happen." Members opposite should cast their eyes down in
shame instead of laughing as they have done in the House today. They have treated this as a
big joke.
Several members inteijected.
Hon PETER FOSS: Are Hion Joe Beuinson and Hon Kay Hallahan proud of the
Government's performance? Do they think this report says anything nice about the
Government whatsoever? What does the report say about successive Labor Governments?
It says that Labor Governments have been corrupt; it says that Labor Governments have
undermined our Public Service; and it says chat Labor Governments spent the public's
money. This report is six volumes of shame.
Hon T.G. Butler: It is about time they all started to cheer you now, is it not?
Several members interjected.
Hon PETER FOSS: I will return to Hon Tom Butler because I will refer to some of the
words he uttered in 1989.

Pain: of Order
Hon JLM. BERINSON: Madam Deputy President (I-on Muriel Patterson), I am very
reluctant, as always, to interrupt a speaker in full flight, but the fact is we have a highly
specific motion and it is directed in a highly specific way at my personal position.
Hon P.G. Pendal: The man is four minutes into his speech; sit down.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (IHon Muriel Patterson): Order!
Hon J.M. BERINSON: I am not aware of Hon Phillip Pendal's elevation to the Chair and I
am not interested in his opinion on when I should stand or sit; I am putting to you, Madam
Deputy President, that the motion is advanced as a very serious motion of personal censure.
Members who intend to participate in the debate should deal with the motion and not with
other general issues. Any number of opportunities are available for those to be dealt with at
other times.
Hon GEORGE CASH: The motion is not specific to Hon Joe Berinson alone. For instance,
there is a general statement in the motion that this House concludes that the whole WA Inc
saga demonstrated a total disregard of the law and failure to enforce the law, a participation
in improper practices by Government, and a massive waste and loss of public funds through
deals designed to hide the truth of the Government's involvement in Rothwells and to secure
the Australian Labor Party's re-election.
Hon J.M. Berinson: That is typical misrepresentation of your own motion.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I put it to you, Madam Deputy President, that Hon Joe Berinson has
no point of order and is trying to curtail Hon Peter Foss' delivery of what is debatable
material relevant to the motion before the House.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: There is no point of order. However, 1 ask Hon Peter Foss to
confine his remarks to the motion before the Chair.

Debate Resumed
Hon PETER FOSS: Perhaps I should illustrate the point that I am referring to the general
matters at the end of the motion which were carefully avoided by Hon Joe Berinson. I will
be referring to all members of the Labor Party in my lead-up to comments about Hon Joe
Berinson. Members will then know why Hon Joe Berinson has the most to answer for. Of
course, as I expected, he has walked out of this Chamber.
Hon Kay Hallahan: Next time you walk out of the Chamber we will note it in Hansard.
Hon PETER FOSS: Hon Kay Hallahan noted the occasion on which]I looked down to read a
piece of paper!
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I have made the point of what this motion is about; it is about shame. It is noticeable that
members of the Labor Party who have remained in the Chamber have no shame because they
do not seem to think that this report is a condemnation of successive Labor Governments and
a condemnation of them as members of Parliament because of their failure to stop these
events from occurring.
Hon Tom Helm inteijected.
Hon PETER FOSS: Hon Tom Helm should wait, because I will be dealing firstly with
people like him.
Hon Tom Helm: You also said you already knew. We did not know.
Hon PETER FOSS: Madam Deputy President, could I ask you to shut this lunatic up?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon PETER FOSS: Hansard probably does not record the levity with which the Labor Party
regards the report. Members opposite think this report is nothing for them to worry about.
The Royal Commission has reported and the Labor members of Parliament consider that it is
all over. However, three important questions should be asked. Firstly, why did it happen;
secondly, who was responsible; and thirdly, how do we stop it from happening again? This
motion is directly related to these questions.
How did it happen? It happened because unscrupulous Ministers of the Burke and Dowding
Governments used government for their own purposes. How were they able to do that?
Because Caucus supported them in it. The warning signs were everywhere. The Opposition
was questioning what was happening and what did the Government do? The degree of
culpability of each of the members of the Labor Party varies. It starts from the bottom with
those members who stood up in Caucus and questioned the Government about what it was
doing. They asked, "Why are you doing this? Tell us the truth. Why is it happening?" I do
not know how many people in the Labor Party were honest enough to do that. I hope that
Hon Fred McKenzie, for whom I have the greatest respect, and Hon Tom Helm were some of
those people who asked questions. However, those people are still guilty because, although
they would not have been given satisfactory answers, what did they do? Did they walk out
of the party? Did they vote against those decisions and speak against them? They did not,
and for that meason they are culpable. Members opposite should be ashamed that they
allowed this to happen. Those members who at least asked questions should feel least
ashamed. But there were also some cowards who were not prepared to stand up to
Brian Burke or to Peter Dowding and just sat there and were prepared to be treated like
mushrooms. The Labor Party comprised a group of cowards who were not prepared to stand
up to their Premiers, even though the signs were clear that they were being treated like
mushrooms, that they were being abused, and that the powers of the Parliament and of the
Government were being abused. It is all in the report of the Royal Commission, and
members opposite cannot escape their responsibility.
Hon John Halden: You will get an Oscar for this!
Hon PETER FOSS: The reason that I came into this Parliament was that I was frustrated that
the Government was doing what it was doing and that nothing was being done to stop it.
Members opposite allowed that to happen. Members opposite were so keen to retain their
power, to not rock the boat and to follow the Labor ideology that they stuck together in order
to not let down the team. However, they let down the people of Western Australia.
Members opposite should be ashamed when they read this report, because they permitted this
to happen.
I have dealt with those members opposite who were the least responsible for these events
because they at least spoke up and asked questions. Those members opposite who were
more responsible were the sheer cowards who never said a word, those members of
Cabinet -

Hon P.O. Pendal: Like the two members here.
Hon PETER FOSS: I want to pick the ones who were not in the inner sanctum of the
Cabinet but who were there to carry on with the job and were not consulted about everything.
I could possibly include Hon Kay Hallahan in the group that was not in the inner sanctum.
Those members who should have carried out their Cabinet responsibility -
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Hon D.J. Wordsworth: They were toadstools.
Hon PETER FOSS: Yes. Had those members even vaguely understood the concept of
collective responsibility, they would have said, "Hang on. Things are going on here which
we are entitled to know about. Why are you dong this? Why should I just take your word
for what you are doing?". I hope Hon Kay Hallahan was one of those members who was not
consulted, but who was nonetheless culpable, negligent and guilty of a failure to observe
properly the collective responsibility of Cabinet by allowing these things to happen.
Hon P.G. Pendal: She was weak. She has never been any different.
Hon PETER FOSS: Those members should accept that responsibility. Those members who
failed to act, and who kept shut their eyes, ears and mouth, allowed these things to happen as
much as did anyone else.

Point of Order
Hon TOM HELM: Madam Deputy President, I ask your advice about the relevance of what
is being said, because Hon Peter Foss is referring to the whole of Cabinet, yet page 2 of the
motion refers to the role of the Attorney General and to his bearing direct responsibility. It
seems that the House is being asked to share in the condemnation that the member chooses to
place on all members of the Labor Party. Where is that contained within the motion?
Hon PETER FOSS: It is clear that I am working my way up to that and I am illustrating the
varying degrees of responsibility. I am about to arrive at the Attorney General.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Muriel Patterson): I accept the fact that it is a large
motion which will create a wide ranging debate, and I am satisfied that Hon Peter Foss is
getting to that point.

Debate Resumed
Hon PETER FOSS: It is interesting that we were invited by Hon Joe Berinson to speak
about the report in general terms and even to talk about the political donations legislation and
the freedom of information legislation. I undoubtedly touched a raw nerve by pointing out
that although Hon Joe Berinson is obviously more culpable than is everyone else, other
members opposite cannot sit back with a smirk on their faces and think that because they are
not named in the report of the Royal Commission they are completely without blame.
Members opposite seem to have the strange idea that because they are not addressed directly
in the report they are totally exonerated. The fact remains that those people share to a greater
or lesser degree culpability for what happened, and I am working my way up to that, because
I have not yet reached the inner sanctum of those people who made the decisions in the
Burke-Dowding Governments. Hon Joe Berinson was undoubtedly one of those people. He
tried to draw a distinction between himself and the other main people in the Burke-Dowding
Governments: Mr Dowding, Mr Grill and Mr Parker.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I did not say a word about any other Minister.
Hon PETER FOSS: Hon Joe Berinson sought to distinguish himself from those other
Ministers.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Not at all. I sought to associate myself with the actual findings of the
Royal Commission. That is an entirely different matter.
Hon PETER FOSS: That is very good. I will put this to members opposite, and I will
observe the demeanour of the remainder of members apposite. I believe that only certain
people were consulted directly in the Burke-Dowding Governments, and their views were
always taken into consideration and they had great influence. Hon Joe Berinson was one of
those people upon whom the Burke-Dowding Governments relied in making their decisions.
I would like to hear any member opposite say that he or she did not believe that Hon Joe
Berinson was an influential Minister and was one of the most influential Ministers in those
Governments. Hon Joe Berinson was one of the people who was responsible for what
happened, yet he sought to claim that he was not tared with the same brush as were Mr
Burke, Mr Dowding and Mr Parker. I agree that IHon Joe Berinson was not tarred with the
same brush. He was not found guilty of the same impropriety.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Or of any.
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Hon PETER FOSS: Let us wait. I accept that Hon Joe Berinson was not tarred with the
same brush.
Hon T.G. Butler: But you do not like it.
Hon PETER FOSS: Of course I do not like it, but I accept it. However, that does not mean
that Hon Joe Berinson was not one of the responsible Ministers of the Burke-Dowding
Governments. Members should not think for a moment that responsibility as a Minister is
dependent upon Hon Joe Berinson's being found guilty of illegality or impropriety. Hon Joe
Berinson must take responsibility for the decisions made by his Government.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I have said that on inn umerable occasions.
Hon PETER FOSS: It is not good enough to say it. Hon Joe Berinson must take the next
logical step and accept the consequences of that acceptance of responsibility. If Hon Joe
Berinson were in a legs] partnership - God forbid - and his legal partnership did something
wrong, could he as one of the partners stand up and say. "Yes, one of my partners did
something wrong and I accept responsibility for it", and then not accept exactly the same
consequences as everybody else? The problem with Hon Joe Berinson is that he says that he
accepts responsibility and then closes his book and goes home. He sees his acceptance of
responsibility as being the sum total of his obligation. The fact remains that Hon Joe
Berinson was one of the most influential members of that Cabinet. He also held two
important positions. Mr Berinson was the Attorney General and the Minister for Budget
Management at the time. This report indicates that money was wasted;, hundreds of millions
of dollars were spent for no purpose other than the Government's own political gain. The
petrochemical project is a classic example of that. Mr Berinson was involved in that, and he
knew why the deal was being done. As a result of the Attorney General's behaviour, police
stations cannot be manned, people wait to get into hospitals, and insufficient money is
available for education. When the Government wastes over $3 billion, the State misses out
on spending $1 billion. Does the Attorney feel any shame for that, or for the reasons which
underlie almost everything this Government has done; that is, to hide the truth from the
public in an attempt to be re-elected? Does the Attorney feel no shame for the consequences
of that? The Attorney says that he did nothing, and claims that that is good. He was the
Minister for Budget Management and did nothing while $1 billion was spent keeping the
Labor Party in power while abusing the power of Government - yet he says, "I am all right."
Hon J.M. Berinson: Why are you putting words into my mouth? I have rejected the specific
condemnations in Mr Cash's motion, and I have done that largely on the basis of an
independently arrived at report.
Hon PETER FOSS: The Attorney is the one who will not look at the Royal Commission's
report. Interestingly, this report indicates - as this House has concluded - that the whole WA
Inc saga demonstrated a total disregard for and a failure to enforce the law by the
Government, which participated in improper practices. Mr Berinson was involved in a
massive loss of public funds. Without doubt, throughout the deals Mr Berinson was
attempting to cover up the Government's involvement in Rothwells for reason of the ALP's
re-election.
The Attorney has presented his own evidence today regarding the Bell shares deal and
indicated that it was motivated by the Rorhwells situation. All along, the Government has
been attempting to cover up its tracks.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I did not refer to that.
Hon PETER FOSS: It is a very good summary of what the Royal Commission has found. If
one had to summarise the Royal Commission, it indicates two things: Who was the Minister
with primary responsibility for those two areas?
Hon J.M. Berinson: Which areas?
Hon PETER FOSS: The areas of the enforcement of the law and the disregard for the law.
What is the Attorney General's job in Cabinet? Did he believe he could sit in Cabinet, and
provided that he did not know what was happening and he did not sign the deals, he could
ignore what everyone else was doing? Did the Attorney General believe that he could stand
by while outrageous behaviour was taking place? This behaviour was outrageous, and if the
Attorney did not realise that he is certainly no lawyer! Not only that, the Attorney could see
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the money flowing out of Treasury's coffers to the detriment of the State, yet he did not
protest.
Hon George Cash: It is a gross act of omission.
Hon PETER FOSS: What sort of a Minister for Budget Management was Mr Berinson? He
cannot escape the responsibility that he has failed to meet the basic requirement of a Minister
to ensure that things are done properly in the areas for which that Minister has responsibility.
The Attorney does not understand ministerial responsibility. How much money must be lost
before it becomes the responsibility of the Minister for Budget Management? Is $1 billion
not enough? How many people in Cabinet must show disregard for the law before people
become suspicious chat the Attorney General is not doing his job?
One of the Attorney's predecessors. Hon Ian Medcalf, said that one of the roles of an
Attorney General is to act as the ethical conscience of Cabinet. Where was the ethical
conscience of the Burke and Dowding Governments?
Hon N.F. Moore: And the Lawrence Government.
Hon PETER FOSS: What is the use of a first law officer who is supposed to represent what
is correct, if that man sits back and claims that he did not participate. The Attorney General
can talk about people putting a blind eye to a telescope, but the Attorney did not bother
putting his eye to the telescope.
Hon D.J. Wordsworth: He must have put his hand to his deaf ear.
Hon PETER FOSS: Yes.
Hon George Cash: It involved many gross acts of omission.
Hon PETER FOSS: I hope the commission will deal with some of these aspects in its second
report.
Hon Tom Helm: Will you say that you are sorry if they don't?
Hon PETER FOSS: No. I hope that the commissioners will deal with this. The
commissioners have three questions to ask: Why did these things happen? Who was
responsible? What should be done about it? Only one way exists to stop a repetition of these
disgraceful events; that is, Cabinet must accept collective responsibility and force individual
Ministers to realise that his or her responsibility extends to not only not becoming involved
in such mailers, but also becoming involved when it is necessary to stop incorrect things
from happening. Can]I give an example of this?
Hon John Halden: No.
Hon PETER FOSS: It is important to start off with what Mr Berinson described as the least
significant part of the motion - he said there was nothing in it. He claimed that this
accusation had no status whatsoever, and contained nothing to catch him. Paragraph B(2)
reads -

participate in a course of deception of the public and the undermining of public
confidence in appointments to senior Public Service positions in the appointment of
Len Brush of Chairman of the State Superannuation Board;

That is an interesting reference because, although it pales into insignificance in relation to
some other aspects of WA Inc, it is symptomatic of the very serious problems which arose in
the Public Service. These will be shown to be serious problems. Members will find that the
Royal Commission will deal specifically with this question of undermining the Public
Service. Paragraph 5.18.9 of the Royal Commission's report reads -

The move sideways of Mr Yorg to a new public service position did not serve or
advance any legitimate aspect of public administration.

In other words, it was done not because it was a good thing for the Public Service, but
because it suited Mr Burke and Mr Berinson. It continues -

Likewise, the Commission has found that Mr Brush's appointment as full-time Board
chairman, as well as the treatment of Mr Yorg, give rise to considerable disquiet, and
have a tendency to undermine public confidence in appointments to senior Public
Service positions.
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Interestingly, elsewhere in the Royal Commission's report the commissioners refer to
undermining the Public Service, but they do not mention the persons who made the decisions
about these appointments. I suppose Mr Berinson will claim that because nobody was
named or mentioned, nobody did it. In fact, that serious finding, which may not be the worst
compared with the other dreadful findings of the Royal Commission, says that it had no
legitimate aspect of public administration; it gave rise to considerable disquiet and it had a
tendency to undermine public confidence in senior Public Service positions. Perhaps Hon
Joe Berinson might like to think about this question: What did Mr Berinson do? He
recommended the appointment of Mr Brush. In paragraph 5.14.3 it states -

"Following your discussion with him, Mr Len Brush has provided me with a copy of
the [Price Waterhouse] report, and with draft press releases..

These included the announcement of Mr Brush's appointment. It continues -

These drafts, with my suggested amendments, are enclosed. I agree that the
replacement of the Chairman on the above basis should take place.

This outlines the process of replacing Mr Jarman with Mr Brush. What qualifications did Mr
Brush have? He was a mate of Mr Burke. What did Hon Joe Berinson do? Is he saying that
the appointment of Mr Brush was a good appointment? Is he saying that this appointment
has not turned out to be disastrous? Is he saying that he should bear no responsibility for this
disastrous appointment? Is he saying, "I was only the person who agreed to the appointment
and who told Mr Burke how to go about it"? Does that mean that the Hon Joe Berinson
thinks that he can now wash his hands of the matter and say. "I cannot be the person held to
be responsible for Mr Brush's appointment; I do not have any ministerial responsibility for
that. I did it as Minister for Budget Management. I never expected the consequences"?
The fact is that the consequences are there and they were always likely because Hon Joe
Berinson rarely paid any attention to the way in which people should properly be appointed.
Further on the report states -

The first step in this process is Cabinet approval for the new appointment. I assume
that you have this in hand.

Surely if this was a proper appointment to the Public Service, the next process was for the
position to be advertised and filled in accordance with normal selection guidelines. We
know that was done; but it was done as a mere facade in which Hon Joe Berinson
participated. How many Public Service appointments that we were told of at that time were
proper appointments? We were told, "The position has been advertised; it has gone through
a selection panel and, having gone through proper selection processes, an appointee has been
chosen. People are not being parachuted in; there is no parachuting going on; all recruitment
is being done by the proper processes; it just happens to be coincidence that the person who
got the job was a good mate of Mr Burke."
Who was the person who in this case helped set up this appointment? Hon Joe Herinson was
the person who said, "I agree that it should be done. I have fixed it up with Mr Brush. We
have discussed it. I have all the draft documents fixed. You should get it approved by
Cabinet now and then we will go through the facade of pretending that it has been done
pursuant to the Public Service Act."
Hon Joe Berinson says that there is no substance in that thought process whatsoever. He
does not seem to see any problem with that. Having had the appointment recommended by
Hon Joe Berinson, approved by Cabinet, publicly advertised, and then proceeded with in this
facade of a panel, the whole matter was carried through to fruition. Following this course of
events, the Royal Commission says at paragraph 5. 14. 10 -

The whole circumstances -

That is not a coincidental remark; that is what the Royal Commission said -
attending Mir Brush's appointment as full-time Chairman, and the creation of the new
Public Service position for Mr Yorg, give rise to considerable disquiet and have a
tendency to undermine public confidence in the method of making appointments to
senior Public Service positions.

I understand what that means. I fully endorse the Royal Commission's comments. I do not
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intend to attack the comments or to disagree with them in any way. The whole
circumstances give rise to disquiet. it was discreditable. IRon Joe Berinson took part in those
discreditable circumstances. Let us look at the result: That crook, Len Brush, was appointed
and what did he do? There were some benefits for Hon Joe Berinson; he got $75 000 in the
form of a campaign donation.
We must understand that a number of matters are dealt with in this motion. I sometimes
wonder whether Hon Joe Berinson does not, or does nor want to, understand the
constitutional position. The first issue - as he quit rightly identifies - is that the Royal
Commission could not deal with misleading the House. However, Hon Joe Bed nson tried to
ascertain whether the Royal Commission said that he had misled the House. It was quite
clear that the Royal Commission could not question whether he had misled the House. It is
for us to see the Royal Commission's findings and for us to decide whether he misled the
House.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I did not comment on absence of findings by the Commission in respect
of my statements here.
Hon PETER FOSS: No, but Hon Joe Berinsan tried to assert that what we were saying was
in some way inconsistent with the Royal Commission's findings.
Hon J.M. Berinson: No, not on that point; on paragraph B(l). Be fair!
Hon PETER FOSS: I have accepted Hon Joe Berinson's point.
The next point is - I think Hon Joe Berinson has forgotten about this point - that ultimately he
is accountable to this Parliament for the consequences of the acts of his Government for
which he has some responsibility. That is not a matter of the Royal Commission finding that
there has been impropriety or illegality-, it is a matter of whether he has faced up to the
consequences of his actions.
Another point is whether Hon Joe Berinson has satisfied the standards that he is required to
satisfy in his accountability to this Parliament. Some quite useful findings and evidence have
come out of the Royal Commission for which Hon Joe Berinson is accountable with which
we, as a Parliament, must deal. During the rime when H-on Joe Berinson refused to answer
questions, pending the Royal Commission, he denied the accountability to this Parliament. I
believe he had no right to deny his answers to questions to this House at that time. At all
times he remained accountable to this Parliament.
I would lie to deal with the issue of misleading the Parliament. I feel quite strongly about it.
The effect of denying an answer to my questions was to send me off on a wrong tack. I
asked these questions when I had no knowledge of the events. Hon Joe Berinson knew of the
events. I have given the analogy of the wattle hut. From outside, looking in, people cannot
see where the cracks are or what the light is shining on. From inside, looking out, people can
see exactly where the light is coming in, where the cracks are and what the light is shining
on. That is the situation which Hon Joe Berm son was in.
As a result of inaccurate information I had been given, I asked question 249. on 19 June
1990, as follows -

(1) Did the Attorney know of the proposal by the Stare Government Insurance
Commission to purchase Bell Group shares prior to the agreement being
finalised?

(2) If so, how did he know?
Hon Joe Bernson responded -

(1) Yes.
(2) That matter was under discussion by the Cabinet before the decision was

finalised.
In itself, that was not a very accurate answer.
Hon J.M. Bernson: I elaborated on it one question later.
Hon PETER FOSS:* Yes, when Hon Joe Berm son could not get me off the trail. I agree with
that.
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Hon J.M. Berinson: This was two years after the event. It took me two minutes.
Hon PETER FOSS: Hon Joe Berinson protests too much.
Hon J.M. Berinson: It was a question on notice two years after the event and it took me two
minutes to elaborate on my original response.
Hon PETER FOSS: I understand that. I think that is correct. I am saying that that question.
irrespective of whether Hon Joe Berinson elaborated on it, was not strictly correct.
Hon J.M. Berinson: It is what I thought was correct.
Hon PETER FOSS: Let us start with it and follow it through.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You are degenerating to Hon George Cubh's standards now.
Hon PETER FOSS: We will follow it through.
Hon 3.M. Berinson: It is a very sad thing to observe.
Hon T.G. Butler interjected.
Hon PETER FOSS: It was not a strictly correct answer and I followed it up with a further
question.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Did you criticise me for that?
Hon PETER FOSS: No; I am just pointing it out as fact.
Hon J.M. Berinson: What little significance do you believe to be attached to that?
Hon PETER FOSS: If Hon Joe Berinson will allow me to tell him what I am going to say, I
will do so. It is rather interesting, because I watched -

Several members inteiJected.
Hon PETER FOSS: I have eight minutes left and I am being continually interrupted. I think
the Government is taking up more of my time than I anm using.
Hon T.G. Butler interjected.
Hon PETER FOSS: I do not have unlimited time. Madam Deputy President, I ask your
assistance. I have eight minutes left and I am being continually interrupted. I observed the
demeanour of the Attorney General when he answered the question. Having asked that
question without knowing why the answer was significant, I turned to Hon Bob Pike and
said, "I have hit him, although I do not know what I have hit him over." All I could tell was
that I had picked on something about which he was sensitive. I referred back to see what he
was sensitive about and asked the following -

At the time the Attorney Genera] was aware of this proposed deal did he also know
that the proposal included the purchase of Bell Group shares by the Bond
Corporation?

His answer was -

The proposal by the State Government Insurance Commission was a quite separate
proposal from that by the Bond Corporation, although it was a matter of public
knowledge ...

I take the opportunity to expand on my answer to the member's previous comment.
On reflection it occurs to me that I was in fact aware a couple of days before the
Cabinet discussion of the matter that the matter would be presented to Cabinet.

As Hon Joe Berinson has said, he elaborated and in fact showed that he knew before he went
to Cabinet. I then asked -

Was the Attorney's approval or advice specifically sought with respect to the
proposed deal?

He replied -

The matter was dealt with throughout as one for decision by the State Government
Insurance Commission. I have to say that although I would be quite happy under
ordinary circumstances to carry on dealing with such a question, the fact remains that
the shares that this House is discussing are the subject of a major civil dispute
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between die SOIC and die Bond Corporation. I do not raise that in terms of any
reference to sub judice and I shall not engage in general discussion into the affects of
the interested parties.

The fact was that I asked whether his approval or advice was specifically sought. The
answer was yes, but Hon Joe Berinson at that stage said thac he did not want to get involved
in sub judice. Later I asked, without referring to the particulars of the transaction or
transgressing any sub judice rule, whether the Attorney General would describe what was his
role in the Bell/SOIC transaction. Hon Joe Berinson replied -

I had very little to do with that transaction other than what was pant of the general
Cabinet role involved.

By general Cabinet role, he meant he was a member of Cabinet. His answer continues -
I was informed a couple of days before the presentation to Cabinet of the proposal but
die SOIC was interested in that transaction. I was given an indication of the price of
the shares in question. When I queried that, I was asked by the Premier to make
some inquiries between then and the time of the Cabinet meeting. As it happened.
those inquiries were of no assistance to me at all, no doubt due to my own lack of
knowledge of the particular area and an inability by me to make any independent
judgment about the value of assets held by Bell Group on which an assessment of the
price was based.

There was no mention of the fact that he was told by Mr Dowding of the Bond purhase or
that there was some concern that one would have to be careful not to infringe the takeovers
code. His answer continues -

For the rest, I was one of the members of the Cabinet present at the meeting when the
issue was discussed with SGIC representatives.

He said that he was one of the members of Cabinet. He was not just one of the members, he
was the person who introduced it to Cabinet. Hon Joe Berinson cannot tell me that was an
honest, or even a correct, answer. He misled me. Why was Hon Joe Berinson the person
who introduced it to Cabinet? I think everybody will agree that he introduced it to Cabinet
because there were two problems with the deal: One was that an awful lot of money was
involved and there was some doubt whether it was such a good idea. The other problem was
that there were some questions about the legality; questions which Hon Joe Berinson dealt
with in Cabinet. If one wanted to get something through Cabinet and was worried about the
money or about the legal ramifications, who would one ask to introduce it? Of all the
Cabinet Mlinisters, who would be the most likely to get Cabinet to accept it? Hon Joe
Berinson, the Attorney General. For him to say, as he did here, that his role was purely one
of the members of Cabinet was obviously intentionally misleading the House.
Hon J.M. Berinsan: That is untrue, untrue, untrue.
Hon PETER FOSS: What Hon Joe Berinson said certainly was untrue.
Hon J.M. Berinson: What you have said is untrue.
Hon PETER FOSS: He knows it is untrue.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You have read the transcript of the Royal Commission and you know
every single aspect of this question; you therefore know that what you are saying now is
untrue.
Hon PETER FOSS: All that happened in die Royal Commission was that Hon Joe Berinson
tried to say the same thing. I heard him; that is how he tried to defend himself. He said that
he said that to the Royal Commission; therefore it must be true. He said in the Royal
Commission that he did not have any other participation. He was not correct. He introduced
the deal and told the Royal Commission about the worry of the takeovers code. He
mentioned it to the Cabinet before Edwards entered. That is what the transcript shows, and
Hon Joe Berinson has tried to say that his answers to my questions in June 1990 were
consistent with what he said to the Royal Commission. They might be consistent with that.
but they are not consistent with what he said in the House. They are not consistent with the
truth; that is the point.
Hon J.M. Berinsan: That is untrue.
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Hion PETER FOSS: He said the same thing to dhe Royal Commission. I carefully framed
my questions because I have noticed that he is one of the cagiest answerers of questions. If
he weaselly answers questions, I know that is the point to follow. I followed every single
weaselly answer I received in here. I carefully looked at his answers and when I noticed they
were ambiguous and evasive I asked a further question. I did not ask a further question on
the point about whether he introduced it to Cabinet because he replied to one of my questions
that he was one of die members of Cabinet present at the meeting when the issue was
discussed with the SOIC representative. Had he given me the answer that he introduced the
deal, the follow-up question would have been moire to the point on that.
Hon Tom Helm: You are a disgrace.
Hon PETER FOSS: I am not. It is the man over there who lied to this House about what
was his role. He would have us believe he was one of the mushrooms, but he introduced the
deal to Cabinet.
Hon Tom Stephens: You are just a failed suburban lawyer, not even a shadow Attorney
General.
Hon PETER FOSS: I thank Hon Tom Stephens for that.
[Leave granted for the member's time to be extended.]
Hon PETER FOSS: I refer now to question 261 where I asked -

When the Attorney General first learned of the proposal to purchase Bell convertible
notes, what was his role thereafter?

Mr Berinson replied -
I think I first learned of that proposal at the same time as I learned of the interest of
the SGIC in making the purchase of the Bell Group's shares. I must confess that I
took no interest in the notes question as opposed to the shares.

Hon Joe Berinson introduced that to Cabinet also. He said that he took no interest. How can
one take no interest when one stands up in Cabinet and peruades people because it was
known that he would be one of the few people who would get it through? How can Mr
Berinson dare to say that that was the truth? It is wrong; it is a lie and he knew it was a lie.

Withdrawal of Remark

Hon J.M. BERINSON: Madam Deputy President -

The DEPUTrY PRESIDENT: Order! The word "lie" is out of order. Hon Peter Foss will
please withdraw.
Hon PETER FOSS: I thought it was part of the substantive motion.
Hon J.M. Berinson: What, that I sam a liar?
Hon PETER FOSS: On this point, yes.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Rubbish. You have been asked to withdraw.
Hon PETER FOSS: I would withdraw if it were not for the fact that I thought it was part of
the substantive motion.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! I have ruled that the member must withdraw the
accusation that the Attorney General is a liar.
Hon PETER FOSS: The words are 'methodically misled the House". I accuse t Attorney
General of methodically misleading the House.
Hon T.G. BUTLER: I still have not heard Hon Peter Foss withdraw his remark.
Hon PETER FOSS: I withdraw.

Debate Resumed
Hon PEThR FOSS: He methodically misled the House. Hlow he can possibly say he did
anything else I do not know. In fact he compounded it in the way he sought to justify it
before die House.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I did not mislead the House, methodically or otherwise.
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Hon PETER FOSS: Mr Berinson did; it is clear he did. In question 274, 1 referred Mr
Berinson to the transactions and asked him -

Did the Attorney in the course of the discussions leading up to the completion of the
transaction meet any representatives or persons acting on behalf of, or have any
discussions with such persons acting on behalf of Bond Corporation?

Mr Berinson knew darn well that he had discussions with someone acting on behalf of the
Bond Corporation but, to gain a bit of time, he asked me to clarify the question. He then
said -

Yesterday, two sets of properties were referred to.
He went on.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Don't leave it there. Read the quote as to the reasons that I asked for
clarification.
Hon PETER FOSS: I know. The member said there were two sets of transactions; one was
the property. That is right.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Was there anything improper about my asking for clarification?
Hon PETER FOSS: No, nothing. It was quite proper. It was just that the Attorney General
was using the opportunity to think on his feet.
Hon J.M. Berinson: That is also untrue.
Hon PETER FOSS: He then said -

Hon Kay Hallahan: You are a twister.
Hon Tom Helm: And a fraud.

Withdrawal of Remark

Hon PETER FOSS: I ask chat that remark be withdrawn.
Hon TOM HELM: I withdraw.

Debate Resumed

Hon PETER FOSS: Mr Berinson excused himself on the basis that he had to answer all
these questions. He said he had to answer one question after another about all sorts of
different things and therefore he should be excused for not telling us the correct version or
for misleading the House because it all happened in a hurry. On 12 September Hon George
Cash asked Mr Berinson a question. Mr Berinson gave an answer which had nothing to do
with the question but he went through every one of the questions and stated them again. That
was not done in the heat of the moment and that was not done without giving him an
opportunity to reflect. The answer was probably a prepared answer which he gave later. At
page 4936 of Hansard of 12 September 1990 he said -

I stand on the record of my answers, both given to questions without notice
completely and those given with some prior notice. I say without hesitation or
equivocation in any way that they entirely and accurately represent the events of that
meeting of 25 April....

He carefully said that it accurately represented the meeting of 25 April. not the Cabinet. He
reviewed those questions on 12 September and he said he stood by them. So much for his
answering in the heat of the moment. So much for his answers being without consideration.
He repeated them later and he said that he stood on the record of his answers. His answers
were wrong, they were false, they were misleading and they were part of the conduct of
misleading in which he engaged.
I have dealt with paragraphs B(1) and (2). It is quite clear that Mr Berinson "methodically
misled the House" and he 'participated in a course of deception of the public".
Because of the limited time available to me, I will skip over other paragraphs and go straight
to the condemnation of a conflict of interest in paragraph B(5). It is quite clear when one
reads the Royal Commission evidence that, from the beginning, Mr Berinson was told of the
problems with the takeovers code. I find the prospect of an Attorney General and a member
of the Ministerial Council going around trying not to be involved in conclusions, and, in
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other words, everyone pretending they are not actually agreeing on something to be quite
disgraceful. I cannot believe the Attorney General of this State did that. I can believe it,
because that is what happened and that is what the Royal Commission told us happened!
That is an indication of the way he regarded his position. At paragraph 17.2.2 of the Royal
Commission's report, the commission referred to the advice given to it by Mr Dowding as
being such that he should have appreciated that it indicated an agreement. Mr Berinson
might like to read that because he did not listen to me when I called that out. At paragraph
17.2. 1, the Royal Commission said -

... Mr Dowding told Mr Berinson there could be no guarantee. It was something
which could not be discussed because of the provision of the takeovers code relating
to acting in concert.

At paragraph 17.2.2, the Royal Commission states -

We accept Mr Berinson's account of his discussion with Mr Dowding. It is strongly
suggestive of the agreement or understanding which Mr Dowding had already
reached with Mr Bond. In our view, Mr Berinson should have appreciated that.

I agree with the Royal Commissioners entirely. I find it extraordinary that anybody with the
slightest degree of legal knowledge would not have appreciated that. Mr Berinson may not
be guilty of impropriety in respect of that; however, he was not much of an Attorney General
if he did not appreciate that. More importantly, I received two answers from him today. He
should realise that his meeting with Mr Mitchell and Mr Edwards - he should not forget
Mr Edwards was at that meeting - was a relevant meeting. I asked him today whether, after
the NCSC began its inquiry, he considered it his duty to ensure the NCSC was informed of
his meeting with Mr Mitchell. Mr Berinson replied no. I then asked whether Mr Berinson
told the NCSC that he had a meeting with Mr Mitchell. The answer again was no. Nor did
he tell it that Mr Edwards was at that meeting. That had to be a relevant meeting. How Mr
Berinson can dare to say that he thought that was all right I have no idea whatsoever. I
believe he has kept from the NCSC a relevant piece of information.
Hon George Cash: And Mr Berinson had the carriage of managing the Government's
position with the NCSC as a member of the Ministerial Council.
Hon PETER FOSS: Exactly. If he cannot see a conflict of interest in that, I would be
surprised. I think the answer I got in this House today indicates how his position is so
untenable. The motion states that the Attorney General was negligent in introducing and
recommending to Cabinet the Bell convertible note purchase without making or causing to
be made any inquiry as to the value of the notes.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You are right. I didn't recommend it.
Hon PETER FOSS: The Attorney General introduced it to Cabinet.
Hon J.M. Berinson: But I didn't recommend it.
Hon PETER FOSS: Let us get out the fine scalpel and slice this hair right down the middle.
Hon I.M. Berinson: Look at the truth because this part of the motion is a lie.
Hon PETER FOSS: This matter was put to Cabinet by the Attorney General. I believe the
Attorney General was asked to do so by Peter Dowding who knew that if the Attorney
General were not involved the deal would not be approved by Cabinet. The Attorney
General may take all kinds of fine points but it is pretty obvious that his reputation in Cabinet
was used to get this deal through. He was asked about the valuation. He went on about the
shares and it did not occur to him to inquire about the notes. The Attorney General was
involved in all of this and as a result of that involvement this State and the instrumentalities
of this State have suffered enormous losses. As Minister for Budget Management it was
necessary for him to find money to put into the State Government insurance Commission.
The Attorney General may recall that. More money has been pumped in because of the
losses that occurred over this deal. However, the Attorney General seems to thin that all
this money can be lost, that he can participate in that loss and be negligent and yet take no
responsibility. What must happen before he takes responsibility? The Attorney was
checking the valuation of the shares and did not check on the convertible notes. Because of
him the State has lost large amounts of money. How much must be lost before the Attorney
General accepts responsibility instead of paying lip service?
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The Attorney General put forward the Bell Group deal knowing it was related to the rescue
of Rochwells and yet this Government has continually held thac away from the people of
Western Australia. T'he Government has continually denied the connection. I remind
members of the 1989 election campaign during which the Opposition said each one of those
things was connected with Rothwells. The Government denied that, and die Attorney
General has told the Royal Commission that this deal was associated with it. The Attorney
even allowed more money to go in, knowing that the SOIC had put some money into it.
How could he justify that going into Rothwells in the first place? He knew what was
happening and he was grossly negligent in letting it go ahead in those circumstances.
I think the Attorney General has misled the House over his failure to read the legal advice. I
asked when he received advice on that and he replied that the Solicitor General told him
much lacer. The Attorney's evidence to the Royal Commission is that he read that letter in
June. The Attorney may think that he gave me a proper answer but I think it was a tricky
answer and I am sure that he was very careful in his choice of words.
Hon J.M. Berinson: What was the question and answer? I do not know what you are
referring to.
Hon PETER FOSS: I asked the Attorney whether he had received advice about Crown
immunity. He said it was much later that he received advice from the Solicitor General.
However, he gave evidence in the Royal Commission that he read the advice in June.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You have it all mixed up.
Hon PETER FOSS: The advice was not given to the Attorney General earlier but he read it.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I do not think what you are talking about camne from the Solicitor
General.
Hon PETER FOSS: No, it was from Robinson Cox. I asked when the Attorney General
received advice from the Solicitor General's office and he interpreted it in that way because
it was easier for him to do so.
HON E.J. CHARLTON (Agricultural) [10.14 pm]: The motion has been more than
adequately covered by the Leader of the Opposition and by Hon Peter Foss. However, I raise
some issues in connection with the motion. Hon J.M. Berinson continually says that he
accepts the report of the Royal Commission, and certainly all members on this side of the
House accept it. Obviously, it is significant that the people of Western Australia to a person
accept the findings of the Royal Commission. Those findings establish what everybody has
believed to be the case over a number of years. However, when those matters came to the
fore in the lead-up to the last State election, everybody in the Government misled the public
of Western Australia. The Government totally rejected claims made by the Opposition in a
whole range of activities, such as advertisements and statements by the then Premier and
Cabinet members. The advertisements portrayed people walking hand in hand together
leading Western Australia into a better future. A number of similar statements were made by
the Government at a time when its members were well aware of what had taken place. After
a long period of stalling, the Royal Commission was finally set up and from that inquiry
came the facts which have been repeated over and over again in the media and in the report.
With regard to this motion, I cannot understand and find it difficult to accept the Attorney
General's attitude in this matter. He and his colleagues seem to think ic is all right to have
participated in the way they did even though the Attorney General had that responsible
position, and that it does not matter that he was one of the senior Cabinet Ministers who was
aware of what was going on. Although he knew what was going on, he did nothing about it
and he claims that excuses him from any guilt or shame. The Royal Commissioners accepted
that, as do members of Parliament and the public of Western Australia. It might be legal and
it might be the case that under the terms of reference of the Royal Commission if it cannot be
proved that the Attorney General wilfully misled or wilfully did not act in a manner to ensure
that the honour and credibility of his portfolios were upheld, he is not guilty of any of those
misdemeanours of which a number of people would accuse him. It is amazing to me that that
can be seen as a defence of his current position. We have heard tonight and on previous
occasions, through questions, answers and statements from both die Opposition, the Attorney
General and other Government members - and we are all supposed to accept it - that the
Attorney General is totally honourable and cannot be blamed for anything that happened.
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Hon Kay Hallahan: He is honourable.
Hon ELJ CHARLTON: I liken it to a simple situation: Hon J.M. Berinson is standing
outside Parliament House next to a fire hydrant connected to a water hose, and Parliament
House is burning and he does not turn on the tap. He has done nothing to contribute to the
burning down of Parliament but also he has not tried to put out the fire. It would be the same
if he stood on the side of the road watching someone drive towards Parliament House to
remove something; he watches what is going on and does nothing about it. He is an
accessory to the fact because he does nothing to stop the event when he is in a position to do
so. I cannot understand how anyone can be so bold as to say he had nothing to do with the
situation. The Attorney General is third in line in the Government, and he believes he is
totally exonerated from every responsibility.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I have never said I had nothing to do with it. That is not what the
motion is about. The motion is condemning me for gross negligence in a way which is
entirely in the face of the Royal Commission findings. The member is talking about
something quite different.
Hon E.J. CHARLTQN: I am not. The Attorney General has always taken that position and
will continue to do so. He continually puts his position in that way.
Hon J.M. Berinson: The mnember wants to condemn me in the terms of the motion. I put to
him that that would go in the face of the clear finding by the Royal Commission. That is an
entirely different question from whether I say I had something or nothing to do with it.
Hon ELJ CHARLTON: The Attorney Genera] keeps drawing this line between what is
contained in the motion -

Hon E.M. Berinson: That is what we are dealing with.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Absolutely, and the Attorney General says in his defence -

Hon J.M. Berinson: Of this motion!
Hon ESJ. CHARLTON: The Attorney General says that because the Royal Commission did
not find him guilty - or whatever words we could use to describe the findings - he did not do
anything wrong. The commissioners have established that -

Hon J.M. Berinson: That does not put my position clearly. On the broad accusations
included in this motion the Royal Commission found to the contrary, and I have enumerated
that.
Hon ESJ. CHARLTQN: We have heard that 100 times before. Let us talk about the Bell
Group shares and notes. In the face of what has happened, the Attorney General cannot say
he carried out the responsibility that his position entailed. I can imagine what he would say
if it had been a member on the Opposition side who held such an area of responsibility -
perhaps to a far lesser degree, not involved in a $350 million or even a $1 billion loss - and
who said that when a meeting took place and advice was given he did not read it, and so on.
After such a sequence of events one cannot turn around and say that one cannot be held
responsible or that one did not read the advice or that one was not present at a meeting. One
cannot say that one cannot remember a meeting at one's house and that, therefore, one
should not be accused or found guilty of the events referred to in the motion.
Mr Berinson is drawing a very long bow indeed by saying that the Royal Commission did
not find him guilty, therefore he is 100 per cent in the clear. We say that the Attorney
General is responsible, and that has been said over and over again for years. We look upon
the Attorney General as the most responsible person representing the Government in this
place.
Hon B.L. Jones: Do you know better than the Royal Commissioners?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: The member is doing the same as Mr Berinson does. She is saying
that we should ignore that the Royal Commission had certain terms of reference and accept
that because it could not say whether Mr Berinson deliberately did something wrong, he
must have a clean bill of health from the Royal Commission. She also says that we must
accept that the Royal Commission, because of its terms of reference, must take the same
view of all the circumstances. We are debating the report of the Royal Commission, but
there is another side to the story - as members have continually remarked - which enabled the
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Labor Party to win Government in Queensland a few years ago after a Royal Commission
found the previous incumbent Government had done a number of things that were totally
wrong. After the election, when that Government lost power, people said that it had received
its just deserts. People were sent to goal for misappropriating amounts of $2 000 and $5 000.
Hon B.L. Jones: What does that have to do with this motion?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: If the member were consistent she would consider what has
happened in Queensland and transpose it to Western Australia.
Hon B.L. Jones: That is totally different.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: The member may say so, but the facts are that the State of
Queensland has the strongest economy in the nation. Western Australia's economy is in
tatters, although the situation is not as bad as that in Victoria.
We are aware that Mr Berinson and his colleagues reject the motion and we have heard the
reasons for that. Mr Berinson will not accept any responsibility. More importantly, he says
the Royal Commission agreed with him and therefore he has nothing to answer.
Hon J.M. Berinson: That is not what the discussion has been about. It has been about the
motion, and I have pointed out specific cases where the motion goes directly in the face of
the actual finding by the Royal Commission. The member cannot extend that to more
generalised areas about general responsibilities in a general area.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: We agree absolutely with the findings of the Royal Commission.
Hon J.M. Berinson: But your motion directly disagrees.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: No.
Hon J.M. Herinson: I have given seven particular cases where this motion goes directly in
the face of the Royal Commission findings.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: I see significant differences. If Mr Berinson tried to put the other
side of the case he would do it superbly, and he would be the first to demonstrate that while
the Royal Commission had its responsibilities based on its terms of reference and it
determined its findings on the evidence put before it, the situation was not the same as that
presented in Parliament over the years. It is a totally different scenario and therefore the
commissioners were correct in their findings. However, in this case the motion comes from
a vastly different angle. The Attorney General should own up and do what the other
Ministers who were involved at the time did. Because of his involvement, Hon Julian Grill
stood down from the Ministry. However, when questions were asked whether Mr Berinson
was at the meeting, he said he was but that he was out of the room at the time. I cannot quote
the day -

Hon J.M. Berinson: I know what the member is talking about, and it is wrong also. He is
talking about Western Collieries and the position that I took; and it is a fact that I did not
participate in either the discussion or the decision because I was there on a completely
unrelated matter.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: I remember that incident extremely well.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You brought it up, and obviously you did not recollect, because now
you tell me I was claiming to have been out of the room.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: That is typical of the defence of the Attorney General's position all
the way through.
Hon J.M. Berinson: There again, that was specifically dealt with by the Royal Commission,
and there was no question of article 9 of the Bill of Rights limiting what they had to say.
What did they say about it?
Hon H.J. CHARLTON: That is why the Attorney General is still in this place. He was very
capable and specific about making sure that when that sort of situation occurred he was not
participating; that is why he has a clean bill of health.
Hon J.M. Berinsan: It was not "making sum"; it was a fact that I was not participating.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Has the Attorney General been a responsible Minister of the Labor
Government of the past 10 years?
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Hon George Cash: No.
Hon B.L. Jones: What a ridiculous question.
Hon P.G. Pendal: That depends.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: I accept that the Attorney General was a responsible Minister in the
team and chat, because he was playing at centre half forward, surely he would have taken a
bit of interest in what was going on instead of, every rime the ball came down to the centre,
running on to the wing. However, it seems he did that so chat he would then be able to say
that nobody could accuse him of doing anything wrong because he was not there when the
ball came down the centre.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Your analogy is entertaining but quite unhelpful.
H-on George Cash: It is similar the proposition that Mr Berinson has put.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: We could always use some other analogy. This motion is relevant
and has been well documented, especially the paragraph dealing with the Petrochemical
Industries Co Ltd dealings. We have talked tonight about the Stare Government Insurance
Commission Office, the Government Employees Superannuation Board, Len Brush and Bell
Group shares etc, but there has been no comment on paragraph (4). Everyone knows that the
petrochemical scenario would not have occurred if the Government of the day had honoured
the $150 million guarantee. The Attorney General cannot say that he did not know about
that, because everybody knew about that: but instead of honouring the $150 million
guarantee, paying it off, wearing it and accepting the political consequences, the Attorney
General went down another path. That is the reason for this sequence of events that rook
place. It has cost the State not only the direct amount that has been lost - it is a tragedy that
the people of Western Australia do not acknowledge or understand that, and I do not blame
them because they have never been told the real facts - but the benefits that would have
flowed from that $1 billion.

Point of Order
Hon B.L. JONES: Hon Eric Chariton is nor debating the motion; he is talking about
something entirely different. The member should go back to the motion at hand.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Garry Kelly): I confess that my mind was wandering; I
was not paying attention to what the member was saying. I trust he was speaking to the
motion.

Debate Resumed
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: I was speaking to paragraph (4) of the motion about the
Petrohemical Industries Co Ltd guarantee.
Hon B.L. Jones: The member was talking about wasting money.,
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Hon Beryl Jones rose on a point of order that because I was talking
about wasting money I was not talking about the motion. I thought that had a lot to do with
losing money. The guarantee in connection with the petrochemical plant was the basis of the
whole sorry affair. We all know the sequence of events which resulted from the guarantee. I
do not know how Hon Joe Berinson can defend his position. Nobody is questioning the
findings of the Royal Commission. Mr Berinson's defence is based on the foundation of
such comments as, "I didn't know. I wasn't part of it. It wasn't my responsibility. I didn't
read the advice."
Hon P.G. Pendal: "I can't remember"!
Hon E.J. CH-ARLTON: That is a defence that I would not want to try to promote. I imagine
the Attorney General would be far better trying to establish his defence by saying, "I did
know and [ gave dhe advice that it was wrong," etc. The Attorney General would then be
respected because he would not only have reached the same findings as the Royal
Commission, but also he would have taken the responsible action of informing the Cabinet
and his colleagues chat they were on the wrong track, The Attorney General clings to his
defence with a great deal of enthusiasm. Even though the Attorney General has made the
point on more than one occasion, the motion is about the Royal Commission.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I am not saying that either. I an saying that the motion is about the
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motion. What J am pointing to is the inconsistency between what the motion is calling upon
this House to decide and what the Royal Commission has said.
Hon ESJ. CHARLTON: That is right.
Hon George Cash: That is the Attorney General's view, but he is wrong again.
Hon ELJ CHARLTON: I cannot believe how a man of the Attorney General's stature could
promote a defence that he has acted honourably. The Attorney General should respond to
paragraph C of the motion and resign forthwith. We are in the final stages of this Parliament
and the Premier will continue to try to pour water on the fire as she has done over recent days
with her statement about Uiberal Parry advertisements. She wants to know where the Liberal
Parry got the money for its ads; she wants it to make the information available to the public.
Hon Kay Hallahan: Don't you want to disclose?
Hon P.G. Pe-ndal: Don't you talk about disclosing; you were part of the cover-up, part of all
the dirty money.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: I am amazed at what Hon Kay Hallahan is saying. How can she sit
there and accuse anyone on this side of the House of trying to cover anything up? Even from
someone as nice as Mrs Hallahan, who is always courteous and tries to assist in so many
ways, that response cannot be believed. I cannot believe anyone from the Government side
could even think it, let alone say it, because every time it is said members of the Government
should get a shiver down their spines after what they have done.
Hon Kay Hallahan: You are going to have to come to some decision if all of this means
anything at all to you.
Hon P.H. Lockyer: If the Minister had a conscience she would have resigned years ago.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: This is an astounding and unbelievable situation. When the recent
history of Western Australia is written and people look at what has occurred, they will see an
unbelievable sequence of events, especially when they look at what the two Premiers did and
the cost of the legal fees required to defend these people before the Royal Commission. I
guess one could say that that is very good insurance, but it is certainly a very costly
premium. Not only did the State lose significant capital which the people of the State must
bear, but also the taxpayers must pay for the legal costs of those people. Mr Berinson's fees
were $256 551.29.
Hon. P.G. Pendal: I hope he didn't hire himself as a lawyer.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: It is a wonder that since Mr Berinson is a Queen's Counsel he did
not defend himself in that situation.
Hon J.M. Berinson: No-one was defending anyone at the Royal Commission.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: That is right. That was his legal representation; that is
acknowledged. It will be interesting to see whether in the days ahead people will be faced
with needing legal representation. The debate across the State will now be based on
speculation about who, what, where, when and how. It never fails to amaze most of the
citizens of this State that Mr Berinson, in his honourable and responsible position as
Attorney General, was involved to the extent to which he was and was able to witness what
took place. I support the motion.
Debate adjourned to a later stage of the sitting, on motion by Hon Fred McKenzie.

SITTINGS OF THE HOUSE
Extended Beyond 11.00 pm

On motion, without notice, by Hon J.M. Berinson (Attorney General), resolved -

That the time of the sitting be extended to the extent necessary to complete the debate
and vote on the motion moved by the Leader of the Opposition.

HON KAY HALLAHAN (East Metropolitan - Minister for Education) (10.43 pm]: The
House has had before it today an entire debate put forward by the Opposition aimed at
disparaging the findings of the Royal Commission.
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Opposition members interjected.
Hon KAY HALLAHAN: I would not expect members opposite to agree, but that is what
members were promoting in this House. The Opposition called for the Royal Commission
and the Government established it with the widest possible terms of reference and appointed
commissioners who were immediately agreed upon as being of the highest calibre and who
were accepted without qualification. T1he Royal Commission got off to a very good start
with the support of everyone in the community, and it was resourced generously by the
Government so that the most thorough job could be done. Now we have the outcome of this
long and thorough process, but what do we see from the Opposition? Did members opposite
give us an analysis or an acceptance of the findings? We got an absolute rejection by the
Opposition of the findings of that Royal Commission and all the exhaustive inquiries that
were undertaken in the process. What we have heard from Hon George Cash, leading the
Opposition, from Hon Eric Chariton, leading the National Party, and Hon Peter Foss - and I
understand there will be other speakers - is in effect a vote of no confidence in the Royal
Commission.
H-on N.F. Moone: That is absolute rubbish and you know it. Do you support the findings in
total?
Hon KAY HALLAHAN: I am telling members opposite how 1 see this debate. 1 think it is
an extraordinarily bad response by the Opposition to a Royal Commission which undertook a
very thorough inquiry. The Opposition has set up a censure motion of the Attorney General
simply because the Royal Commission, after exhaustive examination, did not do it for the
Opposition. The Opposition wants to fly in the face of the Royal Commission by attempting
to censure the Attorney General.
Hon N.F. Moore: Read the motion!
Hon KAY H-ALLAHAN: I have read the motion.
Hon N.F. Moore: Read the preamble, if you can understand what it means.
B-on KAY HALLAHAN: Hon Norman Moore has finally come alive after looking like a
cadaver for most of the day.
Hon N.E. Moore: That is because I have been sitting opposite you.
Hon KAY R-ALLAHAN: Of course I have looked at the preamble; of course I have looked
at the motion, and in particular paragraph C, which would require the Attorney General to
resign as a Minister of the Crown. That is an absolute rejection of the outcome of the Royal
Commission. I make that very clear to members opposite and many other people will take
the same view of them. Members opposite must realise they are associating themselves with
a rejection of the Royal Commission and its findings.
A case was made about article 9 of the Bill of Rights retraining the considerations of the
Royal Commission. As the Attorney General pointed out, there were-very few areas where
there were restraints, particularly in relation to the clauses in the motion. Again, the
Opposition does not want to accept the findings of the Royal Commission because there was
no single finding of improper conduct, or indeed of anything else that was worse than
improper conduct, against the Attorney General. That must be very unacceptable to the
Opposition, so it has brought forward this motion because it is determined to besmirch the
Attorney General even though he has been an outstanding Attorney General and Leader of
the House and has made an outstanding contribution to this community.
The Leader of the Opposition knew he was treading on dangerous pround with this motion
and he went overboard and used expressions like, "The Opposition warmly supports the
results of the Royal Commission." He even expressed appreciation to the staff of the Royal
Commission. He did that because he knew this motion was a rejection of the Royal
Commission and he needed to make some strong statements in that regard.
Hon N.F. Moore: Do you support the Royal Commission's findings in total?
Hon KAY HALLAHAN: The Opposition has listed seven grounds of condemnation of the
Attorney General, but the Royal Commission found none.
I do not know how members opposite can keep interjecting when they know what I am
saying is a simple and uncomplicated reflection of the outcome of the Royal Commission.
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Hon N.F. Moore: Do you support the findings?
Hon KAY HALLAHAN: The Attorney General made it very clear in his speech today that
there was no inconsistency in the answers he has given in the different forums in which he
has been questioned. He emphasised that even though there was a difference in the context
and wording of the questions he was asked in this House and at the Royal Commission, his
answers were not inconsistent.
Today we had from the Leader of the Opposition a rather good natured speech, which is
unlike him. However, he threatened to make a very long speech. He said he had researched
this matter very carefully arid that he would keep members here for hours listening to hint
What happened when we passed the Press deadline? He sat down.
Hon N.E. Moore: That is a very silly comment to make.
Hon KAY HALLAHAN: He also said that his colleagues had researched this report
thoroughly and that they would speak on different aspects of it. Even though he said he
would speak for a very long time, he did not continue after the dinner suspension. We all
know that on a Tuesday the deadline for the Press is the dinner suspension. All he was doing
was politicking; he was not substantially adding to the community debate on this important
issue. Of course, this is minor compared with the Opposition's rejection of the Royal
Commission report, which this motion inherently illustrates.
Hon N.F. Moore: If you keep saying it you will believe it.
Hon KAY HALLAHAN: I do believe it. I was amazed to read this motion, which is on such
a serious matter. The Opposition is dealing with this issue in a trivial way. Ilam sometimes
aghast at what this Opposition does.
Members of the public will be able to read what Hon Peter Foss said in this debate, but they
will not be aware of the frenetic way in which he delivered his speech. It indicated his
discomfort at running against the findings of the Royal Commission. Nothing in the Royal
Commission report reflects in any way on the Attorney General. it does not show any
evidence of gross negligence, improper behaviour or anything else on the part of the
Attorney General. Members opposite should get that clearly in their head.
Hon Eric Charlton made an extraordinary speech which was punctuated throughout with the
word "defence". Late in the member's speech Hon Joe Berinson interjected that nobody
needed defence representation at the Royal Commission. Hon Eric Charlton acknowledged
that, but he continued to punctuate his speech with that word. HeI then said that Hon Joe
Berinson was on trial at the Royal Commission. Nothing could be further from the truth.
This motion, which is unsatisfactory, illustrates the attitude of members opposite and the
public will judge them by it. It is no good coming into this place and saying that everybody
believes certain things. People do not believe what Hon Eric Charl ton said.
Hon N.E. Moore: They do.
Hon P.G. Pendal: You go to an election tomorrow on that line and test your theory.
Hon KAY R-ALLAHAN: The Attorney General seriously addressed this motion and, as
usual, he did so in a thorough and responsible way. I would not have blamed him if he had
accused the Opposition of rejecting the Royal Commission's findings - other people will do
that. Members opposite are smirking which indicates that they are treating this as a light-
hearted and fun debate. From that I can only believe they consider this to be an exercise
which they are obliged to go through. They believe that by going through this exercise they
will somehow meet their obligations to someone who supports them outside this place. They
could not seriously bring to this place a motion which blatantly rejects the findings of the
Royal Commission.
No-one would contend that the Royal Commission did anything but a thorough investigation
of its terms of reference. The fact that its report did not say what Opposition members
wanted it to say about the Attorney General is no justification for them further vilifying him
in this place. This is a very sorry day for the Opposition because it is unable to rise to the
standard which Western Australians demand of it. All Opposition members can do is be
negative, denigrating and destructive and until they are prepared to work in a constructive
way for the benefit of this community they will be seen as irrelevant to the parliamentary
process.
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HON P.G. PENDAL (South Metropolitan) [10.56 pm]: One of the marks of a fascist is
chat he denies people the opportunity to reflect on those people who hold official positions.
It is interesting chat for the second time in a fortnight we are being told in this place that we
do not have the right to examine, let alone scrutini'se and criticise, the Royal Commission
report. We are told it would be audacious for us to do so. When one thinks about it, all the
trouble started with this Government in the mid-1980s when the Opposition was told, both by
the Government of the day and by a compliant Press, that one should not criticise people in
authority because they know best. Nine years down the track a Royal Commission has
reported and we are told that by holding the commission's report up to the light we are doing
the wrong thing.
Do members recall that a fortnight ago we were told in this place that to challenge the
provisions the Royal Commission (Custody Records) Bill was a slight against the Royal
Commission? That lie was continued over the following weekend and it was aided by people
on the commission's staff. At a later stage, in another debate, J intend to deal with that issue,
I repeat that it is a mark of a fascist - something which is now being exemplified by members
opposite - that under no circumstances must one challenge people who sit in high places and
make up what we call the corporate state. However, the Attorney General and the only ocher
speaker on the Government side put that argument forward tonight. Incidentally, it is
significant that in a motion of this importance the Government can dredge up only two
speakers; it certainly could not afford to let loose the person who is giggling, because he was
the President of the Australian Labor Party through much of the rime that all of the corrupt
receipt of donations was occurring. Of course.rhe Government could niot have put him up
tonight as a knight in shining armour.
Hon T.G. Butler: You are a talented fool.
Hon P{1. PENDAL: This motion is all about whether people have acted with integrity. That
is what the Royal Commission was about. As for this nonsense - and it is a pity that Mr
Berinson is not here at the moment to hear this - that the Royal Commission did not reflect
on him, that is an untruthful expression of what the Royal Commission did.
The Royal Commission found at paragraph 17.2.12 that it did not accept Mr Berinson's
version of the non-existent meeting that he did not attend at his own home:' That is a
monumental case of the Royal Commission's openly rejecting his word. Those who dispute
that show their ignorance and have not read the report of the Royal Commission because it
says that despite Mr Berinson's lack of recollection it was satisfied to the contrary. There is
no suggestion by the Royal Commissioners that Mr Berinson escaped their judgment in that
respect. The Royal Commissioners did not believe him!
One part of Mr Cash's motion at page 2 contains two sentences about which I will make two
comments. I am referring to the part that says that the whole WA Inc saga demonstrated a
total disregard of and failure to enforce the law and participation in improper practices by
Government. I will give the House two specific cases where the Attorney General of this
State and the Minister for Education, who has just left her seat, were both parry to what they
knew were dishonest practices but did nothing about them.
The first was the donation the subject of a Bill I introduced into this House. For six imonths
the Government knew that $75 000 had been pilfered from the State Superannuation Board
and donated to the Labor Party. What did Mr Berinson do during that time? He did what he
did on every other occasion: He sat mute! By doing that he endorsed that improper and
probably illegal behaviour. That $75 000 was stolen and it was recognition of that fact that
made the Premier two weeks ago stand in the other House and say that the Labor Party had a
moral obligation to return that $75 000. If the Premier was right in that assertion, and it is
recorded in Mansard, there is also a moral obligation to return the interest payment as well.
Where has that suggestion come from the Attorney General, who thinks he has got off scot-
free in this matter. No member of the Labor Party, particularly Mr Berinson as the firs: law
officer of the State, can sit mute when they know that $75 000 of public funds was diverted
illegally and that $90 000, which represents the interest on that money since that happened,
has not been repaid to the owners of that money. Does Mr Berinson seriously suggest -
which he did by his conduct in refusing to bring on debate on this matter for five months
after a Bill was introduced to force the Labor Parry to repay that money - that his muteness
and lack of preparedness to see the Premier pay back not just the $75 000 but also the interest
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on that amount does flat show the corruption of spirit that every member of this Government
has been guilty of in the past five or six years?
The second example of improper behaviour sponsored in this House by the Minister for
Education concerns allegations that became public 18 months ago when Brian Martin, QC,
addressed the Royal Commission and said that people were illegally destroying documents.
Did the Government pay any heed to that statement? Mr Berinson certainly did not - this
man who held himself up as a paragon of virtue tonight did nothing; he did not say it was
improper and outside the provisions of the Library Board of Western Australia Act for
anyone to destroy those documents.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Why do you misrepresent me, Mr Pendal? When have I held myself up
tonight, or at any other time, as a paragon of virtue?
Hon P.G. PENDAL: The Attorney General did nothing! He sat there like a deaf mute and
allowed his Government to proceed for 18 months without caking steps to prevent the
destruction of certain documents by his ministerial colleagues. However, when the
Opposition introduced a Bill - and not once but twice - to correct that he made sure it never
came on for debate. The Minister who gave such an abysmal defence of that disgraceful
conduct apparently let it flow over her head chat she was party to that misbehaviour.
I have referred previously to the fact that the Minister tried to extend that falsity.
Mr Berinson stated tonight that the Opposition was making some sort of attack on the Royal
Commission. That was no different from the argument he sought to put, and the Premier
tried to put over on the weekend before last, to defend the indefensible; that is, when he and
the Premier suggested that the Opposition's amendment to the Royal Commission (Custody
of Records) Bill somehow interfered with the confidentiality guarantees given to certain
witnesses. I do not know whether Mr Berinson was giving his friend advice, but she told
untruths.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You directly attacked the commission.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: On the Sunday before last - and I do not know whether at the Attorney
General's behest but certainly mouthing the words that he mouthed in this place - the
Premier stated that the confidentiality clauses had been breached. That is why I say that the
Attorney General has been guilty, as alleged in Mr Cash's motion, of total disregard of the
law and failure to enforce it on those two or three occasions that I have mentioned. More
than that, the holier than thou types opposite have been talking tonight as if no-one has the
right to put the report of the Royal Commission under scrutiny. I have news for the
Government; it will be put under scrutiny by history.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Nobody has said that, either.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: Yes, the Attorney General implied it and his friend stated it quite
implicitly.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I have been encouraging Opposition members to read the report,
especially Mr Cash.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: Interestingly the Premier is reported in the Kalgoorlie Miner of
2 November in a way that casts aspersions on the Royal Commission in her attempt to stick
up for Julian Grill. This is interesting. Under the heading "Premier: Grill not a liability" -
and if he is not a liability I would hate to see one - the following appeared on page 1 -

Dr Lawrence said it was possible chat some of the findings of the WA Inc. Royal
Commission may have been wrong.

That puts a different complexion on it. Dr L.awrence has had the temerity and cheek, and
frankly the lack of honesty, to say in the Legislative Assembly today that I attacked the
Royal Commission. I have made no attack on the Royal Commission. I have certainly made
remarks about the Royal Commission's staff, and I intend to say more about that at a later
date. However, the Premier stared in the other House chat -

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Garry Kelly): Order! I believe the member referred to
debate in the other place, and I warn him not to repeat it.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: In that case. I will refer to public comments of the Premier which were
not only untrue, but also which the Premier knew were untrue. I have not reflected upon the
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Royal Commission but I certainly have reflected upon some of the remarks made by the staff
of the Royal Commission, and those people have their tails between their legs today.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Are you suggesting that they are acting independently of the views of
the Royal Commissioners?
Hon P.G. PENDAL: I do not know under what circumstances some of those staff members
have been operating. I suggest that the Attorney General should nor know that either.
However, I do say thar one or two staff members of the Royal Commission said things which
were not in accordance with the facts. That is a serious matter because were we to close off
the option in the Parliament of judging the judges, we would turn this place into the fascist
Chamber to which I referred earlier, where people are too frightened, because it is not their
right, to challenge people who are in high places. The Royal Commissioners will be subject
to the same level and depth of scrutiny about their work as the level to which this rotten
Government has been subjected in the past few years.
It is patently absurd for Hon Joe Berinson - who has norw resumed his seat - to express
himself as being relieved that the Royal Commissioners did not reflect upon him or upon his
integrity. They did reflect at paragraph 17.2.12, where they reject out of hand his bout of
amnesia where he could not remember a meeting that took place in his home. It is true that
the Royal Commissioners did not say in so many words that Hon Joe Berinson told a lie, but
they said that despite his lack of recollection - and that is the understatement of the year -
they were satisfied on the evidence of Mr Uloyd and Mr Edwards that there was a meeting
between Hon Joe Berm son and Mr Lloyd and Mr Edwards at his home on the Sunday.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Are you saying that reflects upon me?
Hon P.O. PENt)AL: Yes, I am.
Hon L-M. Berinson: Are you saying it is improper for anyone to -
Hon P.G. PENDAL: I believe that is a fair way of saying that the Attorney General was not
tuithful to the Royal Commission.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You are a fraud. You have misrepresented their position.
Hon P.C. PENDAL: Hon Joe Berinson is the fraud, and history will judge him as the leader
of the most fraudulent Government that we have ever seen; so much so that his Federal
colleagues hope like hell that this Government will go to an election before they do.
Hon T.G. Butler: How do you know that?
Hon P.C. PENDAL: Because Bob Brown, the member's Federal colleague -

Hon T.G. Butler: Did he tell you?
Hon P.G. PENDAL: No; he told my wife on Norfolk Island two months ago. Bob Brown
was so wedded to his Labor friends in the West that he said, "We are hoping like hell that
these people in the Labor Party of Western Australia go to the polls before we do because
they deserve to lose and we do not want to go down screamning with them."
Hon Tom Stephens: Do you expect us to believe you?
Hon P.G. PENDAL: I can assure the member that Bob Brown is not alone. He did not even
say that that was said off the record or was not to be repeated to anyone over here, or even
that the statement could be used but that his name could not be used. Bob Brown is so sick
and tired of the corruption of spirit in this Labor Party that he hopes that members opposite
will go to their political praves before the Keating Government is washed up in the events of
WA Inc. That is the truth, and members opposite know it.
This is a serious motion, and at the heart of the debate not just for the last six hours but also
for the last six years - because that is for how long it has been going on - is a lack of integrity
that is now so built into the system that Labor people like Hon Joe Berinson cannot even
recognise it. It is one thing to do something wrong. It is another thing Over the months and
years to try to convince people that nothing went on and that it was all like a bad dream. If it
were a bad dream, why to this day -

Hon J.M. Berinson: When have I ever said anything that would justify a comment like that?.
Hon P.C. PENDAL: Like what?
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Hon J.M. Berinson: Like the comment you have just made.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: Which one is the Attorney General talking about?
Hon J.M. Berinson: If you do not know what you are saying, that is your problem, not mine.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: We were told tonight by the only two members opposite who spoke -

Hon George Cash: That is not a lot of support, is it?
Hon P.O. PENDAL: No, it is not. We were told that the Royal Commission did not find
anything that was too bad. All it has led to is that Mr Pearce had to resign a fortnight ago
and that Bill Thomas followed him a couple of bowrs later.
Hon Joe Berinson must contend as he goes into retirement with the fact that he is the only
man in the history of Australian Federal and State politics to have been unceremoniously
dismissed from a Federal ministry, followed a mere 17 years later with his going out of a
State Parliament with his reputation in utter tatters, because he knows that he is one of the
best things that the Liberal Party has going for it.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Then why are you so anxious to get rid of me?
Hon P.G. PENDAL: I do not want to get rid of Hon Joe Berm son until the election, because
as long as he hangs around, so too will the stench of WA Inc and all that is contained in the
Royal Commission's report.
Hon Tom Stephens: You are as bad as Mr Foss.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! The crescendo of interjections is getting even too
much for me to stand, so I ask members to restrict their interjections and to listen to Hon Phil
Pendal.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: This motion is not only justified, but also will not be the last occasion
between now and the end of this year when the Government will be put on its hind legs and
asked to justify its actions - I suspect to not much avail - to the Parliament, to the public and
to the Opposition. In the end, justice will be done to the people on that side of the House.
Do members know that there are still I11 people in Cabinet who were in Cabinet during the
worst days of WA Inc, and that only a few months ago Hon Fred McKenzie, by slip of the
tongue, told the House, when I was questioning the source of all of these dirty Labor Parry
donations, that he did not ask because he did not want to know? That in the end will be
written on the gravestone of every member opposite, because earlier the Opposition speakers
pointed out that the fact that those members opposite were in Caucus and Cabinet and did not
ask those questions does nor absolve them from the obligation to tell the truth about them
now. For that reason, I support the motion.
HON REG DAVIES (North Metropolitan) [] 11.21 pm]: I will say a few words to the
motion, and will not become excessively emotive or participate in name calling.
I fully support the Royal Commission and its findings. Members will be aware that some
two years ago five members in this House felt strongly enough about Government dealings
and the State's finances to vote to block Supply, which would have forced the Government to
an election. At that stage I was a member of the Liberal Parry and we received advice a
couple of days before the vote that the polls were against us and that if an election were held
we would not fare well. I felt so strongly on this issue that I was prepared to take that risk
because I believed two years ago that the people of this Stare would have judged the
Government and its financial dealings accordingly, regardless of what any polling indicated.
I have had the advantage of listening to many members in this debate. I am certainly not
skilled in law; therefore I have not been able to read the documents with the finesse of some
other members to extract pertinent points. Nevertheless, I have had the privilege of listening
to members' comments and the Attorney General's response.
The motion before the House is most serious in that it demands that a Minister of the Crown
resign his position. The subject of the motion is a very senior Minister as this State's number
one law officer. It is certainly the right of this Parliament to deal with this matter in the form
of a censure motion to be debated in one sitting. It may have been more appropriate to
establish a Committee of Privilege to discuss the matter, thus giving members more rime to
consider it and provide the Attorney General the opportunity of perhaps calling witnesses
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and having access to counsel. However, we have deceided to deal with the matter by way of
this motion.
Although not skilled in legal matters, I have certainly read some of the documents with
interest. I have also received correspondence from people from various walks of life on this
matter. Recently, I received a letter from Mr Bevan Lawrence, who is well know to most
members and most Western Australians.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: He is certainly well known to the Premier.
Hon P.G. Pendal: And a good friend of Mr Berinson, I believe!
Hon REG DAVIES: He is the co-convenor for the People for Fair and Open Government,
and his actions, and the actions of his group, did a lot to convince the Premier that a Royal
Commission should be held. He seat a Press release to all members of Parliament headed
"Re: Parliamentary statements and Mr Joe Berinson" which contains a comment which is
worth repeating. His press release contains extracts from Royal Commission documents
which were followed by these words -

It is obvious from the above that the deliberate misleading of Parliament is regarded
by the Royal Commission as improper but that it had no power to make any comment
about any person who had done so.

Mr Lawrence then wrote -

In our view it is imperative that Parliament deal with this matter at the earliest
available opportunity as it not only has a right but a duty to consider the facts.

It is our duty as members of Parliament to consider all of the facts, which certainly have been
presented tonight very methodically. Every point in the motion moved by Hon George Cash
has been debated in detail. I now have the responsibility to decide how I should vote on this
very serious issue before us. Before deciding how I will vote, I will read to members and
extract from The West Australian in the business pages of 28 October headed "Ignorance 'no
WA Inc defence"'. T'he article is by Jim Ward, the Executive Chairman of Ward Holt Public
Relations, in which he writes -

Joe Berinson was WA's law minister throughout the whole sick and sorry period of
Labor administration in the 1980s.
Although his name was not stitched to any specific malfeasance, the fact remains
that, during that time, he either knew what was going on or he didn't. No argument
with that statement, I guess.
If he did know, the Westminster system to which our Government pretends to
conform, requires him to resign.
If he did not know what was going on, the Westminster system to which our
Government pretends to conform, requires him to resign.
He has made it clear that he has no intention of doing so, and may need some help.

Clearly, the Westminster system indicates that a person in a very responsible position should
make it his responsibility to know what was going on. If he was unaware of what was going
on in his own portfolio -
Hon J.M. Berinson: Do you accept Mr Ward as an authority on the Westminster system?
Hon REG DAVIES: I am not saying he is, but I am agreeing with what he says and I am
sure the Attorney General would also inasmuch as we are talking about a ministerial
responsibility and the Attorney General's portfolio. If he does not know what is going on,
surely that is an indication of some form of incompetence. Therefore, it is incumbent on one
to relinquish that position. If one knows what is going on and it is improper, once again,
under the Westminster system, it would be proper to resign. Although Mr Ward may not be
an authority on the Westminster system, his comments are very accurate. As a company
director - I guess this is an area in which he would have more expertise - he says it is no
different from saying that one was unaware that things were being done incorrectly in one's
company. He says it is one's business to know and failure to exercise what the lawyers call
due diligence could lead to a free holiday at the Government health farm. That was a little
bit of tongue in cheek. However, what he said was quite correct. Mr Ward continues -
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The same principle must surely apply to Cabinet Ministers who are all effectively
directors of the beleaguered capital called Western Australia. In places where honour
counts for more than clinging to a well paid job, like the United Kingdom and now
even New South Wales, people who enjoy the benefits of working within the
Westminster system pay their dues when the time comes. If they are found to be less
than perfect, they go and with good grace.

The point I really want to make is that, regardless of the responses made Co the accusations
and condemnations within this motion, enough evidence hasi been provided to suggest that, in
his role as Attorney General and Minister for Budget Management, at times he did not
correctly carry out his duties nor did he inform himself of the correct procedures relaning to
some circumstances or of what he should have been aware as a responsible Minister. I do
not believe it is in the best interests of Western Australia for that Minister to continue to hold
those responsible positions. Therefore, I support the motion.
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [11.33 pm]: I
thank most members who have participated in the debate, particularly Hon Reg Davies for
the very fair way in which he summed up the debate this evening. I believe the motion
stands on its own. Clearly, members who have spoken in favour of the motion have
demonstrated the substance of it while both Hon Joe Berinson and Hon Kay Hallahan have
failed miserably to salvage any semblance of the Attorney General's reputation concerning
the matters which have been under review tonight. I will not delay the House to any great
extent. However, for the benefit of the House, I will reiterate those comments attributed to
Jim Ward, the Executive Chairman of Ward [Holt Public Relations, because they very
succinctly put the matter that we have discussed today.
H-on Kay Hallahan: He does work for the Liberal Party, I understand.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I do not know.
Several members inteijected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon GEORGE CASH: Mr Ward says -

Joe Berinson was WA's law minister throughout the whole sick and sorry period of
Labor administration in the 1980s.
Although his name was not stitched to any specific malfeasance, the fact remains
that, during that time, he either knew what was going on or he didn't. No argument
with that statement, [ guess.
If he did know, the Westminster system to which our Government pretends to
confirm, requires him to resign.
If he did not know what was going on, the Westminster system to which our
Government pretends to confirm, requires him to resign.
He has made it clear that he has no intention of doing so, and may need some help.
Is theme anybody out there?

I believe that when Mr Ward made his call, "Is there anybody out there?" He was looking to
what could be regarded as the only place which could take the action contemplated in this
motion; that is, this House of Parliament should take the action it deems appropriate.

Division
Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (17)

Hon I.N. Caldwell Hon Barry House Hon R.G. Pike
Hon George Cash Hon P.H. Lockyer Hon W.N. Stretch
Hon EJ. Charlton Hon Murray Montgomery Hon Derrick Tomlinson
Hon Reg Davies Hon N.E. Moore Hon D.J. Wordsworth
Hon Max Evans Hon Muriel Patterson Hon Margaret McAleer
Hon Peter Foss Hon P.O. Pendal (Teller)
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Hon J.M. Berinson
1-en T.G. Butter
Hon Kim Chance
Hon Cheryl Davenport
Hon Grahamn Edwards
Hon John Halden

[Tuesday, 3 November 1992]

Noes (15)
Hon Kay Hallahan
Hon Tom Helm
Hon B.L. Jones
Hon Mark Nevill
Hon Sam Piantadosi
Hon Tom Stephens
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Hon Bob Thiomas
Hort Doug Wcnn
Hon Fred McKsee
(Teller)

Question thus passed.

House adjourned a: 11.40 pm



QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

SCHOOLS - ASSISTANCE FOR ISOLATED CHILDREN SCHEME
Courses Review, Federal Agreement - Ken Street and Coma Senior High Schools

Subsidy
670. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Minister for Education:

Further to question on notice 8 of Tuesday 28 April 1992 -

(1) Has the Federal Minister agreed to a review of the guidelines for
courses covered by the assistance for isolated children scheme?

(2) If so, what is the response?
(3) Is the Commonwealth and State Government subsidy available to

students living away from home and attending the Kent Street Senior
Hi1gh School - specialist school for cricket - and the Como Senior High
School - specialist school for hockey for 1993?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
(l)-(3)

Hon Peter Baldwin, MP, in whose portfolio these matters lie, replied on
4 June 1992, indicating that the AIC scheme had been recently reviewed and
the Commonwealth Government would be considering the outcome of the
review in the context of the Federal Budget. Inquiries by the Ministry of
Education indicate that the local branch of the Department of Employment,
Education and Training is still awaiting advice from Canberra on the matter.

SCHOOLS - SWIMMING CLASSES REDUCTION
687. IHon P.M. LOCKYER to the Minister for Education:

(1) Is it correct that the Government is reducing the amount of funds available to
children wanting to learn to swim?

(2) If so, how much money will the Government save with the change in
arrangements?

(3) Is the Government satisfied chat no students will be adversely affected by the
Government's decision to cutback in areas otherwise regarded as essential for
the future of students?

Hon KAY H-ALLAHAN replied:
(1) The Ministry of Education is reducing the number of levels available to

students in the irnerm swimming program from 12 levels to nine. The senior
certificate will become the accepted upper level of "swim and survive
proficiency" for formally arranged ministry intermn swimming lessons. These
levels include basic lifesaving techniques. Vacation swimming classes
conducted by the Ministry of Education will continue to offer the full range of
swimmning classes.

(2) The reduction in levels wiUl reduce expenditure within the ministry by an
estimated $200 000.

(3) Yes. The Government considers that students completing level 9 will have a
sound level of water safety knowledge and be confident in a range of persona]
swimming and survival skills.

STATE SUPPLY
List of Suppliers and Products Nor Produced or Manufactured in Western Australia

Purchased by Government Departments
724. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Education representing the Minister for

Services:
Will the Minister identify those suppliers who provided Government
departments, agencies, authorities or instrmentalities, with goods or services
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not manufactured or produced in Western Australia for the months of June
and I July 1992 and further provide a general description and the value of the
goods and services?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
The Minister for Services has provided the following reply-
The following is a list of the suppliers and products not produced or
manufactured in Western Australia which were purchased by contracts let by
the Stare Supply Commission under the jurisdiction of the services portfolio
for the months of June and July 1992.
Supplier
Hawker Noyes
GEC Video Systems Division
Wbarfdale Audiovisual
Nexus Corporation
31 Case
Visiplex Communications
CDM Professional Technology
Fujitech
Y-Micro
Liebert Corporation
Oxford Computers
Harry Tan Electronics
Officient Computer Systems
Moore Business Forms
Barry R. Liggins Pry Ltd
Toshiba
B & T Bertram
Major Motors
Aldridge Electrical Industries
Visy Board
Airwork

Terumo Australia
Total Air Systems

Product
Multi ryred roller
Video equipment
Video equipment
Typesetting processor
Skid Steer Loader
Numeric pages
Microcomputers
Computer equipment
Computer equipment
Computer equipment
Computer equipment
Computer equipment
Computer equipment
Computer paper
Razor wire
Ultrasound scanner
Power supply
Crew cab truck
Traffic lights
Cardboard voting screens
Aircraft hire for donkey

control
Needles and Syringes
Air conditioning units

This list does not include purchases made by authorities exempt from the
Stare Supply Commission Act, such as the Western Australian Water
Authority, the State Energy Commission of Western Australia, the Rural and
Industries Bank, the TAB, the SOIC, and the Metropolitan (Perth) Passenger
Transport Trust. It also does not include the range of day to day purchases
made by Government agencies that are not the subject of tender.

SCHOOLS - SWIMMING CLASSES REDUCTION
746. Hon P.O. PEWDAL to the Minister for Education:

(1) What is the rationale for the proposed cut-backs to swimming lifesaving
lessons for primary school students?

(2) Has the saving of Government funds been a factor involved in this cut-back
proposal?

(3) If so, how much money will be saved by abandoning the lifesaving classes?
(4) Is the Minister aware of parent concern over these cut-backs, especially given

the large number of private swimming pools which now exist in the
community?

(5) Given this parental concern, will the inister undertake to review heir
decision on the abandonment of these classes?

138765
469000
61 000
98 185
50002
93 207

154 224
33 863

108 285
13 154
17972
29972
11 430
47000)

451 088
180 000

87 122
63 283
87 330
37 750

128205
617 141
84052
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Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
(I) The Ministry of Education is reducing the number of levels available to

students in the interrn swimming program from 12 levels to nine. The senior
certificate will become the accepted level of "swim and survive proficiency"
for formally arranged ministry interm swimming lessons. The ministry
considers that students completing stage 9 would have a sound level of water
safety knowledge and be confident in a range of personal swimming and
survival skills. Vacation swimming classes conducted by the Ministry of
Education will continue to offer the full range of swimming classes.

(2) The reduction in stages being offered in the interm swimming program will
reduce expenditure.

(3) Expenditure on the intenn swimming program will be reduced by an
estimated $200 000 in the 1992-93 Budget year.

(4) The Government recognises that the Western Australian lifestyle requires that
children learn to swim and acquire water safety skills and will continue to
fund a quality swimming and water safety program in Western Australian
primary schools. See also (1) above.

(5) No.

ART GALLERY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - SENIOR POSITIONS. VACANCIES
787. Hon PETER FOSS to the Minister for The Arts:

(1) Have any senior positions at the Ant Gallery recently been vacated, or notice
been given which will cause positions to be vacated?

(2) What are those positions?
(3) How long had the occupants held their respective positions?
(4) What were the reasons given for vacating chose positions?
Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
(1) Two senior positions have recently been vacated.
(2) The positions are those of Assistant Director Administration and Senior

Curator.
(3) The Assistant Director Administration held his position with the gallery from

12 May 1980 to 18 September 1992. The Senior Curator held his position
with the gallery from January 1988 to 17 August 1992.

(4) The Assistant Director Administration retired early for health and personal
reasons. The Senior Curator left the gallery to take up consultancy work in
the private sector.

HEALTH DEPARTMENT OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - WASTE DISPOSAL SITES
Liquid Waste; Indsrrial Solid Waste

792- Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Education representing the Minister for
Health:
(1) At what specific disposal sites does the Department of Health allow for the

disposal of -
(a) liquid wastes; and
(b) industrial solid wastes?

(2) Are these sites approved by the Environmental Protection Authority?
(3) At what level are these sites assessed by the EPA?
(4) Is the Health Department required by the EPA to monitor these sites?
(5) If not, why not?
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Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
The Minister for Health has provided the following reply -

(1) (a) Within the metropolitan area - the Forrescdae; liquid waste
treatment plant. Outside the metropolitan area - at waste
disposal sites operated by local authorities.

(b,) There are no disposal sites in Western Australia which solely
accept industrial solid waste. Where an industrial waste is not
suitable for direct disposal within a sanitary landfill, it must be
either safety stored or treated to render it suitable for disposal
into a sanitary landfill.

(2) The Forrestdale liquid waste treatment plant was approved by the
Environmental Protection Authority. Any sanitary landfill which has
been proposed since the introduction of the Environmental Protection
Act in 1987 has been subject to the requirements of the Environmental
Protection Act. Prior to that date, landfills were generally assessed by
the Health Department.

(3) The Forrestdale liquid waste treatment plant was assessed at public
environmental review level. I understand that all new landfills are
assessed by the Environmental Protection Authority. Information on
the level of assessment should be sought from the Minister for the
Environment or the Environmental Protection Authority.

(4) The Environmental Protection Authority requires the Health
Department to monitor the Forrestdale liquid waste treatment plant.
The Health Department, in its role as regulator of waste disposal, also
undertakes monitoring of municipal landfill sites even though the
Environmental Protection Act does not require this.

(5) Not applicable.
ABORIGINES - PARABURDOO SE=LMIENTS CONSTRUCTION

793. Hon N.F. MOORE to the Minister for Education representing the Minister for
Aboriginal Affairs:
(1) Is it correct that Aboriginal settlements are to be constructed in the

Paraburdoo area?
(2) Ifsa -

(a) what are the reasons for the settlements;
(b) which Aboriginal people are expected to reside in the settlements; and
(c) what is the anticipated cost of each?

(3) Will Paraburdoo become the service centre for these settlements?
Hon KAY HALLAH-AN replied:
(1) There are no immediate proposals for construction of communities in the

Parabunloo area. There is an application for an Aboriginal living area on
Rocklea Station and a number of groups are negotiating with the Department
of Conservation and Land Management for living areas in the Karijini Range
National Park.

(2) (a) All applications for living areas are from groups wishing to return to
areas they have traditional affiliation with.

(b) The application at Rocklea involves approximately 50 people. The
applications in Karijini National Park are in the early stages of
negotiation and population estimates are not possible at this stage.

(c) Estimation of cost will not be possible until applications are nearer to
finalisation. Applications will not be approved unless infrastructure
funding is committed by the Commonwealth.
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(3) It is anticipated that living areas will be self-contained and will not necessarily
rely on Paraburdoo as a service centre.

HOSPITALS - PARABURDOO HEALTH SERVICES REVIEW
No Reduction in Services Assurance

794. Hon N.F. MOORE to the Minister for Education representing the Minister for
Health:

With reference to the review being undertaken into the services provided by
the Paraburdoo Hospital -

(1) Will the Minister give an assurance that -

(a) there will be no reduction in the number of beds at the hospital;
(b) the midwifery service will continue; and
(c) the operating theatre will not be closed?

(2) If not, why not?
Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:

The Minister for Health has provided the following reply -

The current review into health services provided in the Tom Price-Paraburdoo
area is aimed at improving services to the community by making them more
relevant to community needs; it is not about reducing services. It is not
possible to pre-empt the outcomes of the review and it would not be proper to
do so. However, any changes to service delivery in the area will only occur
with the support and consensus of the community, in line with the
recommendations of the Select Committee report on country hospitals and
nursing posts.
DETOXIFICATION CENTRE - ROEBOURNIE PROPOSAL

799. Hon N.F. MOORE to Minister for Education representing the Minister for Health:
(1) Is it proposed to build a detoxification unit at Roeboumne?
(2) If so, when will it be commenced?
(3) If not, why not?
Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:

The Minister for Health has provided the following reply -

(1) Yes. There are plans to establish a sobering up centre in Roebourne at
premises to be provided by the Health Department.

(2) Commencement is dependent on funding being made available for
capital costs to cover renovations. An application has been made to
the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission for funds which
were made available under the recommendations of the Royal
Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody. If the application is
successful, it is expected that the centre will become operational
during 1992-93.

(3) Not applicable.
ASHBURTON BY-ELECTION - ELECTORAL ROLL

800. Hon N.F. MOORE to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Parliamentary and Electoral Reform:
(1) Is the Minister aware that only 81 percent of registered voters actually voted

in the Ashburton by-election?
(2) What action has the Electoral Commission taken to ensure that the Ashburton

roll is more up to date?
(3) How many electors have been taken off the Ashburton roll since the

Ashburton by-election?
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Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:
The Minister for Parliamentary and Electoral Reform has provided the
following reply -

(1) The 1991-92 annual report of the Western Australian Electoral
Commission at page 9 indicates that 83.37 per cent of the electors
voted in the Ashburton by-election held on 4 April 1992. A copy of
the commission's statistical report on the Ashburton election is
attached to this answer. [See paper No 523.]

(2) The Australian Electoral Commission has made substantial progress
with an extensive habitation review of Western Australia which
includes the State electoral district of Ashburton. The State pays the
Commonwealth half the cost of the habitation review. A report on the
habitation review provided by the Australian Electoral Commission on
12 October 1992 indicates that major towns in the Ashburton district
where the review has been completed include Wickham, Dampier and
Karratha. The town of Roeboumne has yet to be completed.
In addition to the habitation review, the WA Electoral Commission
has referred to the Australian Electoral Commission returned
unclaimed mail the Liberal Party received as a result of the Fightback
package and mail outs by the Liberal Party candidate in the by-
election, Joy West. Other returned mail referred to the Australian
Electoral Commission emanated from the direct mail to all electors in
the Ashburton by-election by the WA Electoral Commission. This
direct mail out was similar to those undertaken in the by-elections for
Geraldton on 13 April 1991 and Floreat on 20 July 1991 respectively.
A fourth category of returned mail which has been referred to the
Australian Electoral Commission is that returned to the WA Electoral
Commission as a result of the Ashburton by-election and the daylight
saving referendum non-voter follow-up. This returned mail is being
checked against the results of the habitation review and objection
action will be taken by the Australian Electoral Commission in those
cases where electors no longer live at the address for which they are
enrolled.

(3) 394 electors have had their names taken off the Ashburton roll in the
period from 4 April to 13 August 1992. This information was
provided in an answer to a question from the member asked at the
Legislative Council Estimates Committee hearing on 15 October. A
copy of that response is also attached to this answer. [See paper
No 523.]

STATE ENERGY COMMISSION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - RENEWABLE
ENERGY BRANCH CLOSURE

Demand Management Branch Closure

815. Hon P.G. PENDAL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for Fuel
and Energy:
(1) Has the State Energy Commission of WA recently closed its renewable

energy branch?
(2) If so, why?
(3) Has SECWA recently closed its demand management branch?
(4) If so, why?
(5) How much funding has the Government allocated specifically to support

renewable energy research and development for 1992-93?
(6) To which agencies have these funds been allocated?
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Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:
The Minister for Fuel and Energy has provided the following reply -

No. The title 'Branch" was changed to "Group" but there has been no
change to staff or other resources.

(3)-(4)
The demand management branch has been combined with other
generation planning functions and renamed electricity planning and
contracts. There have been no changes to the objectives or program of
the demand management team.

Direct Government funding for renewable energy research in 1992-93
is primarily channelled through the Minerals and Energy Research
Institute of WA. For 1992-93 MERIWA has $397 000 allocated from
the Consolidated Revenue Fund for energy projects, of which 50 per
cent is anticipated to be for renewable energy research.
SECWA's 1992-93 budget for renewable energy initiatives totals
about $7 million. This includes allocations for -

Esperance wind farm $6000 000
Renewable Energy Advisory Council funding $250 000
Murdoch University Energy Research Institute $150 000
Energy conservation unit of Energy Policy and

Planning Bureau $300 000
State wind monitoring program
National solar monitoring program
Landfill gas resource assessment studies

HOMESWEST - MANNING HOUSING DEVELOPMENT
821. Hon P.G. PENDAL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Housing:
(1) What is the current status of the Homeswest housing development proposed

for the vicinity of Manning Road. Manning?
(2) Which streets in the Manning area will the development encompass?
(3) What are the estimated dates for commencement and completion of the

construction work?
(4) How many family units ame planned for the development?
(5) What other type of accommodation is planned?
(6) What form will the family and other accommodation units take?
(7) What is the estimated total cost of the development?
Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

The Minister for Housing has provided the following reply-
(1) The first stage of the Manning redevelopment has received all

approvals from statutory and local authorities. Homeswest intends to
produce 26 single lots and two grouped dwelling lots which will
accommodate respectively two and four dwellings. The total dwelling
outcome will therefore be 32. Homeswest plans to market 22 single
lots in March 1993. The tender for civil works has been let and work
will commence on the site by 2 November 1992.

(2) T'he development is encompassed by Manning Road, Elderfield Road,
Henning Crescent and Challenger Avenue.

(3) Subdivisional works are expected to get under way on site by
2 November 1992 and it is expected that, due to the industry shut
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down for Christmas, completion of the land development function will
be in the last week of January 1993.

(4) All 32 dwellings will be family dwellings.
(5) No other type of accommodation is planned.
(6) The 22 private owners will build single houses in conformity with

local authority regulations. In the first half of 1993 Homneswest plans
to build 10 family rental homes; that is, four single detached houses
and respectively two detached grouped dwellings and four detached
grouped dwellings.

(7) Estimated land development cost $250 000. Estimated rental dwelling
construction cost $600 000. Total costs $850 000.

SOUTHERN SUBURBS PROGRESS ASSOCIATION - MEMBERSHIP
828. Hon E.J. CHARLTON to the inister for Education representing the Minister for

Aboriginal Affairs:
(I) What are the criteria for a person to be a member of the Southern Suburbs

Progress Association?
(2) Who are the current chairperson and the other office holders of the SSPA?
(3) When was the last annual general meeting of the SSPA?
(4) Does the SSPA have a constitution and, if so, when and how has it been

amended?
(5) Under what authority was the SSPA constituted and who funds it?
(6) Has the SSPA maintained accurate financial statements since it was

constituted and for what period is the most recent annual financial statement?
(7) Are die SSPA's financial records currently under audit investigation?
(8) If yes, when will that investigation report and to whom?
Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:

The Minister for Aboriginal Affairs has provided the following response-
The Southern Suburbs Progress Association is an independent organisation
and any inquiries regarding the association should be referred to the
association's chairperson.

UNIVERSITIS - LAW STUDENTS ANNUAL COSTS
University of Western Australia; Murdoch University

83 1. Hon P.G. PENDAL to the Minister for Education:
In terms of costs to both the Government and an individual student, what is
the cost per year of putting a student through the law faculties at -

(a) the University of Western Australia; and
(b) Murdoch University?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
Universities receive money from the Commonwealth Government for
undergraduate teaching in the forn of a block grant determined by the relative
funding model. The formula allocates approximately $5 700 per full time
student place in law to both universities. Individual students are responsible
for their higher education contribution charge of $2 250 and for guild and
faculty charges. In the case of the University of Western Australia, guild fees
are $158. In addition, law students pay between $30 and $100 for sets of case
reports which take the place of text books. At Murdoch University the guild
fees are $130 but students have to buy their own text books.
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TAMMIN LANDCARE PROJECT - FUNDING
839. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Minister for Education:

(1) What funding is currently provided for the Tamimin land care project?
(2) Is the Minister aware of uncertainty over funding for the project?
(3) Is the Minister prepared to fund teacher relief to allow the valuable

educational aspects of this project with students and staff to continue?
Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
(1) Since February 1989 a cooperative approach to Landcaxv has developed

between the Ministry of Education, the Department of Agriculture and the
Tammin community with sponsorship from Alcoa Ltd and funding from the
national soils conservation program. Details of the funding for the period
February 1989-January 1993 are -

NSCP - Landcare EQ salary, veb and costs 130 000
NSCP - teacher relief 95 000
Alcoa - capital works contribution *144 000
Tamniin Shire - admin, caretaker, blds 110 000
Dept of Agriculture - project officers 20 000
Ministry of Education - c/rmn effects 6 000
Northam District Ed. Office - admin. 8J~
Total commitment 513.X
*Pleae note that Alcoa's contribution has always been for capital works
provision only.

(2) The major sources of funding for the Tammin land care project have been the
national soils conservation program and Alcoa Ltd. 1 understand that the
NSCP funds will no longer be available after January 1993 and there are
minimal Alcoa funds available for capital works only.

(3) Teacher relief will, until January 1993, continue to be provided by the NSCP.
The Ministry of Education acknowledges the educational value of this
program, and is currently investigating the level of support which it can
provide in 1993.

LIGHTHOUSES - LEEUWIN AND NATURALISTE
Vesting and Leasing Proposals

840. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Minister for Education representing the Minister for
Heritage:

Is it proposed to vest the Leeuwin and Naturaliste lighthouses with the
National Trust of Australia (WA) and then to lease them back to the local
tourist bureaus?

Hon KAY HALLAIIAN replied:
The Minister for Heritage has provided the following response -

Since June this year. exploratory discussions concerning the possible transfer
of Commonwealth lands, upon which navigational aids - including
lighthouses - are sited around the Western Australian coastline, to the State
Government have been in progress with the Australian Maritime Safety
Authority. Initial discussions between AMSA, CALM. WATC, the National
Trust of Australia (WA), the Heritage Council of Western Australia, and my
ministerial officer, were focused on the Cape Leewin and Cape Naturalisto
lighthouses. A cooperative approach between all parties has resulted in an
AMSA offer of sale to the State of four lighthouses, being Cape Leeuwin,
Cape Natutraliste, and Rottnest Island lightstations - Wadjemup and Bathurst
Point - and the rationalisation and transfer of title, with AMSA guaranteed
access, of over 30 navigational aids sites around the Cost. The proposal will
shortly be presented to Cabinet for consideration.
One of AMSA's conditional requirements is that chose lighthouses of heritage
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status be registered on the State Government register of heritage places. This
has already been achieved. The second is that die sites be vested as A class
reserves. This has been agreed by all agencies. In the case of the lighthouses
at Cape Leeuwin and Cape Naturaliste, die National Trust, which will act as
the agent of the Heritage Council, and CALM have agreed that vesting will lie
with CALM and sire management and interpretation will the trust's
responsibility. The National Trust will then establish leasing arrangements
with local organisations, such as the existing operation of the Margaret River-
August tourist body at Cape Leeuwin.

SCHOOL BUSES - MT BARKER, FREE SERVICE FOR ABORIGINAL CHILDREN
843. Hon MURIEL PATTERSON to the Minister for Education:

(1) Is there a free bus service operating in urban Mount Barker for Aboriginal
children only?

(2) Is this bus always occupied to its capacity?
(3) How many children use the bus?
(4) Are non-Aboriginal children allowed to use this bus?
(5) If not, why not?
(6) How is this bus funded?
Hon KAY H-ALLAHAN replied:

The Ministry of Education does not operate a bus service in urban Mt Barker
for Aboriginal children.
SOUTHERN ABORIGINAL CORPORATION - FUNDING

844. Hon MURIEL PATTERSON to the Minister for Education representing the
Minister for Aboriginal Affairs:
(1) Is there any accrued funding to cover the shortfall that the Southern

Aboriginal Corporation is getting from the Aboriginal and Tonres Strair
Islander Commission?

(2) What has been the increase in funding for the Southern Aboriginal
Corporation since 1989?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
The Minister for Aboriginal Affairs has provided the following response -

(l)-(2),
The Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority's budget does nor provide
funding to cover shortfalls of Aboriginal and Tonres Strait Islander
Commission funding for operational casts of organisations such as the
Southern Aboriginal Corporation. The question should be referred to
the Aboriginal and Tonres Strait Islander Commission.

WARDERS' COTTAGES, FREMANTLE - STOP WORK REQUEST BY
FREMANTLE SOCIETY

849. Hon P.G. PENDAL to the Minister for Education representing the Minister for
Heritage:
(1) Can the Minister indicate what occurred between Friday, October 16 when he

refused to entertain a Frenmantle Society request to stop work on the old
wardens' cottages, and Sunday, October 19 when, following an Opposition
announcement, he reversed his stance of the previous Friday and announced
that the work was only "temporary" and would be removed next week?

(2) Can the Minister also indicate whether it is normal practice that work carried
out for Government agencies is done only on such a "temporary" basis?

(3) What was the cost of the "temporary" work?
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(4) Can the Minister advise under what circumstances his Ministerial adviser,
Reg Gordon, has taken up residence in one of the warders' cottages?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
The Minister for Heritage has provided the following reply -
(1) The Fremantle Society made no request to stop work on the warders'

cottages on Friday 16 October. There was no justification for work to
be stopped. No reversal of stance occurred between Friday 16 and
Sunday 18 October as work was directed to continue on the verandah
balustrading along the lines suggested by Fremantle architect, Mr
Michael Patroni. As the fibrous cement fascia was directed to be
removed on Friday 16 October and was so removed on Monday 19
October, it was a temporary fixture.

(2)-(3)
Not applicable.

(4) Mr Gordon took up residence in one of the 19 wardens' cottages on 20
January 1990 having been on a rental waiting list since March 1988.
All tenants paid market rents set by DOLA. When the cottages were
purchased by Homeswest in late 1991, the development plan involved
restoration of the 19 cottages and infill construction of an additional
12 medium density units. At that time Honieswest guaranteed the nine
remaining private residents their tenancies at independently set market
rents on completion of the restoration. It is standard Homeswest
practice to have a private/public mix in medium density groups of
dwellings.

EDUCATION, MINISTRY OF - TRANSFER OF TEACHER OCCUPATIONAL
HEALTH, SAFETY AND WELFARE REPRESENTATIVES

858. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Education:
(1) What is the Ministry of Education's policy on transferring teacher health and

safety representatives from their school sites before the expiration of their
elected two year term of office?

(2) How many teacher health and safety representatives have been subjected to
involuntary transfers from their school site before the expiration of their two
year term of office -

(a) since the Act was proclaimed/gazetted; and
(b) between December 1991 and July 1992?

(3) Why was Mr K. Chapman. an elected health and safety representative and
safety committee member of Perth Modemn School, selected for an
involuntary transfer in December 1992 before he had completed 10 months
of his two year term?

(4) Why does the Ministry carry out involuntary transfers of teacher health and
safety representatives despite the spirit of the Health and Safety Act
prohibiting such victimisation and interference with elected representatives?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
(1) A person's status as an elected occupational health, safety and welfare

representative has no bearing on any consideration for transfer.
(2) No records are kept by the ministry of this information.

(3)-(4)
The ministry refutes the inference that it acts in such a way that would
discriminate against an elected occupational health, safety and welfare
representative. The transfer of Mr Chapman was a consequence of a decision
made by the ministry in respect of the staffing mix at Perth Modern Senior
High School and was not based or linked to his occupational health, safety
and welfare representation.
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EDUCATION, MINISTRY OF - CHAPMAN, K., COMPLAINT
859. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Education:

On October 25 1991. Mr K. Chapman, then a teacher at Perth Modern
School, sent in a regulation 135 complaint to the ministry -

(1) Knowing the subject of the complaint planned long service leave then
early retirement, why did the ministry fail to take prompt action to
resolve the complaint until after the subject had resigned?

(2) Why did the ministry cake over seven months to finalise this
complaint?

(3) Why was it necessary for the complainant to have to make repeated
requests for a written response to the complaint?

Hon KAY HALLAH-AN replied:
(1)-(3)

The subject of the complaint was provided with a copy of the complaint on
14 November 1991 and asked to respond in writing to the Chief Executive
Officer by 6 December 1991. which he did. Although the response was
considered at this time, and found to be satisfactory, farmna] action to dismiss
the complaint and informn Mr Chapman accordingly was unfortunately
overlooked. It was not until Mr Chapman wrote to the ministry in March
1992 that the matter was resurrected. A written response, including an
apology for the delay, was sent to Mr Chapman by the Chief Executive
Officer on 18 May 1992.

EDUCATION, MINISTRY OF - CHAPMAN, K., COMPLAINT
Perth Modern School Transfer

861. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Education:
(1) As the ministry had decided to transfer Mr K. Chapman in December 1991

why could it only offer him a limited choice of personally unsuited positions
in June 1992 and so force him to accept (under protest) a placement
involving radically different working conditions?

(2) After considering the treatment received by Mr Chapman, will the Minister
undertake to oversee Mr Chapman's transfer to a suitable school for 1993?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
(1) Mr Chapman advised the ministry in March 1992 of his need to be located

within easy travelling distance of his mother, who lives in Applecross. After
considering a number of alternatives, which were not considered satisfactory
by Mrt Chapman. he was appointed to the Distance Education Centre in West
Perth, less than one km from his former school.

(2) No. Mr Chapman was advised by the ministry in July 1992 that, as normally
applies in cases such as his, he would be considered eligible for transfer at the
end of 1992 for placement in a school of his choice for 1993. Mr Chapman
has applied for transfer, but to a restricted number of schools.

TRAFFIC INFRINGEMENT NOTICES - EXTENSION ON PAYMENT PERIOD
862. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Attorney General:

(1) What provisions are available for persons who receive a traffic infringement
notice and are prepared to acknowledge that a breach of the traffic laws
occurred but require time to pay the penalty?

(2) If the matter is referred to the INREP registry, what additional charges are
levied for allowing a person time to pay a traffic infringement notice penalty?

(3) How are these additional charges justified?
(4) Should a driver have a $100 traffic infringement penalty imposed on him and

find that due to his personal financial situation he could only pay $10 per
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fortnight off the penalty, what specific additional charges would be levied
against this person?

Hon I.M. BERINSON replied:
(1) Every person issued with an infringement notice is allowed a minimum of

28 days to arrange payment. An extra 14 days may be pranted by the Police
Department subject to sufficient justification being shown. In addition,
payment by credit card may be made, allowing a person to repay their bank at
their convenience.

(2)-(4)
Every matter referred to the INREP registry attracts an additional fee of $47.
There is no additional fee incurred if payment by instalment is then arranged.

(3) Not applicable.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

WflTENOOM HOTEL - CLOSURE
550. Hon N.E. MOORE to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for North-

west:
Some notice of the question has been given to the Minister.
(1) Is the Wittenoom hotel to be closed?
(2) If so. what arrangements are being made to meet the accommodation

needs of those tourists who have already made bookings for next year?
(3) Why has the Government decided to close the hotel when there are

insufficient accommodation alternatives in the Hamnersley Range area?
(4) Has the inquiry which was undertaken by Hon Mark Nevill reported to

the Government?
(5) If so, will the Minister cable the report, and if not, why not?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
I have been advised by the Minister for North-West as follows -

(1) On 31 October 1992 the Fortescue Hotel was closed and placed in care
and maintenance pending deliberations by Cabinet on its future.

(2) In the event the hotel remains closed, tourists who have booked will be
notified to enable them to make alternative arrangements.

(3) No decision has been made to close the hotel permanently.
(4) Yes.
(5) The report will be released shortly.

POLICE - SOUTH WEST MANPOWER
551. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Minister for Police:

Notice of the question has been given to the Minister.
What are the total number of police officers in the south west in the following
areas -

Bunbury regional office;
Bunbury traffic office;
Bunbury CIfi;
Bun bury;
Augusta;
Boyup Brook;
Bridgetown;
Brunswick;
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Busselton;
Collie;
Donnybrook;
Dunsborough;
Harvey;
Marijimup;
Margaret River;
Nannup;
Pemberton;
Waroona;
Yarloop;
Liquor and gaming;
Police aides;
Forensic?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
I thank the member for advance notice of the question. I do not have a
breakdown. The answer to the first part of the question is 186. I have not
seen the breakdown. If the member puts the question on notice, I will attend
to it.

NATIONAL COMPANIES AND SECURITIES COMMISSION - BELL GROUP
SHARES PURCHASE INQUIRY

Mitchell-Berinson Meeting
552. Hon PETER FOSS to the Attorney General:

After the National Companies and Securities Commission began its inquiry
into the acquisition of Bell Group shares by the Bond Corporation and the
State Government Insurance Commission, did he consider it his duty to ensure
that the NCSC was informed of his meeting with Mr Mitchell?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:
No.

NATIONAL COMPANIES AND SECURITIES COMMISSION - BELL GROUP
SHARES PURCHASE INQUIRY

Miechell-Berinson Meeting

553. Hon PETER FOSS to the Attorney General:
After the National Companies and Securities Commission commenced its
inquiry into the acquisition of Bell Group shares by the Bond Corporation and
the SGIC, did he tell the NCSC that he had a meeting with Mr Mitchell?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:
The answer is no to the best of my recollection. I think I should go on,
however, to remind members of my earlier general comment in relation to
matters dealt with by the Royal Commission. I have indicated previously that,
given the attention which must be expected to the smallest detail of any
response to any question, I would make it my practice to request that all such
questions be placed on notice. I have departed from that general approach in
order to accommodate Mr Foss so far. However, I indicate to the House that I
will not depart from it again.

SUPREME COURT - PROBATE OFFICE OPENING HOURS
554. Hon MAX EVANS to the Attorney General:

The Supreme Court Probate Office which I believe comes under his
jurisdiction, is open only from 10.00 am to 1.00 prn and from 2.00 pm to
4.00 pm. which are limited hours in these times. Will the Minister look into
those hours to see whether there is a need for it to open longer? I went there
one day at three minutes past four and was surprised to find the office closed.
Even banks do not close early any more.
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Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:
I was not previously aware of the hours of business of the Probate Office.

Hon Max Evans: The Guardianship and Administration Board is the same.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: Nor for that matter was I aware of the office hours of the

guardianship tribunal and the Office of Public Guardian. I have therefore had
no reason to inquire into the background of those hours which leads me in
trm to be unable to provide any proper response at this stage. However, the
question being raised, I will make inquiries and see whether there is a
possibility for a wider spread of hours.

NATIONAL COMPANIES AND SECURITIES COMMISSION - BELL GROUP
SHARES PURCHASE INQUIRY

Mitchell-Berinson Meeting

555. Hon PETER FOSS to the Attorney General:
I thank the Attorney General for his general statement. However, that will not
dissuade me from asking questions and making comments on his failure to
answer them. From his knowledge, prior to 6 June 1988, was the State
Government Insurance Commission ever told by anybody that he had met
with Mr Mitchell of the Bond Corporation on 25 April 1988? If so. by whom
was it told that?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:
I refer to my previous answer and ask that the question be put on notice.

NATIONAL COMPANIES AND SECURITIES COMMISSION - BELL GROUP
SHARES PURCHASE INQUIRY

Mitchell-Berinson Meeting

556. Hon PETER FOSS to the Attorney General:
When did he first become aware that the National Companies and Securities
Commission had not been told by Mr Edwards in his evidence at the NCSC
inquiry that the Attorney General had met with Mr Mitchell on 25 April
1988?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:
It will indicate the reason for the general position I am taking that I am not
even sure that that is an accurate statement of the position.

Hon Gworge Cash: You said it in the Royal Commission; are you going back on what
you said?

Hon J.M. BERINSON: Maybe I misunderstood the question. If I did, that is yet
another reason for asking that the question be placed on notice. As I heard it,
however, it appeared to me that it was based on a false premise. If I am
wrong in that, I am sure that my impression will be corrected when I have the
opportunity to consider this question on notice.

MINES REGULATION AMENDMENT BILL - PROCLAMATION
Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Amendmzent Bill - Proclamnation

557. Hon N.F. MOORE to Hon Mark Nevill representing the Minister for Mines:
(1) Has the Mines Regulation Amendment Bill passed by both Houses in 1990

been proclaimed?
(2) If so, when?
(3) If not, why not?
(4) Has the Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Amendment Bill passed by

both Houses in 1990 been proclaimed?
(5) If so, when?
(6) If not, why not?
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Hon MARK NEVILL replied:
The Minister for Mines has provided the following reply -

(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) Proclamation of the amendments to the Mines Regulation Act has

been delayed pending consideration of a number of other mining
issues such as the Kelly report.

(4) The Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Amendment Act came
into operation 28 days after assent.

(5) Operative from 14 January 1991.
(6) Not applicable.

NATIONAL COMPANIES AND SECURITIES COMMISSION - BELL GROUP
SHARES PURCHASE INQUIRY

Mitchell-Berinson Meeting

558. Hon PETER FOSS to the Attorney General:
I refer the Attorney General to paragraph 17.7.2 of volume 4 of the Report of
the Royal Commission in which, in referring to the evidence of Mr Edwards,
the commission said -

Mr Edwards said he took this approach because of his concern that
information would be leaked from the NCSC. He said for this reason,
he made no mention of the possibility of Rothwells being assisted by
the transaction nor did he mention the meeting between Mr Berinson
and Mr Mitchell.

Was the Attorney General aware that Mr Edwards did not mention the
meeting between him and Mr Mitchell? If so, when did he become aware of
that?

Hon I.M. BERINSON replied:
I refer the honourable member to my earlier replies and ask that the question
be placed on notice.

ROYAL COMMISSION INTO COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES OF GOVERNMENT
AND OTHER MATTERS - SITTING DAYS

Dowding, Peter, Sitting Days - Legal Representation

559. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Leader of the House representing the Premier:
Notice of the question has been given to the Leader of the House.
(1) On how many days did the Royal Commission sit?
(2) On how many days did Peter Dowding appear as a witness before the

Royal Commission?
(3) On how many days was Peter Dowding represented in the Royal

Commission?
(4) On how many days was Peter Dowding represented by a Queen's

Counsel before the Royal Commission?
(5) What was the daily rate paid to the Queen's Counsel representing

Peter Dowding?

Hon .I.M. BERINSON replied:
I acknowledge that the Leader of the Opposition provided advance notice of
this question. However, I have been advised by the Premier's office that she
is not yet in a position to reply but will do so as soon as possible.
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TAFE - PEEL TAFE COLLEGE SITE

560. Hon DOUG WENN to the Minister for Education:
Will the Government be acquiring a site for a Peel TAFE college in the
1992-93 financial year?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
I thank the member for his question because an important meeting was held at
Mandurab on Friday last, 30 October, about this matter. Members may be
aware that difficulty has arisen in locating an agreed site for this college.
Local Government bodies in the region have expressed dissatisfaction with
the level of consultation that has taken place on this matter and last Friday I
met with representatives of the City of Mandurab, the Shire of Boddington
and the Shire of Murray. The Shire of Wamoona was also invited to send a
representative, but was unable to do so.
As a result of that meeting we have arrived at a process which I think will
provide a means to resolve this problem. It involves setting up a reference
group to be chaired by a nominee of the South West Development Authority
and including representatives of each of the four local governments along
with a representative from the Department of Employment, Vocational
Education and Training. The reference group will employ a consultant to
evaluate various sites under consideration, taking into account what is
required to provide a TAFE college. A recommendation from that consultant
will go back to the reference group and then to me as Minister. At that time I
hope we will have found a site suitable for TAFE's needs which is also
suitable to the residents of the region.
A spirit of cooperation has been achieved. Local government bodies involved
have indicated they will contribute $4 500 to the reference group, the
Department of Employment, Vocational Education and Training has indicated
it will set aside up to $5 000, and the South West Development Authority up
to $5 000 to allow a considered position to be put on this matter. This is a
contentious issue in the region. We all know that the provision of TAFE
services is extraordinarily important to residents over the next decade.
While agreeing that selecting a site for this college has been an ongoing
problem, I felt heartened after the meeting last Friday in Mandurah about the
matter. The other point chat may be of interest to members is that the
consultant is required to report to the reference group within one month of
appointment, so by the end of the year we should have a clear idea on the site
selected for this institution.

ROYAL COMMISSION INTO COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES OF GOVERNMENT
AND OTHER MATTERS REPORT - SECTION 17.8.2 VOLUME 4

Attorney General, Reading from Transcripts of Evidence
561. Hon PETER FOSS to the Attorney General:

I refer the Attorney General to paragraph 17.8.2 of volume 4 of the Report of
the Royal Commission into Commercial Activities of Government and Other
Matters which states -

On 2 June 1988 there was a gathering of Ministers at Parliament
House. Those present from time to time included Mr Dowding, Mr
Parker, Mr Berinson and Mr Grill. On the basis of Mr Heenan's
evidence, it seems chat other Ministers and possibly advisers were
present also.

It continues later -

Some Ministers were reading from transcripts of the evidence.
Was the Attorney one of those Ministers reading from the transcripts of
evidence?
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Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:
There may be some point in the mind of Mr Foss for the continued flow of
questions which he knows I will ask him to put on notice. I ask him to put
this question on notice. I have given the reasons why. His performance in
asking these detailed questions and jumping from one subclause to another in
a report which extends to between 1500 and 2000 pages is itself a good
indication of the need to approach answers on a proper and responsible basis.
I think it also calls for questions to be approached on a proper and responsible
basis. The same considerations apply to these thousands of pages of the
Royal Commission's report as apply to the many more thousands of pages of
Royal Commission transcript.
As a general response I have no reason to depart from anything that I have put
in the course of the most intensive examination by the Royal Commission
except to the extent that [ have followed up the distribution or circulation of
the transcript by writing to the commission to indicate where I thought some
point required correction. Those instances were few indeed and of no
particular significance of which I am aware. If Mr Foss wishes to ask detailed
questions about precise statements in either the report or the transcript so as to
use up the whole of question time, that is a privilege which he has. He cannot
expect me, after explaining my position not suddenly today but from the very
first day of the Royal Commission -

Hon Peter Foss: You know you got caught, Mr Berinson, and you're getting caught
again.

Hon I.M. BERINSQN: What was that smart Alec comment?
Hon Peter Foss: You know you got caught by answering questions and you are not

going to get caught again.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: I was not caught by answering any questions and I stand by

any answers that I provided. I am simply referring to the reality. We all
know what the truth is. Whatever has been said has been subject to
microscopic examination. Whatever is now said will also be subject to
microscopic examination. We are dealing with issues which now go back
over four years. Things are not clarified but in fact obscured by the enormous
attention that has been given to these matters by the Royal Commission
because over the course of almost two years so many things have been said by
so many people in so many different contexts that it has become genuinely
difficult to separate what is one's actual memory of an event from what is
one's memory of what has been said about that event. That is the reality. Mr
Foss can make all the smart Alec comments he likes, but those remain the
facts.
I have at every stage responded to questions honestly and as fully as I could.
That applied to the Royal Commission and it applies to this Parliament. That
remains my position and I will continue to respond in that way. I am within
well recognised rights in asking that questions be placed on notice. I have
indicated as clearly as anyone can possibly expect my reasons for approaching
questions on the Royal Commission in this particular way. I will not be
deterred from that. Mr Foss can say or do what he likes, but if he is genuinely
after an answer and not pursuing an exercise of listening to himself then he
will put those questions on notice. I assure him he will get a reply.

JUSTICES OF THE PEACE - CHANGES TO CONDITIONS OF APPOINMENT
562. Hon FRED McKENZIE to the Attorney General:

(1) Has the Attorney General recently announced that conditions applying to the
appointment of justices of the peace have been changed?

(2) If so, will that affect the ability of members of Parliament to nominate people
for appointment as justices of the peace?
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Hon I.M. BERINSON replied:

I have announced a change in the conditions applying to the appointment of
justices of the peace. I also indicated those changes by way of media release
but, not altogether surprisingly, it has not attracted any attention that I am
aware of. It will in one respect affect the way in which they will be asked to
pursue nominations in future, and I will be circulating all members with
details at the first opportunity.
I will explain the limitations of what I am referring to: Firstly, there is no
change to the existing criteria for appointment as a JP. All of those stand.
There is one additional requirement, however, which I am proposing to apply
to future appointments in the metropolitan area only. This arises from the fact
that despite very generous contributions of time and effort by justices in this
Stat, a problem has arisen in respect of the manning of various JP rosters at
courts and lockups. Those rosters are organised by the Royal Association of
Justices, and there has been some continuing difficulty in their attracting
sufficient JPs to meet their purposes. I should acknowledge that despite that
difficulty all the roster requirements have been met, but that has been at the
cost of what the association now believes has come to be a somewhat
excessive call on the justices who act in this way.
Accordingly, it is my intention in respect of all applications for future
appointment in the metropolitan area to require an undertaking that the
applicant, if successful, will be prepared to participate in a roster on a
reasonable basis. By that, I intend to convey service of a maximum of once
per month, and I should also perhaps help to clarify the intention by advising
the House that for purposes of this exercise the metropolitan area will be
regarded as any point which is within about 20 kilometres of a rostered court
or lockup. I will be providing further detail as soon as I can, in Written form,
but I take this early opportunity to allow members to make that point to any of
their constituents who approach them in the near future with a view to
appointment.

ROYAL COMMISSION INTO COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES OF GOVERNMENT
AND OTHER MATTERS REPORT - SECTION 17.8.2 VOLUME 4

Attorney General, Reading from Transcripts of Evidence
563. Hon PETER FOSS to the Attorney General:

(1) As a supplementary question, can the Attorney General tell the House what it
is that he will do during the intervening period of notice to determine whether
he was one of the people reading the transcript?

(2) Does he have other material he can refer to, or is there some other way to jog
his memory to satisfy the question?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:
In response to the supplementary question I will provide a supplementary
response.

POETRY COMPETITION - PERTH ZOO
Letter to Members Requesting Donation of Books

564. Hon E.J. CHARLTON to the Minister for Education:
What is the basis of a letter sent by the Minister to Legislative Assembly
members requesting a donation of books to assist with a poetry competition in
support of the Perth Zoo?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
I put forward the notion of a poetry competition for primary school students,
the suggested topic being a favourite pet. The intention was to stimulate an
interest in caring for animals and a broader awareness that neglected animals
can threaten native species. One idea is that animals have a very therapeutic
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effect on people and, for example, moves have been made to have pets in aged
persons' homes. Therefore, there is a great opportunity for children learning
to care for pets and learning to understand them. The primary focus of the
competition is the care of animals and the damage they can do to native
species if they are not cared for properly. That is the connection with the
Perth Zoo.
I sent a letter to principals outlining the competition for students in primary
schools. Two categories were offered to separate the ages. I then offered the
lower House members an opportunity to supply a book prize to schools. It
would mean the donation of two books only, and members have been very
generous and supportive to schools in the past. The competition will be
Statewide. Decisions will be made at the local schools and the winning
entries will be forwarded to the Office of Education and Training. Judgments
will be made on Statewide finalists and presentations will be made at the Zoo.
The finalists will have their work displayed in the education centre at the
Perth Zoo.
That is the format of the competition, and I did not mean to leave out
members of the upper House.

Hon E.J. Charlton: I am not worried about that. When the Minister gets another
good idea will members be involved as well?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN: Members do not need to support the competition, I
thought it would be a very welcome suggestion, there is no coercion about it.
Schools have a lot of proposals put before them, and they may choose to
respond to this competition or not, in the same way that members may choose
to be in touch with local schools or not. So, it is not an obligatory matter. I
hope schools take up the offer because a lot of benefit can be gained from it.
It is the sort of activity that schools promote anyway, and it is in ha mony
with curriculum work. That was taken into consideration.

SCHOOLS - LESMURIE HIGH SCHOOL
Students Repeating Year 12, Enrolments Instruction

565. Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON to the Minister for Education:
Has Lesmurdie Senior High School been instructed not to enrol students who
wish to repeat TEE year 12 in 1993?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
The question needs to be placed on notice.

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES HOUSING AUTHiORITY - HOUSING FOR SCHOOL
STAFF

56. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Minister for Education:
(1) Is the Minister aware that recent changes to the Government Employees

Housing Authority policy on the provision of housing for school principals
and senior staff will do little to attract experienced staff to country centres?

(2) In view of this, will the Minister seek to review the policy?
Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
(I)-(2)

I am not responsible for the Government Employees Housing Authority
policy, but is the member referring to the successful trials in Kalgoorlie and
Karratha?

Hon Barry House: No.
Hon KAY HALLAHAN: Then I suggest that the member put the question on notice

and I will have the responsible Minister provide a reply.
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SCHOOLS - STUDENTS REPEATING YEAR 12
Enrolments Instruction

567. Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON to the Minister for Education:
Have schools in the East Metropolitan Region been instructed that students
who wish to repeat their year 12 tertiary entrance examination in 1993 must
enrol at either Cyril Jackson, North Lake, or Kewdale Senior High Schools or
Canning College and no other?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
Would the member put his question on notice?

SCHOOLS - STUDENTS REPEATING YEAR 12
Ministry of Education's Policy

568. Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON to the Minister for Education:
Does the Ministry of Education have a policy for coping with year 12 students
who wish to repeat their year 12 in 1993?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
Members would know that last year and again this year there has been
considerable work to provide opportunities for year 12 students to go to
university, technical and further education colleges and into the work force;
that includes the likelihood of a number of them wanting to repeat their
tertiary entrance examination. In considering all those matters the ministry
would undoubtedly have a policy. I do not know whether the schools in the
East Metropolitan Region have been particularly instructed, although clearly
the schools to which the member has referred in his previous question are
schools where there would be a provision for repeat TEE students. However,
in general terms it is believed that it is better to provide counselling so that
students have a wider range of options in mind rather than repeating the TEE;
although that of course remains one of their options.
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